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Abstract

Abstract

The development of a novel technique used to characterise ground structures from the 

acoustic emission generated during a drilling process is presented. Existing ground 

evaluation techniques were investigated, providing an insight to the relevant parameters, 

which are useful to the engineer. The literature review considers areas of soil 

mechanics, granular physics, frictional interactions between solids and solid-granular 

interfaces as well as the acoustic emission associated with frictional mechanisms. The 

drilling process was simplified by using a rotating probe, which maximised surface 

interactions as well as reducing other frictional mechanisms associated with material 

removal and penetration depth. An experimental apparatus was developed, which 

consisted of a conical tipped rotating probe that was pushed into granular samples at a 

controlled feed rate, thus simulating a typical drilling process. The drill string acted as 

an acoustic wave guide and the acoustic signal was recorded using a suitable coupling 
device. Preliminary investigations were used to optimise the experimental apparatus for 

further investigations. Investigations focused on determining the effects that the applied 

load and sliding velocity had on the acoustic parameters. The effects of varying 

particulate density, particle size and water content were also considered. A series of 

standard soil investigation techniques have been conducted to provide information 

directly associated with the soil samples used in this study. Both peak shear and residual 

shear forces were considered and the analysis focused on varying grain size, density and 

water content. Frictional interactions between the probe-tip and different grades of 

abrasive paper were also considered. Results obtained from the abrasive paper 

investigations led to the development of an unusual thresholding technique which was 

used to determine a characteristic signal of the friction pair. Investigations identified a 

repeatable correlation between the characteristic signal and the average particle size. 

Further investigations highlighted that the acoustic energy could be used in conjunction 

with the characteristic signal to obtain more information about the granular material 

being investigated. Results presented in this thesis provide evidence that ultrasonic 
monitoring of drilling has potential for real time ground condition monitoring 

applications.
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Nomenclature

Nomenclature

A Signal amplitude
a Radius of contact spot
A Apparent area

A E rms Root-mean-square of the acoustic signal
Ar Real are of contact

a Friction angle
D Contact modulus
E>50 Mean particle diameter
8 AE pulse energy

Elastic potential energy
F Total applied force

Fc Force at a single asperity contact

Ff Frictional force

h The closeness of two elastic bodies in contact

^AE Count rate

Kc Number of asperity contacts

N P Number of acoustic pulses generated by a single asperity interaction

V A Function of surface roughness
Oi Incidence angle
Or Reflection angle
P Pressure
5p Mean contact pressure
R Particle radius
Ra Particle roundness ratio
Rn Normalised roughness
RP Reflection coefficient
s Spacing parameter
T Interfacial shear strength/Radiation time

0̂ Intrinsic shear strength at no load

TP Transmission coefficient
V Sliding speed
D Poisson’s Ratio
Z Acoustic impedance
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.0 Introduction

In Civil Engineering, knowledge of the ground structure and condition is essential for 

many engineering applications. Ground investigation provides a range of information on 

which to base proposals for the design and construction of structures. It is also common 

for ground or embankment structures to suffer from long-term degradation, especially 

those subjected to dynamical loading in the case of a rail track bed or the foundations of 

a highway bridge. The existence of material degradation highlights the necessity for 

ground condition monitoring as a method to effectively predict potential failure [1].

If a simple drilling operation of a geotechnical structure is considered, it is perceptible 

that the frictional characteristics between the drill tip and the soil structure at a known 

depth could correspond to changes in the soil structure. Acoustic monitoring of friction 

pairs is known to provide a sensitive method for determining changes in frictional 

mechanisms and is a popular condition monitoring tool for many industrial processes 

involving solid-solid friction pairs [2]. The solid-granular interaction that occurs at the 

drill tip generates ultrasonic strain waves that will propagate along the drill shaft. The 

drill shaft would act as a solid acoustic wave guide and is considered to have non

degrading acoustic characteristics. Therefore, monitoring the ultrasonic emission 

developed by a drilling process may provide a sensitive tool to determine the parameters 

of the granular material being drilled at a known depth and could provide a novel 

methodology for ground condition monitoring. This thesis presents a study concerning 

the sliding frictional interactions between solid and granular surfaces, the generation of 

acoustic emission caused by these friction pairs as well as providing experimental 

evidence that could lead to the development of a novel real time technique for

Ground Condition Monitoring Using Friction Generated Acoustics 1
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characterising ground structures using the ultrasound generated by drilling interactions. 

The research considered here arises from fieldwork carried out by Hill [3] where it 

became apparent that acoustic monitoring of drilling had potential for ground condition 

monitoring. However, the technique was underdeveloped and this study discusses the 

progress made towards using ultrasonic monitoring of drilling and assesses its potential 

as a viable future alternative to current ground evaluation techniques.

Attention was focused on the physical contact between individual granular grains and a 

flat solid surface in order to develop an understanding of the source of the ultrasonic 

emission. The parameters related to the mechanical deformation at the points of actual 

contact were studied with the aim of establishing the effect that these parameters might 

have on the generated ultrasonic signal.

The experimental development involved simplifying a drilling process so that the 

parameters relating to sliding friction between solid-granular interfaces could be 

investigated. Due to the complexity involved with drilling interactions the drill was 

replaced by a rotating probe, which provided a uniform and stable contact area between 

the probe and the granular material. The probe was pushed into various granular 

samples at a controlled feed-rate thus simulating a typical simplified drilling process. 

Experimental research involved studying and optimising the ultrasonic signal generated 

between the probe and the geotechnical material being probed, as well as developing an 

understanding of the parameters that directly influence the ultrasonic signal such as the 

applied load or rotational speed. Controlled geotechnical media were studied to 

determine how changes in the friction pair affected the acoustic emission (AE) signal. 

The acoustic signal generated might be described as acoustic, ultrasonic (although this

Ground Condition Monitoring Using Friction Generated Acoustics 2
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really relates to the monitoring frequency used) or perhaps acoustic emission, (although 

this form of AE does not conform to the usual definition). These terms will be used 

interchangeably throughout this thesis.

1.1 Aims and Objectives

The main aim of the project is to develop a novel method for characterising ground 

structures using the acoustic emission generated during drilling interactions. To achieve 

this aim the following objectives have been set:

• Research methods of characterising ground structures.

• Identify the parameters associated with ground structures, which are useful 

to the engineer.

• Develop an experimental rig for the investigation

• Define suitable acoustic parameters and the techniques used to analyse them.

• Understand the physics behind the generation of the AE.

• Investigate the parameters that affect the generated acoustic signal.

• Develop empirical correlations relating the AE to the parameters of the 

ground structure.

1.2 An Overview of the Thesis

The thesis begins with a review of existing techniques, which are used to characterise 

ground structures and will form a base on which to identify the relevant parameters that 

are of interest to the engineer. Attention is focused on the various types of ground 

evaluation procedures that are used, the parameters investigated as well as highlighting 

the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Using the information obtained

Ground Condition Monitoring Using Friction Generated Acoustics 3
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from the review allowed the focus of this investigation to be associated with the 

parameters that are of practical use to the engineer.

A review of laboratory techniques used to classify soils will be presented to highlight 

the number of parameters that exist as well as developing an understanding of the 

physics surrounding granular materials. The review will discuss the principal physical 

characteristics of soil particles that determine their classification including the effects of 

the individual particle’s physical characteristics on complete soil systems. The particle 

packing density and soil saturation will also be addressed particularly focussing on their 

effects on the soil strength parameters, considering both shear and compression forces.

The novel technique considered here simulates a typical drilling process and the AE is 

due to the interaction between the drill tip and the granular medium at the depth of 

penetration. The AE occurs as a result of the frictional interactions between the surface 

asperities of the drill tip and the granular particles that it is in contact with. A review 

addressing the physics of frictional contact is presented to provide an understanding of 

the physical interactions that occur during sliding friction, which produces AE. Surface 

topography is discussed highlighting that contact only occurs at asperity interactions 

and that the real area of contact is small compared to the apparent area of contact. 

Discussion will be focused on the asperity contacts, their deformation, which as a 

consequence leads to the generation of acoustic emission.

Friction between solid surfaces and granular surfaces are investigated to provide an 

overview of the frictional characteristics that occur at these interfaces. The investigation 

considers the parameters associated with granular materials and how they relate to the
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frictional properties concerning a granular-solid interface. The behaviour of granular 

particles at the solid-granular boundary is discussed, which helped optimise the 

frictional interaction between the drill-tip and the granular material.

The applications of using AE are considered in order to provide an overview of how AE 

has become a popular and useful tool in many NDT techniques. Attention was focused 

on friction generated acoustic emission, such as condition monitoring techniques, which 

has more relevance to the AE considered in this study. The aim was to provide an 

understanding of the physical parameters that play an important role concerning friction 

generated acoustics.

The development of an experimental rig, the method of recording the acoustic signal 

and the acoustic parameters used is described. Preliminary investigations were carried 

out to test the performance of. the probing system; investigate the typical data trends 

recorded and highlight any areas of concern which were used for experimental 

redevelopment. The data obtained from these investigations helped improve the 

experimental arrangement for further in-depth investigations. Standard laboratory 

experimental techniques were done to provide information relating to the soil properties 

of the test soil samples used in this investigation.

A theoretical discussion is also provided relating the acoustic emission to the frictional 

contact. The discussion is based on existing models associated with solid-solid friction 

pairs and an attempt to relate these models to solid-granular friction pairs is provided. 

These models were later considered during the discussion of the experimental results.
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The experimental results focus on the effects that the applied load and the sliding 

velocity had on the acoustic emission. Changes in the particle size and the packing 

density were investigated as well as variations in saturation level of the granular 

material. The results highlight a novel thresholding technique that was developed, 

which provided a method for differentiating between granular samples of varying grain 

size. Using the estimated particle size and geometry it was possible to investigate the 

average contact force and provided a sensitive method of identifying changes in the 

granular particle size. An evaluation of using acoustic monitoring of drilling interactions 

as a potential tool for identifying changes in soil structures is discussed.

Ground Condition Monitoring Using Friction Generated Acoustics 6
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2.0 Literature Review

The aim of the literature review was to provide a methodical and structured approach 

for an investigation relating to the acoustic emission generated during drilling 

interactions.

2.1 Current Methods of Ground Investigation

Ground investigations are usually in-situ although some investigations are carried out 

within a laboratory on the soil samples collected from the site investigation. The aim of 

a site investigation is to gather information regarding the ground condition and 

evaluates any potential problems that may be encountered during both the construction 

and life of the project. The following sections provide an overview of the in-situ 

techniques used by engineers and highlight the relevant parameters that are of interest to 

the engineer.

2.1.1 Trial Pits

A trial pit provides a simple but effective method of identifying shallow ground 

conditions. The pit is produced typically by an excavator and can determine ground 

condition up to 4m below the ground level. Advantages of this method include 

simplicity, speed and cost. The disadvantages include the difficulty in producing pits 

lower than the water table due to the instabilities generated by saturated granular flow 

and therefore only shallow ground conditions can be determined. Trial pits allow a 

physical examination of the soil where strata type and thickness can be determined as 

well as enabling the procurement of soil samples for further laboratory testing. The trial 

pit also allows further in-situ tests to be carried out including coring as well as the
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installation of instruments including for instance piezometers or extensometers that are 

used for other methods of ground evaluation [4].

2.1.2 Coring and Bore Hole Techniques

In coring, a tubular cutter is used to extract a physical sample of the soil for detailed 

examination. The test cores are taken over small depths and the soil samples are 

retained within the cylinder for laboratory analysis. During this sampling procedure a 

degree of mixing is inevitable and changes in the strata type are only considered 

accurate within a 0.1m range. The samples taken are usually referred to as disturbed 

samples but for cohesive fine-grained soils the level of disturbance is small and are 

usually considered undisturbed. Coring is an accurate technique and produces less soil 

disturbance than trial pits. Coring can also provide undisturbed samples (cohesive fine 

grained soil) for detailed laboratory analysis to determine other parameters such as shear 

strength and permeability. However, in-situ examination is usually used to determine 

strata type and thickness [4, 5].

2.1.3 Penetration Techniques

There are two common forms of penetration techniques, the standard penetration test 

(SPT) and the cone penetration test (CPT). Penetration techniques investigate the 

general soil characteristics by measuring the change in the shear resistance of the soil at 

different depths to determine the thickness and lateral extent of various strata. The shear 

strength and compressibility may also be estimated while checking the density of 

ground fills. The SPT is mainly used to estimate the relative stiffness and bearing 

capacity of a soil as an empirical function of the penetration resistance, which is 

measured by counting the number of controlled blows for a probing rod to reach a

Ground Condition Monitoring Using Friction Generated Acoustics 8
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specified depth. Using predetermined empirical correlations, the deformation of 

granular soils and the shear strength of cohesive soils can be estimated. However, the 

quality and reliability of the test results depend upon the experience of the operator [4]. 

The CPT is a further development of the SPT and consists of a steel rod with a conical 

tip (apex angle 60° and a diameter of 35.7mm) that is pushed into the ground at a rate of 

20mm s'1. The diameters of the cone and the rod are the same with the penetration 

resistance at the tip of the cone and the sleeve-fiiction along a section of the shaft being 

measured. Both the shear resistance and the sleeve-friction are used to determine the 

soil profile, type and bearing capacity using empirical correlations. This technique 

provides a rapid method of determining soil structure, but the cone tip only responds to 

changes in the soil structure within 5-10 probe tip diameters above and below the cone 

tip, which can lead to some imprecision in locating soil interfaces. Further 

developments of the CPT incorporate a pore water pressure sensor to help determine 

any soil saturation and hydraulic properties of the soil including permeability and 

conductivity [6]. In practice CPT and SPT are usually used as an intermediate profiling 

tool between a number of strategically placed bore holes. The results collected from the 

bore holes are correlated with the results obtained using the penetration technique, both 

of which improve data interpretation. Bore hole data is also used to investigate the 

ground layers of low resistance where penetration techniques usually fail, as well as 

exploring below the depths that are attainable by penetration techniques [4]. CPT results 

are essentially based on empirical correlations although research is available involving 

theoretical and finite element approaches for determining shear properties of soils [7, 8]
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2.1.4 Seismic Simulation

There are many methods of seismic investigations but a common method (seismic 

reflection method) utilises a seismic source (a sudden impact or a vibration generator) 

and vibration sensors that are mounted on the grounds surface. The propagation time of 

the seismic wave is monitored to allow the determination of the shear wave velocity 

using the phase information for each frequency contained within the waveform. The 

wave velocity can be recorded up to depths of 20m and a large volume of soil can be 

investigated rapidly. The change in wave velocity can give an indication of the soil 

properties or changes within the soil strata, as different host materials will change the 

seismic wave propagation speed. However, the seismic data is usually correlated with 

borehole data to improve the interpretation of the results and therefore, seismic 

simulation is mainly used as a profiling tool [4].

2.1.5 Ground Penetrating Radar

In ground penetrating radar (GPR) electromagnetic energy is transmitted through the 

ground at typical frequencies between 1-2500 MHz and has the capability of monitoring 

depths up to 30m. Signal inteipretation can either be done simplistically using first 

arrival time analysis although other complex methods are available involving spatial 

distributions of the velocity attenuation fields. Grandjean [9] provided an extensive 

evaluation of current GPR techniques used in civil engineering applications and 

compared many different signal analysis methods for a single site investigation. GPR is 

generally used as a profiling tool in conjunction with bore holes (to aid image 

interpretation) and can identify changes in soil strata (providing there is sufficient 

contrast between the soil layers) as well as identifying large bodies such as boulders, 

landmines [9, 10] and tunnels [11]. GPR has also been investigated as a tool to monitor
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root systems, which have been reported to have a direct effect on the strength of soil 

structures [12].

2.1.6 In-Situ Testing Parameter Summary

The main aim of a site investigation is to identify the soil types, where changes in the 

soil strata occur' and hence the structural strength of the soil. Bore holes and coring 

techniques provide the most reliable method of identifying the soil types that are present 

within the ground. However, producing many of these holes can be time consuming, 

expensive and causes further disturbance to the natural soil structure. Therefore, 

profiling techniques are used in conjunction with a number of strategically placed 

boreholes to provide an indication of how the soil layers change in-between them. A 

profiling tool provides a method of identifying the changes in the soil layers. However, 

identifying changes in a soil structure can be a difficult task as many natural factors can 

affect the physical properties of the soil such as random soil density, saturation levels 

and vegetation roots, which highlight the necessity for borehole data. Other parameters 

such as shear strength are usually carried out on undisturbed samples in a laboratory 

although the bearing capacity is usually evaluated in-situ using a penetration technique 

as the bearing capacity is dependent on the in-situ conditions.

2.2 Classification of Soils and Physics of Granular Materials

For Civil Engineering purposes a soil can be described as any loose sedimentary deposit 

as the organic matters (a geologist’s definition of soil) are usually removed before any 

ground investigation is carried out. The principal characteristics of a soil are the particle 

size distribution and the plasticity, which are typically classified according to the British 

standard 5930 [13]. The basic soil types are: gravel, sand, silt and clay classified in
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terms of their particle size distribution, (Appendix 1). Other parameters used to classify 

a soil include, geological origin, mineral content. These properties describe the 

characteristics of the individual grains, but engineers will require information relating to 

the behaviour of a complete soil structure.

Soil systems are essentially composed of an assembly of grains that interact through 

frictional contact. The spaces in-between the grains are voids and in a typical soil 

structure the voids are filled with water (fully saturated), air (completely dry) 

or a mixture of both (partly saturated) and these conditions are referred to as the phase 

characteristics of the soil [14]. The packing density, particle size and particle shape 

govern the void spaces within a soil structure and the random nature associated with 

particle sizes and shape can cause an unpredictable network of particle contacts to occur 

within the soil structure. The behaviour of particle-particle contacts and particle 

boundary contact can affect the strength of the soil as well as other factors such as the 

confining pressure. Therefore, many parameters of the soil can influence the soil 

strength including the particle size, shape, surface roughness and particle composition, 

in addition to packing density, soil phase characteristics and boundary conditions. The 

deformation of soil is usually in the form of shear or consolidation but the nature of the 

deformation is largely dependent upon the state and condition of the granular system 

being deformed. Granular materials can seem very simplistic but modelling such 

materials is very complicated due to their unusual physical properties, as a granular 

material can have either solid-like or fluid-like characteristics depending upon the 

boundary conditions and the incidence of external forces such as vibration or gravity. 

Every granular system has unique behavioural properties due to random composition of 

particle assemblies. The limited understanding of such systems means granular physics
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remains as an area for further research. The following sections will provide a review of 

the important features relating to granular parameters although, a detailed description 

regarding the soil mechanics involved will not be presented.

2.2.1 Granular Packing

Jaeger et al [15] states that a fundamental issue concerning granular systems is the 

packing arrangement of the grains. The volume fraction of a filled container can 

fluctuate considerably due to the random packing arrangement of the grain structure. 

Jaeger highlights that each configuration of a particle ensemble has its own unique 

properties and the efforts needed to reproduce a similar granular structure on a large 

scale is complex, especially when approaching the static limit where inter-granular 

friction plays a major role. Kwan and Mora [16] analysed the shape characteristics of 

aggregate samples and evaluated the effects of different shape classification parameters 

(see also section 1.2.2) on the.packing density. Their results suggested that the shape 

factor and the convexity ratio are the two most important shape parameters, which can 

affect the packing density.

Granular materials form a stable condition when constrained by rigid boundaries such as 

container walls or neighbouring grains. Therefore the physical condition of a granular 

mass can only change by the application of an external force: vibration, compression or 

shear. A change in temperature has a negligible effect on granular materials meaning 

any thermo dynamic effects can be ignored. For densification of granular materials to 

occur, co-operative motion of other grains is required to allow a space for a new grain to 

slide into place, assuming no granular crushing takes place. Another unique property of 

granular assemblies is that vertical pressure due to gravity is not height dependent. This
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is due to particles at lower levels supporting the particles above them as a result of a 

bridge forming between the boundary walls and a network of inter-connecting particles 

[15]. Vanel and Clement [17] measured the pressure distribution at the bottom of a 

granular column and discussed the heterogeneous and anisotropic character of the force 

network due to inter-granular contact geometry as well as the frictional properties of 

these forces.

2.2.2 Particle Shape and Size

The size and shape of the particles are not uniform (spherical or ellipsoidal) and will 

have a direct effect on the granular packing. The randomness of the particle shapes 

requires that a suitable method of classification is needed to quantify the general shape 

characteristics. The shape of a particle can be characterised in terms of the overall 

shape, roundness and the surface texture. The overall shape is defined by a ratio of three 

main dimensions, length, breadth and depth. The roundness involves two aspects: the 

roundness of the comers and the roundness of the outline of the particle. The roundness 

of the corners is considered important when dealing with the abrasive properties of the 

grains and is commonly associated with the grain sharpness, while the roundness of the 

particle outline is measured in terms of its convexity [16].

Particle size is usually a statistical measure of the particle size distribution of a soil 

sample and the distribution characteristics will have an effect on the packing density. 

Distribution curves illustrate the range of particle sizes within a particular soil sample 

and the size fractions of coarse particles are determined by sieving while fines are 

determined using Stoke’s law of settlement [14]. Silty sands tend to have finer particles 

trapped between the voids of the larger particles thus creating a much denser material
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(although a level segregation usually occurs), which explains why the particle 

distribution dramatically affects the packing of a granular system.

2.2.3 Granular Shear

The following section covers a brief review of granular shear, highlighting the effects of 

the multiple soil parameters on the shear strength of a granular material/soil. The shear 

strength of a soil may be defined as the maximum resistance of soil to shearing stress 

under any given conditions. Many factors can affect the shear strength of a soil such as 

grain size, shape, packing arrangement and pore-water pressure (which is directly 

related to the effective stress) [18]. For shear to occur it is common for the soil to dilate 

allowing a shear plane to develop, although dilation can be minimised by grain breakage 

[19]. The packing density determines whether or not a granular material will compact or 

dilate during shear. Loose granular materials have a tendency to initially compact 

during shear and dense materials will dilate [20]. In general it is conceived that 

increased density produces a higher shear resistance due to an increase in inter-granular 

contacts at the slip plane [21].

A sheared granular material displays a phenomenon termed banding, which involves a 

weak zone that develops within the granular material where the deformation (shear) is 

concentrated over a length of a few particle diameters [22]. The concentration of the 

deformation yields a plug effect that is seen as a displacement of a block where little or 

no movement occurs between the particles within the block [15]. The development of a 

shear band occurs after the peak failure of the granular sample and is analogous to the 

static friction coefficient of a sliding solid [23]. The friction angle of a shear band is 

referred to as the internal coefficient of friction and is usually determined using the well
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known Coulomb relationship, which expresses proportionality between the shear stress 

and the normal stress. Shear test results presented by Schellart [24] highlight non-linear 

behaviour for low stresses and a linear relationship (Coulomb relationship) for larger 

stresses. Atkinson [25] focused on the non-linear soil stiffness and highlighted the fact 

that in order to characterise the non-linearity, it is necessary to consider both the 

stiffness strength and the strain at failure. Wolf et al [26] monitored the shear band 

patterns developed in a shear box experiment using x-ray investigation techniques and 

provided evidence that the shear band pattern develops in the early stages of shear and 

even at high strains no further shear bands occur.

Jewell [27, 28] investigated the effect of different boundary conditions (governed by the 

dimensions of a shear box) had on the measured results of a shear test and discussed the 

practical implications of using direct shear tests. Lade [23] states that the soil strength 

is primarily proportional to the confining pressure, i.e. the soil strength is related to the 

environment of the soil sample and has a dependency on the boundaiy conditions. 

Pouliquen and Chevoir [29] investigated a variety of shear regimes using different 

boundary conditions for a range of applications and showed that granular shear is 

sensitive to many parameters including shear flow geometry, wall roughness, flow-rate 

and pore-water pressure.

It has already been mentioned that particle shape and roughness characteristics have a 

significant effect on the strength properties of the soil. Tholen [30] used transmission 

electron microscopy to investigate the finer details of particulate adhesion contacts by 

monitoring the stress fringes at adhesion contacts as well as the particle surface and 

subsurface deformation. Schellart [24] suggested that the coefficient of internal friction
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is mainly dependent on the sphericity and rounding of the individual grains and less 

dependent on the grain size. The shear force also induces a rotation of the grain along 

the shear plane as well as particle translation. The velocity of the moving grains reduces 

with increasing distance from the shear plane and movement is due to the stick phase 

incurred by stick slip friction [31]. Bocquet et al [32] studied the shear flow dynamics 

and highlighted that low shear rates induce short rapid slip phases while high shear rates 

cause steady sliding with reduced sticking phases.

Yoshida et al [33] studied the effects of the soil saturation ratio (a ratio between the 

volume of voids and the volume of water of a given soil sample) on the shear strength 

of soil. Results indicated that the internal friction and cohesion coefficients decrease 

significantly with increasing saturation; the reduction in deviatoric stress due to 

saturation was also dependent on soil type and density. The effective stress in partly 

saturated soil is affected both by the pore water pressure and pore air pressure. Later 

work by Kumar and Prakash [34] highlighted an increase in granular cohesion with 

water contents up to 6% while a reduction occurred between 6% and 20% water content 

and stated that pore fluid initially promotes hydrogen bonding between particles. 

Results also indicated that no definite relationship existed between the friction angle and 

the water content.

An important issue concerning granular materials is the large number of non-linear 

variables that interact with each other such as grain size, shape and packing density. The 

difficulty of understanding the behaviour of granular systems has led to many different 

modelling. Deregeas and Joserand [35] presented a model to describe steady state shear 

flows using the motion of granular clusters and stress distribution caused by granular
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sliding friction. Chang et al [36] considered the mechanism of sliding and separation of 

particles under large deformation. The model considered non-linear strain fields, 

particle rotation and the interlocking of grains, which was assumed to contribute to a 

large portion of the shear strength. Models relating to other granular characteristics as a 

result of granular shear such as dilatancy [37, 38] cluster formation [39, 40] and the 

non-linear irreversible behaviour of dense sands [41] have also been developed. The 

multivariate problems encountered within geotechnical engineering have seen research 

directed to the use of neural networks and finite element methods, in an attempt to 

provide a simpler approach to identifying soil characteristics [42, 43].

2.2.4 Granular Compaction/Consolidation

Granular compaction refers to the process involved in physically changing the density 

of a granular sample by the application of an external force. Consolidation refers to the 

natural settlement of soil structures caused by natural variations in the inter-particle 

stresses due to environmental changes. Compaction is an important process when trying 

to improve the strength of a granular medium, as denser granular materials inherit a 

larger shear resistance. Compaction or consolidation can occur through two main 

procedures: granular rearrangement and granular breakage. For granular rearrangement 

to occur a number of grains would have to move a small distance and the combination 

of each grain’s movement would allow a new grain to fill the space developed in the 

granular plane. Josserand et al [44] investigated densification due to induced vibrations 

and stated that the change in density from an initial time depended on the history (the 

number of induced vibrations during a specific period of time). Therefore, the rate of 

compaction would be a function of the granular system’s initial density. McDowell [19] 

studied the mechanical behaviour of crushable soils stating that the tensile stress of the
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particles govern the compaction characteristics. The fracture of individual particles was 

monitored and the results highlighted that larger particles inherited larger grain tensile 

strength and suggested that the grain tensile strength was a function of the particle size. 

It was also noticed that for a one dimensionally compressed sand (compressed under 

uniaxial load), classic yielding occurred to be followed by a region of plastic hardening 

where the stress applied to the sample must increase for further compaction to occur. 

Snoeijer et al [45] focused on the packing geometry and the force networks that are 

produced through a granular material. A granular material under compaction causes the 

grains nearest the applied force to form a denser state until they become jammed, which 

consequently transfers some of the applied force to the next layer of particles. However, 

not all the grains in each layer carry an equal amount of the applied force, leading to 

complex network of forces, which are distributed throughout the granular material.

2.2.5 Granular Flow

Adams [46] described two types of flow regimes when considering granular dynamics: 

rapid flow and quasi-static flow. During rapid flow, inertia effects dominate and energy 

dissipation occurs via particle collisions and is accounted for using a coefficient of 

restitution. Quasi-static flow concerns a denser array of particulate material, which 

transmits stresses through an assembly of particle-particle contacts. Therefore, the 

friction at these contact points profoundly influences the behaviour of the particulate 

assembly.
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2.3 Friction
tilAmontons and Coulomb developed the first friction laws in the early 17 Century [47]:

• Frictional force is proportional to the applied load.

• Frictional force in independent of the body contact area.

• Frictional force acts in the opposite direction to the relative sliding velocity.

Although these relationships hold for many engineering applications there are many 

cases where this is not so [48]. Singer [49] provided an in-depth review of the current 

methodologies of investigating asperity contact and energy dissipation during friction 

and highlighted many different approaches for studying frictional mechanisms.

2.3.1 Surface Topography

Most materials when observed on a macroscopic scale will have rough surface 

characteristics. The roughness is due to the existence of surface asperities, which can 

generally have slopes in the range of 5-10 degrees [50]. The surface profiles are 

quantified by a surface roughness parameter, calculated by determining the mean 

deviation from a flat reference line. The existence of surface asperities of two bodies in 

contact permits two descriptions of contact area: the apparent area of contact and the 

real area of contact. The dimensions of the body in contact define the apparent area of 

contact, while the number of interacting asperities and their associated contact areas 

define the real area of contact.
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2.3.2 Frictional Processes

A common method of describing friction is based on the idea of asperity interactions, 

which considers the formation and destruction of micro/macro contacts. Figure 1 shows 

two surfaces during sliding friction. Surface two is stationary and surface one is allowed 

to slide over the top of surface two. The diagram highlights how the area of real contact 

is a small fraction of the apparent area.

Sliding DirectionSurface t Micro/Macro
contact

Surface 2

Fig 1. Two surfaces during sliding friction.

The three main stages of asperity interactions are:

1. Adhesive bonding between asperities of the materials in contact.

2. Elastic deformation followed by plastic deformation resulting in shearing or 

ploughing of the softer surface.

3. Shearing of junctions followed by elastic recovery.

Deformation of asperities generates a contact area that is dependent on the applied load. 

Sphere and flat surface experiments conducted by Tabor [48] showed that the geometric 

area deformed plastically under load. The deformation was said to be uniform and that
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the area of real contact was proportional to the applied load. The frictional force 

generated due to sliding is described in the following form:

Ff = tAr (1)

Where Ff  is the frictional force, x is the interfacial shear strength and Aris the real area

of contact. The three stages of friction discussed earlier would result in characteristic 

stick-slip behaviour. Adhesive bonding and the elastic/plastic deformation of the 

contacting asperities generate the stick phase, while the slip phase results from the 

destruction of the asperity bonds causing a macroscopic slip phase.

2.3.3 Real Area of Contact

The real area of contact is determined by the interaction of contacting asperities 

between two solid bodies. Therefore, the real area of contact is a function of the number 

of asperity contacts and the summation of their individual contact areas. Hertz (1882) 

originally solved the contact problem of two homogeneous and isotropic solid bodies in 

contact at a single point. A full discussion of a Hertzian contact can be found in the 

book by Landau and Liftshitz [51]. A general description of Hertzian contacts will be 

considered here, as this is important when discussing the parameters of acoustic 

emission. Hertzian contact involves two spherical bodies in contact with radii R\ and R2 

(Figure 2a), pressed together by an applied force. Deformation will occur symmetrically 

around the original point of contact and produce a finite contact area over a proportion 

of their surfaces. Producing this contact area has also produced a linear displacement, h, 

which is the distance between the undeformed outer surfaces of the solid bodies, 

assuming no deformation has occurred and both bodies move into each other (Figure 

2b).
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Fig 2. Two spherical bodies in contact pressed together by an applied force (a) before 

loading and (b) is during loading.

The two main parameters of interest are: the area of contact generated between the two 

bodies 1 and 2, along with the potential energy generated due to the elastic deformation 

of the contacting bodies. When two spherical bodies are pressed together a circular area 

of radius a is formed. Using Hertzian contact laws the radius a of the real area of real 

contact 4 . is given by:

' r DRjRiY»

\ R t +
(2)

Where Fc is the contact force and D is termed the contact modulus, which accounts for 

the elastic properties of the materials in contact.
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The contact modulus is given by:

(3)

Where E and o are Young’s modulus and Poission’s ratio respectively of the bodies in

contact.

The displacement of the bodies in contact, h , is given by:

U  (  \ 1 Vi3
h = Fc3 D 2 —  + — (4)

The potential energy, ee, of bodies in contact can be found using the relationship:

Therefore ee is given by:

Where C is constant resulting from the infinite integral and can be determined by 

experimental investigation. Equations (2)-(6) relate to a single asperity contact and one 

of the common problems with friction pairs is determining how many of these contacts 

occur within the apparent area of contact. However, methods using electrical resistivity 

and heat transfer between the points of real contact have been used to measure the real 

area of contact [52].
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2.3.4 Wear

During the process of sliding friction, wear is inevitable and results from the destructive 

forces that occur within the areas of real contact. Wear is attributable to plastic 

deformation and asperity fracture, which in some circumstances can be a useful 

mechanism especially when “running in” sliding components such as engine cylinders. 

The amount of wear can dramatically affect the number of asperity interactions and thus 

affect the nature of the contact between two sliding surfaces, which can lead to 

mechanical failure (the undesirable case) [52].

2.4 Granular and Solid Interactions

The friction pair considered in this study involves the interaction between a solid 

surface and a granular layer. Adams et al [53] considered a contact mechanics approach 

for describing the frictional contact at walls for both smooth and rough particles. The 

following sections provide an overview of the frictional contact for smooth and rough 

particles at solid boundaries.

2.4.1 Friction of Smooth Particles at Solid Boundaries

Friction of particles in contact at a solid interface is generally based on adhesive 

junctions formed between the contacting particle and solid surface. The frictional force 

is given in equation 1 and the magnitude of the shear strength is given by [53]:

r = aP + t0 (7)

Where a  is the coefficient of the pressure P and r0 is the intrinsic shear strength at no 

load.
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Combining equations 1, 2 and 7 the frictional force for a single asperity contact is given 

by:

F f  =  x t 0Fc
d r xr 7

R 1 + R 2 )

2NT
+ aF„ (8)

Considering the particle friction that occurs at a wall, a sphere flat model is assumed. 

Referring to equation 4, Ri is the particle radius and R2 becomes the flat, which is 

represented by an infinitely large radius. Therefore, the component involving the radius 

of curvature R2 is infinitely small and is omitted from the equation. The particle radius 

R replaces Ri to form the following equation representing the frictional force for a 

sphere and flat sliding interaction [53]:

Ff = n t  0{FcDR̂+(9)

2.4.2 Friction of Rough Particles at Solid Boundaries

Considering rough particles, it is assumed that the particle in contact has surface 

asperities and that the real area of contact is defined by the summation of these asperity 

contacts within the nominal particle contact area. Therefore as the particle creates a 

nominal contact area described by Hertzian contact laws, further contacts are formed by 

the particle’s surface asperities. The frictional force for rough particles has the 

following form [53]:

Ff cc (t (10)

Where SP is the mean contact pressure at the particle’s asperity contact. The equation 

highlights the fact that the frictional force is directly proportional to load, since the 

number of load bearing contacts will increase with increasing load.
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2.4.3 Particle-Solid Friction for Particulate Assemblies

For a given particulate assembly many contacts can occur within a nominal area. The 

number of contacts depends on the spacing of the particulate material and when dealing 

with bulk particulates, a spacing parameter has to be addressed. Adams [53] considered 

this problem (for smooth particles) by assuming the particles form a square packing 

arrangement (Figure 3) and the spacing is assumed to be constant between adjacent 

particles. As the spacing is assumed constant the total length in one dimension for a 

single particle is, sR. Therefore a single particle in a square packing arrangement has an 

area of s2R2 and the number of particles determine the total area of the square packing 

arrangement. The number of particles, N, within a nominal area, A, is given by:

(11)

sR

Fig 3. Square packing arrangement.
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Using a spacing parameter allows the total frictional force to be determined by summing 

all of the frictional forces at every particle contact. Therefore, using equations 9 and 11 

the total frictional force is given by:

In this case F is the total applied force, which is the sum of all the contact forces Fc:

It is interesting to note that for smooth particles in contact, the frictional force is 

independent of particle size. The reduction in the number of contacts with increasing 

particle size is counterbalanced by an increase in the Hertzian contact area due to higher 

contact pressures. Adams also presented an equation for the frictional force for rough 

particles which was originally derived by Archard [54]:

Equation 14 reveals that as the roughness increases, the frictional force becomes less 

dependent on the nominal area and is more dependent on the applied load and would 

therefore eventually behave according to Amonton’s and Coulomb’s friction law.

NFf  = JTT q (12)

F = NFC (13)

(14)
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2.4.4 Geometric Relationships for Granular-Solid Friction

Paikowsky, et al [55] stated that the major parameters, which contribute to the 

interfacial friction, are the grain shape (granular material) and the surface roughness 

(solid surface). Particles can be considered ellipsoids with a circular cross section along 

one axis, where the variation in grain shape is accounted for using the average 

roundness ratio Ra, which is the ratio of the grain’s length , L, over its breadth, B, (Ra= 

(L/B)) (Figure 4). Therefore, perfectly rounded particles have Ra-1 and for angular

shaped particles, Ra = 1.25. Linear relationships were found between the normalised

roughness and the product of the roundness ratio and the friction coefficient. The 

following diagrams (Figures. 4 and 5) describe the geometrical relationships established 

for the normalised roughness and the friction angle a.

Surface Profile
jna:

Direction of MotionSurface Plane
<?

V

Ra = L/B > 1

Grain
Rmax

Normalised Roughness, Rn -

Fig 4. Geometrical relationship for the normalized roughness and the particle 
roundness ratio

D50 is the mean particle diameter as described by Paikowsky [55].

The normalised roughness value, Rn value is the overall surface profile parameter Rmax 

divided b y  the mean grain size diameter D 50 .
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Grain

Dso

Rmax

Fig 5. Geometric relationship for the friction angle a

\
• ' • K m *  = ^ y - ( l - c o s a ) (15)

Rn = a 50
A R.

_ ( l - c o s a )
.. a  -  cos -1 (16)

The roughness angle a  (Figure 5) describes the surface roughness and represents the 

angle between the plane of movement and the plane of contact. The roughness angle is 

derived from the normalised roughness and relates to the ratio of the grain size relative 

to the surface profile (Figure 4). When the surface is smooth compared to the grain size 

(Rmax is small) the frictional resistance lower and is shown by a reduction of the friction 

angle, despite having a variation of gain sizes. This highlights the fact that the grain size 

has little or no effect on the frictional coefficient for a smooth solid surface and grains 

of the same sand type have similar coefficients of friction. Therefore, considering a 

smooth solid surface, the main parameter that affects the frictional resistance is the grain
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shape and the affect on the friction coefficient is accounted for using the modification 

parameter, Ra.

If there is little contrast between the grain size and the surface roughness the frictional 

resistance will change according to a change in the surface profile or in the diameter of 

the particle and occurs due to dilatancy effects i.e. deformation within the granular sub

layers.

2.4.5 Friction Involving a Rough Solid Surface

Uesugi [56] monitored the displacements of granular particles for both rough and 

smooth solid surfaces. For rough surfaces the displacement of the particles should slip 

accompanied by grain rolling, along the interface. During sliding, the particles moved in 

both parallel and perpendicular directions to the interface. The study highlights the 

dilation that occurs when the surface is rough compared to the grain size and was shown 

by shear occurring within the sub-surface layers of the particulate material. Dilation 

occurs due to the shear plane developing within the granular material, as the grains 

become trapped in the ravines associated with large surface roughness. The entrapment 

of the grains due to surface roughness was emphasised by Aguirre et al [57] who 

investigated particles rolling down a rough incline. Subba Rao et al [58] stated that the 

orientation of the shear plane had an effect on the frictional characteristics. Subba Rao 

monitored two regimes of sliding; regime ‘A’ involved the solid materia] on top of the 

particulate material while regime ‘B’ was the opposite. Results indicated that regime 

‘A’ created no peak shear resistance regardless of surface roughness (solid surface) and 

variations in surface roughness had little effect on the generated friction angles. Results
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from regime ‘B’ indicated that a definite shear resistance peak occurred for the rough 

surface indicating that dilation of particulate material occurred.

2.4.6 Friction Involving a Smooth Solid Surface

Uesugi [56] demonstrated that for a smooth steel surface there was no rolling of the 

sand particles and only granular slip was evident along the surface. The displacements 

of the sand grains were mainly tangential to the sliding interface due to small adhesion 

forces occurring between the particles and the steel surface during sliding. Therefore, 

the shear deformation within the granular mass was negligible as the shear plane 

developed at the steel-sand interface. Subba Rao [58] stated that for a smooth solid 

surface no shear resistance peaks occurred during sliding, regardless of the shearing 

regime, highlighting the fact that no granular deformation occurs and also indicating 

that the frictional resistance is not attributable to granular dilation. It was also found that 

the friction angles obtained for. the shear regime ‘A’ produced similar friction angles 

regardless of the surface roughness characteristics of the solid interface.

2.5 Acoustic Emission

Acoustic emission (AE) is a growing technique used in non-destructive testing, 

primarily for detecting crack extensions and plastic deformation in metal and composite 

materials [2,59]. Acoustic emission is also becoming a popular condition-monitoring 

tool for many industrial machines, as AE is generated by sources such as mechanical 

impacts, friction and cavitation [60-65]. The AE generated by the frictional process 

between a drill bit and a granular medium provides the source of the acoustic emission 

being investigated in this study. Monitoring friction-generated acoustics has found a 

niche in condition monitoring because of its ability to identify signs of potential
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mechanical failure in components such as bearings and machine tools. Holroyd and 

Randall [66] highlighted the sensitivity of AE when detecting changes in lubrication, 

overloading, wear and provided an overview of the different techniques available for 

analysing the “acoustic signatures” generated. Dong et al [67] monitored a drilling 

process using AE techniques. Their results indicated that material shear, plastic 

deformation, tool deformation, friction between the tool and chip as well as the friction 

between the work piece and the tool were all sources of acoustic emission. A drilling 

mechanism is a dynamic process, with strong tribological features and the contribution 

of the friction between chips and the hole at larger depths had a significant affect on the 

acoustic signal.

2.5.1 Friction Generated Acoustic Emission

An inevitable characteristic of non-lubricated sliding surfaces is the frictional force and 

the associated dissipation of energy due to their relative motion. Akay [68] provided an 

in-depth review of the many aspects of friction-generated acoustics from the ringing of
t

a wine glass to the complex mechanisms involved with break squeal. Friction generated 

sounds are generally unsteady and transient. The transient components originate from 

sudden deformations of the near surface contact area and are related to the stiffness 

component of the oscillating asperities [69]. Continuous sliding produces a broad range 

of responses where changes in the radiated sound are governed by variations in the 

contact force [68]. In contrast Briscoe et al [70] presented results where the spectral 

content appeared to be unaffected by the contact pressure except for an increase in the 

overall acoustic energy. They stated that spectral content was dependent on the 

mechanical properties of the friction pair such as the asperity stiffness and damping. 

Hinrichs et al [68] mentioned that during the slip phase, frictional forces exhibit
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stochastic components, which involve the number of active asperities and the number of 

times they become excited during sliding. For example, when an asperity is deformed to 

the extent that the bond is destroyed, the deformed asperity will attempt to reach a state 

of equilibrium moving some distance before it bonds with another surface asperity 

therefore, consequently the same surface asperity can be excited many times during 

sliding.

The source of acoustic emission results from the release of strain energy generated by 

surface asperity deformation at the real area of contact as described in Section 1.3. 

When considering sliding friction asperity adhesion is continuously formed and 

destroyed. The deformation of the asperities creates an elastic energy potential that is 

suddenly released when the asperity bonds are destroyed. The nature of asperity 

interactions yield a stick slip mechanism whereby the stick phase is a result of asperity 

bonding while the slip phase corresponds to the release of strain energy. The sudden 

change in strain yields a pressure pulse at the point of contact resulting in elastic wave 

propagation through the friction pair materials. Briscoe et al [70] noticed that the stick 

slip frequency increased with increasing sliding velocity, which is in agreement with the 

observations of Akay [68] where corrugated (rough) surfaces produced impulsive 

contact forces at the corrugation frequency. Therefore, a change in speed would 

proportionally affect the number of asperity interactions per unit time. It was also 

highlighted by Briscoe et al [70] that varying load did not affect the stick slip frequency.

2.5.2 Parameters of Friction Generated Acoustics

Jiaa and Domfield [71] mentioned two types of responses that occur at asperity 

interactions: deformation of the surface and near surface layers; and asperity fracture.
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Both of these responses can potentially be a source of AE. The research considers 

sliding metals and highlights friction as the source of acoustic emission in the form of 

impulsive shock due to asperity collisions and micro-vibrations excited by stick-slip 

phenomena. The outcome of the research agrees with earlier work by Diei [72] who 

monitored the AE generated by tool wear in face milling and showed that the root- 

mean-square AE increases as a linear function of the increasing load, with a power law 

relationship between the sliding velocity and A E r m s -  The power law relationship 

between the AErms voltage and the energy dissipation caused by sliding frictional 

processes is given by:

m
A E rm s  -  ( k n x A 'O Y  (17)

Where k is a constant depending on the AE measuring system, m is a function of the 

material properties of the contacting pair, % is the shear strength of the interfacial 

material, Aa is the apparent area of contact, r| is a function of both the surface 

roughness and the elastic properties of the friction pair (this parameter defines the actual 

area of contact Ar=rj Aa) and v is the relative surface sliding speed.

Early research carried out by Sarychev and Shchavelin [73] investigated the influence of 

the sliding velocity, the applied load, the surface rouglmess and the mechanical 

properties of a friction pair on the parameters of AE. Their work states that AE arises 

from the formation and destruction of the adhesive bond on the site of actual contact as 

well as the elastic interaction of micro asperities of coarse surfaces. The work outlines a 

model, which takes into account the discrete nature of frictional contact. Friction is 

considered an incident process, produced by the formation and destruction of asperity
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bonds. Therefore, AE is the propagation of the materials reaction to the pressure pulses 

generated at the surface by their respective asperity contacts. An expression is obtained 

for the count rate N a , a measure of the acoustic activity in-terms of a function of the 

elastic contact between the roughness asperities produced by a sliding frictional process:

Na =k
W a 'n g 0J 'A ' ,:n )

0.9 n 1.6r™R
(18)

Where W is the normal load, 0 is the elastic modulus, Ac is the apparent area of contact, 

r the surface asperity tip radius, Ra the surface roughness parameter, v the sliding 

velocity and k is a coefficient of proportionality.

The relationship shown in equation (19) considers the effect of sliding velocity on the 

acoustic count rate. The relationship describes a general rule for the count rate and the 

constants A and B would be determined experimentally. Factors such as the material 

type and surface roughness can affect the index, but in general the index is greater than 

one. Therefore, considering two sliding bodies in contact, the dependence of the count 

rate N  on sliding velocity usually follows the following form [73]:

N = A + Bux (19)

Where A and B are constants and x > 1.

A similar relationship to equation 19 exists between the count rate and the applied load, 

although x < 1.
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Recent studies examined by Baranov, Kudryavtsev and Sarychev [74] used the stress 

distribution in the area of real contact as a method for estimating the parameters of 

acoustic radiation. Attention was focused on describing the amplitude of the signal in 

terms of the potential energy produced by asperity deformations during sliding friction. 

Their work provided the following equation relating the amplitude of the acoustic 

signal, A , to the elastic potential energy generated as a result of asperity interaction:

A
i

(20)

Where “s” is the acoustic emission pulse-energy and “x” is the radiation time of the AE 

pulse. The elastic energy “e” refers to the potential energy generated by the elastic 

deformation of the contacting asperities and depends on their closeness (the distance 

between contacting asperity centres), which has been previously described by equation 

6 in Section 1.3.3.

The number of acoustic emission pulses generated as a result of sliding friction was 

considered by Baranov et al [74]. Equation 21 was based on the assumption that the 

number of acoustic pulses generated during sliding friction is directly proportional to 

the number of contact spots formed per unit time (analogous to the corrugation 

frequency suggested by Akay [68]). The following expression was derived relating the 

number of acoustic pulses generated per unit time NAE to the material properties of the 

friction pair:

L ( j l  FN ae = N  2 2 — V (21)
8^ o')
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Np is an empirical coefficient that indicates the number of pulses generated for a single 

contact spot. L represents the characteristic dimensions of nominal area, a  is a 

normalised function of the two surface profiles represented by a random continuous 

function Zi(r) and the subscript, i, represents one of the surfaces within the friction pair. 

r\ -  1+a2 whereby a  is the measured mean plane of one of the surfaces in contact. F/Fo 

is the normalised force pressing the two surfaces together and u is the sliding velocity.

2.5.3 Solid Acoustic Wave-Guides

A waveguide is any structure that causes waves to follow a certain path instead of 

spreading out into a larger volume of space. The propagation of a strain wave in an 

elastic solid can also be controlled with a waveguide. The boundaries of the propagating 

medium are formed by materials of different elastomechanical properties. Depending on 

the waveguide geometry and the difference in the magnitude of the elastomechanical 

properties between the propagating medium and its boundary material, the travelling 

wave in the waveguide may show dispersion as well as mixed polarization, i.e., partly 

transverse and partly longitudinal. In this study the friction generated elastic wave 

propagates from the source (drill tip) to a stationary piezoelectric transducer. The drill 

string acts as a solid acoustic wave-guide and provides a method of transferring the 

acoustic signals to a stationary transducer. Wave-guides essentially control the 

directional propagation of a wave by limiting the transmission of the acoustic wave to a 

predetermined dimension. The following sections will briefly describe the transmission 

of acoustic waves as well as considering the types of waves that propagate in solid 

materials. A description concerning the characteristics of wave propagation will be 

covered although' the derivations of the wave equations will not be included since they 

are available iii many standard texts (see for instance [75-77]).
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2.5.4 Wave Reflection and Transmission

When an acoustic wave strikes a boundary between two media, some energy will be 

reflected back into the first medium while the rest of the energy will be transmitted into 

the second medium. The energy transmitted into the second medium depends on the 

difference between the acoustic impedance Z of the two materials. The equations for the 

pressure transmission, Tp, and reflection coefficients, Rp, are:

2 Z
T =  (22)
'  Z1+ Z2

= - 2- Z^ L (23)
p Z i + Z 2

Therefore if Zi=Z2 the reflection pressure will be zero and all the pressure will be 

transmitted into the second medium. If Zi was very different to Z2 a large impedance 

mismatch would result and most of the energy is reflected. However, if Zi is larger than 

Z2 a phase change will occur. The coefficients are independent of incident angle but the 

intensity /  of the transmitted and reflected waves are dependent on angle of incidence 

given by:

I. cos 0i = (Ir cos 6r + /, cos <9,) (24)

Wave-guides use the impedance mismatch to restrict the transmission of acoustic waves

into the surrounding environment [78]. However, the transmission of elastic waves at 

boundaries becomes important when considering the transfer of the acoustic signal from 

a drill string to a stationary piezoelectric transducer mounted above.
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2.5.5 Wave Propagation in a Cylinder

A drill string can act as a solid acoustic waveguide with non-degrading acoustic 

characteristics (low acoustic attenuation) that can be simply represented as a finite 

cylindrical rod. The classical theory such as that of Pochhammer [79] and of Chree [80] 

considers a continuous wave input and the generation of modes within an infinitely long 

cylinder. In this study the drill string is analogous to a cylinder of finite length. The 

excitation due to the frictional contact between the drill tip and a granular medium is 

assumed to generate stress wave impulses with fluctuating duration, amplitude and time 

separation. The pressure pulses arising at the drill tip surface v/ill excite complex modes 

of propagation. Solid acoustic wave-guides also display multimodes with dispersion 

characteristics, which can make the wave analysis difficult. In this study, broadband 

multiple modes will be generated, which represent the most complicated case. 

Therefore, it is not possible to describe with clarity the relationship between the signal 

responses of the detection transducer and the input frictional excitation. The acoustic 

emission is generated by an unknown frictional contact source and will excite variable 

waves of different type, which ultimately excites the transducer in a complex manner. 

The limited literature directly related to this problem emphasises the limited 

understanding that exists. Although a variety of literature is available to provide a 

general understanding of the problems that exist in multi-mode wave propagation as 

well as the different analysis techniques available (see for instance [81-87]). Due to the 

complexity of the broadband multi-modal wave propagation problem, finite element 

modelling is being used increasingly due to its ability to visualise the propagating wave 

characteristics for the actual structure under investigation [88-90].
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2.5.6 Analysis of AE and Acoustic Parameters

There are many different techniques available for monitoring and investigating the 

acoustic emission generated during sliding friction. This section provides an overview 

of these methods as well as identifying the acoustic parameters usually used for 

investigating friction generated acoustics.

The methods of recording acoustic signatures and the type of data analysis depend on 

the physical system being monitored, the frequency range of the acoustic signal and the 

equipment available to the engineer. Methods of analysing AE signals can be grouped 

into two main areas, broadband and narrow band. A broadband system allows for 

instance the investigation of the AE frequency spectrum, obtained using the Fourier 

transform. Other techniques include analysing the mode arrival times of acoustic waves 

between an array of sensors, used for determining the AE source characteristics. Recent 

studies have used neural networks to identify characteristic patterns within the 

frequency spectrum, which can be related to the physical parameters of AE generation 

[91-92]. Bukkapatnam et al [93] presented a methodology for AE signal analysis, based 

on chaos theory, wavelets and neural networks. Broadband analysis requires large data 

sets, which can incur large data processing times although advances in computational 

power have dramatically improved the processing speed of complex data sets.

A narrow bandwidth system narrows the frequency range of the AE system under 

investigation. Using this method, thresholding techniques can be used to monitor 

parameters such as, the count rate, the event count as well as analysing time differences 

between AE events. Other parameters include event amplitude distributions, RMS 

power and energy, which is determined by integrating the RMS of the voltage signal.
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Using a narrow bandwidth system can dramatically reduce processing time and 

electronic systems are available that can extract the relevant AE parameters required. 

Scruby [94] provided a good overview of the different acoustic analysis techniques that 

can be used to monitor AE. Holroyd et al [66] also provided an in-depth overview of the 

various AE methods used in condition monitoring.
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3.0 Experimental Development

The work described in this chapter considers the development of the system used for an 

experimental investigation of the parameters associated with a sliding granular-solid 

friction pair. An initial study was conducted to determine the characteristics of the 

acoustic signal being monitored and to develop an understanding of how the main test 

parameters might affect the acoustic signal. This chapter also discusses the 

redevelopment of the experimental arrangement, as a result of the initial study.

3.1 Initial Experimental Arrangement

The initial experimental system (shown in Fig 6) was designed to provide a simplified 

but controlled drilling process. A probing process, using a rotating probe, replaced the 

normal drilling motion to improve surface interactions between the geotechnical 

medium and the probe’s surface. The acoustic signal, vertical load, angular velocity and 

linear displacement were monitored and recorded.

The experimental system consisted of six main components:

• The drilling system

• The probe

• The acoustic signal-coupling device

• The geotechnical medium

• The AE system

• The Data acquisition system
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Fig 6. Schematic diagram o f the initial probing system.
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3.1.1 The Drilling Mechanism

The drilling system provided the rotation and the linear displacement of the probe tip. A 

Shimadzu AG-lOOkNE materials testing machine was adapted to house a mechanical 

drill and a fixture was designed and constructed to attach the drill to a load cell situated 

on the crosshead. The testing machine provided a controlled linear crosshead speed 

ranging from 0.1-1000 mm/min, which allowed the probe penetration depth to be 

controlled by the user. The drilling system was mounted directly to the load cell, which 

was attached to the cross head on the materials testing machine. The load cell was 

calibrated to account for the weight of the drilling system to provide a 5 V signal output 

corresponding to a preset full-scale load. The full-scale load could be adjusted on the 

testing machine control panel, which had a load range between 1-100 kN. The accuracy 

of the load cell was 0.01% of the full-scale load (selected by the control panel). The 

drilling system was fitted with an encoder, which produced 100 pulses per rotation. A 

frequency to voltage converter-was used to convert the pulse frequency into a signal 

voltage between 0-10V.

3.1.2 The Probe

The initial probe was constructed of four components; the adapter for the drill chuck, a 

rubber damper (to reduce noise generated by the drill vibrations), the main shaft 

(incorporating a connector to allow the probes to be interchanged) and the probe. The 

probe was made of stainless steel with a smooth conical tip to increase the surface 

contact and reduce the level of compaction during probe penetration. The smooth probe 

tip promoted a suitable sliding interface between the geotechnical medium and the 

probe tip face. Figure 7 illustrates why the frictional contact cannot be improved by 

increasing the roughness of the probe. Rough surfaces would generate an unsuitable
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sliding plane due to entrapment of the granular particles within the surface asperities. 

Therefore, a smooth probe surface compared to the granular particle size maximises the 

probe-granular interaction. The smooth solid-granular interaction is preferred as the AE 

generated is a direct result of the granular grains sliding against the solid probe. 

Whereas the rough surface would produce AE due to impulses transmitted through 

inter-granular contacts from a shear plane occurring within the sub surface layers of the 

granular material.

Probe Surface
.  Slip zone |

^Granular Material 
Surface roughness small compared to grain size

Probe Surface

Granular Material 
-  Slip zone

Surface roughness large compared to grain size

Fig 7. An illustration o f the interaction between the probe and a granular material.

Close to the probe head an acoustic insulation sleeve was placed over the probe shaft, 

with the sleeve permanently fixed using suitable adhesive. The insulation sleeve made 

contact with the probe in only two places to reduce the transmission of any noise 

generated by the friction produced between the insulation sleeve and the geotechnical 

test material (see Figure 8). The air gap between the probe and the sleeve provided a 

large acoustic impedance mismatch and minimised the transmission of the acoustic 

signal between the probe shaft and the sleeve, while any transmission via the insulation 

sleeve was considered negligible. The probe was connected to the main shaft using a
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coupling device just below the signal transmission box. The coupling device allowed 

quick probe inter-changeability although the system had experienced acoustic wave 

transmission losses due to the air gaps generated between the probe and the main shaft. 

The acoustic transmission was subsequently improved at this interface by machining the 

ends of the probe and the main shaft flat and then applying a thin layer of silicon grease, 

to act as an acoustic coupling fluid.
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Main shaft

Coupling joint

Coupling fluid

Insulating sleeve
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Fig 8. A cross section o f the probe, with the insulating sleeve and coupling joint.
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3.1.3 The Signal-Coupling Device

The AE transducer cannot be directly attached to the probe shaft due to the continuous 

rotation of the probe. Therefore the probe shaft is passed through a sealed box 

(transmission box), filled with oil using sealed bearings (Figure 9). The aim of the 

transmission box was to couple the transducer to the probe shaft. The lower boundary 

impedance mismatch between these two materials allows some of the acoustic energy to 

be transmitted between the probe and the oil. The acoustic waves propagating within the 

probe shaft will be refracted into the oil followed by the acoustic waves propagating in 

the oil medium being refracted in the transmission box casing. The acoustic signal 

transferred to the transmission box casing was detected by the transducer. For 

illustration purposes (not an exact representation) an example of wave propagation in 

the coupling device is highlighted with a red dotted line (Figure 9). The transfer box is 

secured to the main drill-mounting frame using a loose push fit adapter and a rubber 

sleeve is used as a vibration damper between the transfer box and the drill-mounting 

frame to restrict any AE noise generated from the drill’s operation being transferred to 

the transfer box.
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Probe shaft

Sealed bearings

Aluminium box

Oil

Transducer

Fig 9. The acoustic signal-coupling device, displaying half a cross section.

3.1.4 Preparation of the Geotechnical Medium

Dry granular materials were sieved to provide a controlled geotechnical medium and 

different particle size ranges will represent different granular structures. Leighton 

Buzzard sand was selected for its uniform grain size (data from the work of Kavanagh 

[95]). Sharp sand (collected from RMC aggregates, Attenborough Nottingham) was also 

used providing samples having smaller grain size as well as being of a different material 

composition. All granular samples were placed in containers of similar size and shape to 

provide consistent boundary conditions for each medium under investigation. The 

containers were carefully filled by using a layering technique where layers of similar
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size and mass were stacked throughout the container creating a uniform density 

throughout the whole granular sample.

3.1.5 The AE System

The acoustic emission system used was an AECL 2100.M modular range of acoustic 

emission equipment supplied by Speedtronics UK. A piezoelectric transducer with a 

resonant frequency of 375 kHz was connected to a 60dB preamplifier with a band pass 

filter range of 250-500kHz. The transducer was fixed to the transfer box (see Section 

2.1.3) using a G-clamp with a thin layer of oil was used as a coupling fluid. The 

amplified acoustic signal was processed using an analogue processing unit, which 

facilitates the extraction of a number of acoustic parameters. The acoustic count rate, 

event count and the acoustic energy were the main parameters provided by the AE 

processing unit. The acoustic energy E is determined using the following relationship:

E oc V2 (25)

Where V is the signal voltage.

The processing unit provides a voltage output (between 0-10v) proportional to the 

acoustic energy.

3.1.6 Data Acquisition System

A schematic diagram of the full data acquisition system is shown in Figure 10. A DAS 

50 data acquisition board provided the interface between the hardware and the software. 

The DAS 50 board had a maximum A/D conversion rate of 1MHz, while Viewdac 

software was used to implement the data acquisition sequences and analysis. The
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Viewdac software was programmed to meet the requirements of the application. The 

DAS 50 is a four-channel acquisition board with input voltages up to ±10V. The load 

cell provided a full-scale voltage of 5 V, which represented a full-scale load of 1000N 

for measurement of the applied load. A frequency to voltage converter was connected to 

an encoder, providing a 10V full-scale signal voltage corresponding to a full-scale pulse 

frequency of 2000Hz. The angular velocity of the probe was determined by calibrating 

the pulse frequency generated from the encoder rotation. The AE parameters used in 

this study were the RMS signal voltage, the acoustic count rate and the acoustic energy. 

The count rate was converted into a signal voltage with a full-scale frequency of 

1000Hz corresponding to a full-scale voltage of 10V, with a scaling option available.

Viewdac software was used to control the data acquisition procedures. A sequential 

sampling program was designed to scan the four input channels at a set interval time 

and for a predefined period. The change in the signal voltages were used to determine 

the count rate as well as the change in signal energy. Also the applied load and angular 

velocity were continuously monitored. The program scaled the signals received by the 

input channels to represent the desired units and magnitude, as well as storing the data 

in ASCI format for further analysis. The intervals used for data sampling procedures 

were adjusted to match the time required for the probe to reach a certain depth, thus 

maintaining a specified number of data points per millimetre of probe penetration 

(typically six data points per millimetre).
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Fig 10. Data acquisition arrangement.

3.2 Initial Investigations

The initial experiments were designed to study the force generated by the probe, the 

stability of the measured signals and the general stability of the drilling mechanism. 

Initial work also studied some of the characteristics of acoustic signals being generated 

and the effect of the dynamic test parameters such as the applied load, the rotational 

velocity and their functional relationships. The stability, reliability and quality of the 

monitored signals were evaluated and used to redevelop the experimental design that 

would allow a thorough parameter investigation. Improving the experimental design 

increased data quality, which was used to investigate any empirical relationships 

between the granular material parameters and the associated acoustic emission.
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3.2.1 Acoustic Signal Characteristics

The preliminary investigation focused on the raw signal generated by the probe, when it 

interacted with a granular sample. The acoustic signature was recorded using a Lecroy 

oscilloscope, with a data sampling speed of 1.5GHz. Figure 11 highlights a typical 

example of the raw signal generated from the probe-granular friction pair interaction, 

using 0.2 ms sampling period. The acoustic signal is continuous but with fluctuating 

amplitude. Changes in load and sliding velocity directly affected the signal amplitude 

although no identifiable change in other characteristics of the acoustics signature 

occurred overall.

Acoustic signal using a 375kHz piezoelectric transducer and 250kHz-500kHz
band pass filter
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Fig 11. A typical example o f the raw acoustic signal generated from the probe-granular 

interaction.

Figure 12 demonstrates a comparison between the background noise signal (probe un

submerged) and the friction generated signal resulting from the granular-probe
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interaction (probe submerged) The investigation identified a change in the acoustic 

signal due to frictional contact between the granular material and the probe face. This 

highlighted that the probe-granular sliding interface dominated the generated acoustic 

signal and outweighed the noise produced from the mechanical drilling system.
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Fig 12. An example o f the un-submerged probe’s acoustic signal (Noise) and the 

submerged probe *s acoustic signal (signal)

3.2.2 Preliminary Experiments

The effect of the applied load on the RMS acoustic signal was investigated using a 

constant probe rotational velocity. The acoustic signal was sampled at 1 MHz and the 

root-mean-square value of the signal could be calculated using the Viewdac software. 

Experiments indicated that the RMS AE signal appeal ed to be noisy compared to the 

load signal. Therefore, a moving average applied over 5 data points was used to smooth 

the signal and to generate more stable results. Experiments were conducted by pushing 

the probe into different samples of granular material to a depth of 50mm while 

continually monitoring the RMS acoustic signal. When the probe reached a depth of 

50mm it was left to rotate for a period of time, allowing the stability of the acoustic
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RMS signal to be monitored. Sampling the input signals every 6 seconds provided 5 

data points per millimetre of penetration.

Fig 13. The variation o f the acoustic RMS signals during probe penetration using 

granular samples o f varying grain size.
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The results shown in Figure 13 can be broken down into five parts, which are indicated 

by the five distinct changes in gradient. The first section (0-500s) corresponds to the 

situation where the probe approaching the test medium is making initial contact with the 

granular medium (at approximately 500s). Even though there is probe-granular contact, 

the granular material only applies a small reaction force in response to probe penetration 

as the grains are unrestrictive and able to move freely. The second part (500-1200s) of 

the plot suggests that the reaction force increases due to probe penetration. At deeper 

depths the granular structure is stronger and therefore increased applied forces are 

needed to deform the granular structure thus increasing the resistance to the vertical 

movement of the probe. The third section (1250-1700s) corresponds to a sharp increase
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in the granular reaction force, indicating that the bulk granular system is more stable 

(behaving like a solid), which is possibly attributable to granular compaction caused by 

probe penetration or an increase in confining pressure due to changing boundary 

conditions. The forth section (1700-1800s) corresponds to the probe reaching it’s final 

depth of 50mm and resulting in a reduction of the reaction force. The reduction in the 

reaction force occurs because granular systems plastically deform and will not attempt 

to regain its original shape. However, the reaction force does not completely disappear 

after the probe has reached it final depth, as the confined granular system behaves like a 

solid and the force bearing down on the granular system (by the probe) is not large 

enough to cause deformation. The fifth section (1800-3500s) shows the generated 

acoustic RMS signal while the probe is rotating in the granular medium highlighting 

that a small variation in the RMS signal occurs, probably due to the stmctural instability 

of the probe.
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Fig 14. Applied load variation during probe penetration using gratiular samples o f 

varying grain size.

In Figure 14 the loading characteristics are shown for the AE RMS curves from Figure 

13 It is clear that the curves in Figures 12 and 13 follow a similar shape, indicating that 

the applied load has a significant effect on the AE RMS. The results also show that the 

load becomes reasonably constant when the probe reaches its maximum depth. The 

correlations of the acoustic RMS signals and the applied load are displayed in Figure 

15.
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Fig 15. The acoustic RMS sigtial against the applied load for a continuous probing 

penetration to a depth o f 50mm using granular samples o f varying size.

The data shown in Figure 15 highlights that the AE RMS increases with applied load 

However, no clear relationship exists between the acoustic RMS signals and the 

different particle sizes. It can be seen that the data is non linear and this may be caused 

by the instability of the probe as a result of the probe tip oscillating while it rotates. The 

accuracy of the load cell was 0.001% of the full-scale load (1000N) therefore; the load 

output was found to be accurate to ± IN, which is significant compared to the load 

range used in these experiments.

Results have shown that the AE RMS is sensitive to loading conditions. Therefore any 

oscillation of the probe tip could have a significant effect on the AE due to horizontal 

loading, especially at larger depths. It is clear at this stage that substantial improvements
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to the experimental system are needed regarding the stabilisation of the probe tip, the 

load signal resolution and reducing the attenuation of the acoustic signals.

3.3 The Development of a New Experimental Test System

The load cell was changed to a lkN load cell range, which could be electrically scaled 

to a lower range of ION with an accuracy of ±0.01N. The load cell could not be directly 

attached to the existing fittings on the materials testing machine and a new attachment 

fitting was constructed to house the new load cell on the base of the materials testing 

machine.

Initial experiments highlighted two main issues that had to be considered:

• Probe stability and sensitivity

• Acoustic signal stability

The probe often rotated out of alignment, which caused fluctuations in the acoustic 

signal as well as the load signal. The misalignment was mainly due to the rubber 

vibration damper attached to the main shaft as well as the poor stability of the probe 

fixings along the shaft. The development of a new experimental test system required an 

improved method of holding the probe in a stable fixed position although the damping 

of the mechanical drill and the level of mechanical noise still needs to be considered. It 

was advantageous to improve the sensitivity of the probe as the frictional forces 

involved appeared to be small. Small applied loads generated smaller frictional forces 

resulting in a poorer acoustic signal. Therefore a distinguishable acoustic response to 

the frictional contact was only produced after the probe had reached a depth greater than 

15mm into the granular medium.
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The results obtained from the initial experiments were difficult to interpret due to the 

non-linear characteristics of the recorded AE signals and applied load. The anisotropic 

behaviour encountered with granular deformation as well as the effects of the 

mechanical noise generated by the drilling mechanism are some of the factors that could 

attribute to non-linear characteristics on the AE signal. It was presumed that improving 

the stability of the probe would greatly enhance the stability of the acoustic signal The 

transfer box also needed to be isolated from the upper drill housing mechanism, as the 

vibration generated from the drill motor would also propagate vibration strain waves 

through the transfer box thus creating additional acoustic signals that are not associated 

with the granular-probe friction pan.

The schematic diagram in Figure 16 highlights the main problems associated with the 

existing experimental test system. The load cell will be changed as it is too large for 

this application. Redesigning the structure of the drilling mechanism will reduce the any 

vibrations from the drilling mechanism being transferred to the probe by separating the 

structures that hold the drill and support the probe shaft. The new structure will also 

help to reduce the probe oscillation by improving the probe shaft support mechanism. 

Eliminating the coupling joint reduces the number of physical boundaries between the 

probe tip and the acoustic sensor. Reflections occur at these boundaries due to the 

mismatch in impedance and cause the acoustic waves to attenuate more quickly. 

Therefore, by not having the coupling joint will reduce the losses during acoustic wave 

propagation thus resulting in a stronger acoustic signal.
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The coupling joint 
causes poor acoustic 
transmission from the 
tip to the sensor due to 
the addition of extra 
boundaries.

n T t  :a

The load cell is too 
large for this 
application resulting in 
an unreliable load 
signal

The frame holding the 
drilling mechanism is 
not ridged enough.

The support mechanism 
for the transfer box and 
the probe is flexible, 
resulting in probe 
oscillation.

Fig 16. Diagram summarising the required improvements to the experimental system.
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3.3.1 Probe Design

Since the probe was the most important component in the test system and crucial to 

making the technology work, a number of issues had to be considered relating to the 

probe design. The main aim of redesigning the probe was to improve its sensitivity to 

the frictional contact generated by the probe-granular interface. The coupling junction 

that provided probe inter-changeability (Figure 8) was considered to be the main 

contributor to the acoustic wave attenuation. The junction had two interfaces 

immediately before the transfer box, reducing amplitude of the signal generated by the 

friction pair. Ideally the probe should be made in one piece. The probe design is 

considered in more detail by Taylor [96]. Three probes with different shaped tips and 

different hardness coatings were constructed:

• 120°apex angle (hard chrome coated)

• 60°apex angle (Hard chrome coated)

• multi-angle tip (electroless Nickel coated)

3D CAD images of the probes are shown in Figure 17. These probes were designed to 

have wear resistant properties without reducing their acoustic transmission properties. 

It was a requirement that a uniform contact area was provided regardless of the 

penetration depth and that the main probe shaft was constructed in one piece. The 

probes incorporated a free-rotating sleeve, which remained stationary while the probe 

was submerged into the granular medium but still allowed the probe to rotate. 

Therefore, a constant granular-probe-tip contact area was provided as well as the shaft 

friction noise being greatly reduced by the rotating sleeve. A tapered shaft was 

incorporated between the probe tip and the main shaft in an attempt to improve the 

propagation of the friction generated stress waves from the outer perimeter of the probe 

tip to the smaller diameter of probe shaft.
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Figure 17 to be inserted New probe designs.
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3.3.2 Probe Performance Investigation

An investigation to determine and compare the sensitivity of the new probes was carried 

out. The new probes were initially very noisy, which was shown by an unstable and 

erratic level of acoustic energy being produced while the probes were rotating, even 

without the probe being in contact with the granular medium. The machining process 

for producing the probes left the shaft surface too rough and increased the friction 

between the probe shaft and the seals on the transfer box. Therefore, the friction 

between the transfer box and the rough shaft caused a lot of mechanical noise to be 

transferred to the acoustic sensor. The probe shaft surface was improved using lapping 

paper until the level of friction acoustic energy was reduced and a stable acoustic signal 

was produced during unloaded probe rotation. The three probes were tested and 

compared by monitoring the changes in the acoustic energy due to a change in the 

applied load. The plots of the acoustic energy against the applied load are shown in 

Figures 18 and 19. Results indicate that the probe with a 120° apex angle was more 

sensitive to frictional excitation as well as providing a larger bearing capacity than the 

60° apex angle. Figure 19 highlights that the multi-angle tipped probe produced no 

correlation between the acoustic energy and the applied load. The data indicates that this 

particular probe was insensitive to the sliding friction generated between the probe and 

the granular medium. The insensitivity of the multi-tip probe was due to the hardness 

coating rather than the probe shape. In this case the coating appeared to act as an 

acoustic insulator, which may have been attributed to the polymer additives that 

improve the lubricity of the coating solution. After testing, the multi-tipped probe 

appealed to have a smother surface finish indicating wear of the probe’s surface. This 

was expected as “electroless” nickel coatings do tend to wear faster than the substrate 

despite their higher hardness properties. Therefore, the larger hardness value had been
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compromised with a lower wear resistance contributing to its brittle and flaky nature 

The random scatter of the recorded data produced by this probe might be due to the 

pressure impulses generated by flaking of the hardness coating.
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Fig 18. Two new designed probes with different apex angles. Probe velocity 8Hz 

(Granular particle diameter 655E-6).
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Fig 19. Variation o f AE signal energy against the load using the multi-tip probe. Probe

velocity 8Hz (Granular particle diameter 655E-6).
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The Ra value (mean surface roughness) for each probe was recorded before and after 

testing to highlight the amount of wear that took place during probing. Table 1 shows 

the two sets of readings for the three probes tested.

Probe Type Ra Before Testing Ra After Testing Roughness Change

120° Apex angle 0.33pm 0.48pm +15pm

60° Apex Angle 0.52pm 0.67 pm +15pm

Multi-Tip 0.52pm 0.32pm -20pm

Tabje 1. Comparison o f the surface roughness values before and after testing using the 

three new probes.

Table 1 indicates that wear of the probe tip had occurred and confirms the smoother 

finish that was visibly apparent with the multi-tip probe. Both the 120° and the 60° 

suffered a similar amount of wear despite different loading conditions used during the 

experimental procedure. The effect of wear must be considered when carrying out a 

thorough investigation of the effects the granular material test parameters have on the 

acoustic emission produced during sliding frictional contact.

3.3.3 Improvements of the Testing System

The experimental test system was redeveloped incorporating a new housing mechanism 

to stabilise the probe, a new probe and a new load cell arrangement. A schematic 

diagram of the new arrangement is shown in Figure 20. The housing mechanism was 

constructed in two parts: the drill housing and the probe housing. The drill housing was 

attached to the old load cell and was isolated from the probe housing system. The probe
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housing system incorporated two bearings, which hold the probe in a stable vertical 

position. The transfer box was also attached to this mechanism using a rubber damper to 

reduce any noise being transferred from the frame to the acoustic transducer. The probe 

was constructed in three parts: the rubber vibration damper, the universal joint and the 

probe. The universal joint allows the rubber damper to run out of alignment without 

affecting the rotation of the probe. The load cell is mounted to the base of the materials 

testing machine and incorporated a counterbalance to compensate for the weight of the 

granular test sample. A rubber platform was attached to the counter balance to evenly 

distribute the applied load as well as reducing the oscillation of the load signal resulting 

from the vibrations of the granular container brought about by probe penetration and 

rotation. It was observed that any slight misalignment of the probe would cause a 

variation in the load signal due to moment forces caused by a small displacement of test 

sample container. The rubber bed dampened the container oscillations and reduced the 

effect of the moment forces.
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Fig 20. Schematic diagram of the improved experimental arrangement.
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The rubber bed also provided a method of using different samples of sand paper 

(varying grade), which were used to monitor the change in the number of asperity 

contacts and the effect on the acoustic signal. The experimental study was considered as 

a method to reduce some of the uncontrollable variables associated with granular 

materials such as the number of asperity contacts and deformation properties. The 

rubber base effectively acted as a spring, providing an elastic reaction force due to the 

probe’s vertical displacement. A probe with a flat face was required in order to 

maximise the surface interactions from a nominal contact area. The multi-angled tip 

probe was machined flat and polished to remove the electroless Nickel coating, since 

this coating was found to reduce the acoustic emission generated by frictional contact. 

The probe was tested to ensure that it produced an acoustic signal. Tests indicated that 

the probe was sensitive to the frictional contact between the probe and the abrasive 

paper and confirmed that the hardness coating restricted the sensitivity of the probe. 

Figure 21 shows the configuration used for experiments to investigate the changes in the 

abrasive paper roughness and its effect on the acoustic signal.

rm

Flat probe 
Abrasive paper

1 Rubber base —t > rn
Counter balance

Fig 21. Experimental arrangement using abrasive paper as an alternative to granular 

materials.
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3.3.4 Standard Methods for Studying Granular Materials

Every granular system is unique and producing repeatable experimental data is very 

complicated thus making it difficult to critically compare data with other sources of 

research. The shear strength and frictional properties of the granular materials used in 

this study were investigated as data from other research studies would not provide a 

reliable comparison. The shear strength of a granular material is not a fundamental 

property of soil. A granular material’s shear strength is dependent upon the in-situ 

conditions, such as: the water content, the pore pressure, the bulk density and the 

confining pressure. It is not easy to compare laboratory experiments with real site 

conditions as laboratory results also depend on the conditions imposed during testing 

and reproducing comparative in-situ conditions can be difficult. Two types of shear box 

experiments have been used, the direct shear box and a ring shear apparatus. A brief 

summary will be given in the following sections although Head [97] provided an 

extensive description of standard apparatus used as well as typical experimental 

procedures.

3.3.4.1 Standard Shear Box Test

A standard shear box test provides a measure of the internal friction angle for a given 

sample of granular material. The granular sample is sheared in the horizontal plane, 

which is achieved by placing the soil in a steel box composed of two halves with the 

bottom half displaced horizontally relative to the upper half (Figure 22). During 

granular shear, the relative displacement of the sliding portion of the shear box along 

with the shear force is measured. The vertical displacement of the shear box can also be 

measured to determine the dilation properties of the granular sample and to monitor the 

changes in the granular density. The shear box cannot be used with wet samples, as
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there is no provision for measuring the pore water pressure and so the effective normal 

stress cannot be determined.

Normal loadNormal load

Grah'ularmatdrrarGradulaf.-maio.Ha]:
Reaction force

Displacement

Shear plant

Fig 22. The principle o f a shear box test.

The frictional angle is determined by completing several tests on a granular sample 

under different loads (usually three). Each load corresponds to a specific value of the 

normal stress, with the granular sample’s surface area remaining constant. For each test 

a stress/displacement curve is plotted and the peak shear stress can be found (Figure 

23).

Peak shear stress

Displacement

Fig 23. Illustration o f the relationship between the shear stress and displacement in a 

shear box test for three different applied loads.
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Using the peak stress values from individual stress/displacement curves the peak 

stresses can be plotted against the normal stresses. The relationship in most cases 

approximates to a straight line (Figure 24). The gradient of the straight line is used to 

determine the friction angle or the shearing resistance of the soil while the intercept of 

the y-axis is referred to as the apparent cohesion. The relationship between the shearing 

resistance, Tf, and the normal stress, <rn, for granular materials is given by the Coulomb 

relationship:

rf  =c + <rn tan (j) (25)

Where, c, is the apparent cohesion and <j> is the friction angle. This relationship only 

holds true for dry samples of granular material, as the effect of pore pressure will affect 

the shearing resistance of the soil. The effect of pore water is accounted for by using the 

effective stress, which is equal to the normal stress minus the pore water pressure. 

However, as stated earlier the pore water pressure cannot be measured using a standard 

shear box test. Therefore, the shearing resistance can still be measured but not the 

effective normal stress.
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Fig 24. An Illustration o f the functional relationship between the peak shear stress and 

the normal stress using results from shear box tests (Coulomb envelop relationship).

The aim of using the shear box was to determine the frictional characteristics of 

materials due to particle-particle friction for different particle sizes and saturation levels. 

The particle-particle friction was compared to the acoustic signals generated by the 

probing system using granular systems of similar conditions. Although the granular 

samples were placed in different containers, similar bulk densities were used as well as 

similar saturation levels. It was stated earlier that the standard shear box is not really 

suitable for wet sands due the unknown pore pressures occurring during shear; this 

might also be true for the probing system for similar reasons. However, the shear box 

tests provided indication of the effects that water content has on the friction angle and 

whether the change in the friction angle could be correlated with any changes in the 

acoustic signals.
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3.3.4.2 Ring Shear Test

The residual shear corresponds to the stable shear resistance that occurs after the peak 

shear resistance is achieved (see Figure 23) and the ring shear apparatus is often used to 

measure the residual shear strength of a granular material. The residual shear arises due 

to frictional resistance associated with the sliding of solid bodies, while the granular 

peak shear stress arises due to the static limiting friction of solid bodies. The apparatus 

incorporates a ring shaped specimen box, which holds the granular materials (the ring 

shaped box is also made in two parts like the standard shear box as shown in Figure 

25a). The top portion of the ring shear has been replaced with a steel ring to produce a 

steel-granular sliding interface, which in part replicates the probe-granular interface 

used in our AE rotating probe experiments. The bottom section of the ring shear rotates 

at a constant velocity while the top section is held in a stable position by two load rings, 

which compress in proportion to increasing shear force (see Figure 25b). The 

compression of the load rings are monitored by two linear transducers and recorded 

using a suitable data logger. Results are recorded for a set period of time and the normal 

load was increased throughout the test. The residual shear resistance is calculated for 

each loading condition and the Coulomb envelope method (equation 25) was used to 

detennine the friction angle. This experimental arrangement was used to measure the 

frictional characteristics of the different granular samples under various loading 

conditions using a sand-steel sliding interface.
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Load
AE Transducer
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Granular material Steel ring
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Fig 25a

Load ring
Linear transducer
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Linear transducerBottom section

Fig 25. A ring shear apparatus, (a) displays a cross section of the ring sample box, (b) displays 

a top view of the ring shear.

The steel rings used in the ring shear apparatus allow an acoustic transducer to be 

attached to it using a suitable coupling adhesive. The acoustic system described in 

Section 2.1.5 was used in these experiments and the AE transducer was attached to the 

top steel ring. The frictional resistances measured by the ring shear tests were compared 

with acoustic signals generated by the ring shear to investigate possible functional 

relationships that may exist.
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3.4 AE and the Mechanical Parameters for Monitoring Friction

For AE monitoring of friction the acoustic signal is generated at the interface between 

the probe and a granular material. The mechanical and acoustic parameters involved in 

the contact between the probe and the granular grains need to be identified. Attention is 

focused on the friction pair (the interaction between the probe tip and the granular 

medium) and the main parameters are considered to be; the applied load, angular 

velocity of the probe, the acoustic signal parameters and the material properties of the 

friction pair.

There are four acoustic parameters that can be readily investigated, the acoustic RMS, 

the acoustic count rate, the AE event count and the acoustic energy. Due to the 

continuous nature of the acoustic signal it is difficult to separate different AE events and 

therefore, the event count was rejected as a suitable parameter. The acoustic RMS 

requires a sample of the raw acoustic signal and can be data intensive, which involves 

larger computational processing time. The count rate and acoustic energy are common 

parameters that have been used in condition monitoring by other researchers [66,67,70]. 

Models that relate the parameters of frictional contact to the acoustic energy and the 

count rate have also been considered for solid interactions by Sarychev et al [73] and 

Baranov et al [74].
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4.0 Theoretical Consideration

For the AE monitoring of friction considered in this study the acoustic signal is 

generated at the interface between the probe tip and a granular material. The friction 

generated acoustics involved with a granular-solid interaction differs from other 

research, which mainly considers solid-solid friction pairs. In this section the AE 

generated by a solid-solid interaction is discussed, especially focusing on the source of 

the acoustic emission and how the frictional contact relates to an acoustic parameter. 

Further discussion will involve the physical contact between a solid-granular friction 

pair and describe how this interaction can be related to an acoustic parameter.

4.1 The Source of the Acoustic Emission

The source of acoustic emission results from the release of strain energy generated by 

surface asperity deformation at the real area of contact. When considering sliding 

friction, the adhesion between contacting asperities are continuously formed and 

destroyed resulting in stick-slip behaviour. Asperity deformation creates an elastic 

energy potential that is suddenly released when the asperity bonds are destroyed and is 

considered to be the main source of the acoustic emission generated by the friction pair.

4.2 Relating the Acoustic Parameters to the Friction Pair

Work by Diei [72] investigated the AE generated by tool wear in face milling using the 

root-mean-square AE parameter. Diei’s work showed that the A E r m s  increases as a 

linear function of the increasing load, with a power law relationship between the sliding 

velocity and A E r m s - Diei proposed an equation relating the A E r m s  to the parameters of 

the friction pair:
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m

a e r m s  = (*'7 (26)

Where k is a constant depending on the AE measuring system, m is a function of the 

material properties of the contacting pair, x is the shear strength of the interfacial 

material, Aa is the apparent area of contact, r| is a function of both the surface

roughness and the elastic properties of the friction pair (this parameter defines the actual 

area of contact Ar=r| Aa) and v is the relative surface sliding speed.

The sphere and flat surface experiments conducted by Tabor [48] produced an equation, 

which described the frictional force Ff  due to sliding:

velocity. Tabor [48] stated that the frictional force is a function of the real area of 

contact, which is proportional to the applied load. Therefore, changes in both the 

applied load and the sliding velocity will have a direct effect on the A E r m s - However, 

Newton’s law states that the frictional force increases proportionally with the applied 

load, which means Equation 28 also suggests that a power law exists between the 

A E r m s  and the applied load.

(27)

Where r is the interfacial shear strength and Ar is the real area of contact.

Therefore substituting (27) into (26) provides the following relationship:

m
A E rms ~  ( k F f V ) (28)

Equation 28 shows that the A E r m s  is a function of the frictional force and the sliding
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Equation 28 can be developed further by incorporating the frictional force relationship 

between a solid and granular interface as proposed by Adams et al [53]. Adams 

described the frictional contact at walls for spherical particles. The frictional force Ff

for spherical particles (Equation 12) is substituted into equation 28 and the proposed 

relationship between the AErms and a granular material is given by:

f  r

AErms —

/

k v KT
\

a f 2d
1

2 3
+ F (29)

V V JJ

Where F is the total applied force, A is the nominal area, D is the contact modulus and s 

is the spacing parameter.

An equation has been proposed relating the AErms to a solid-granular friction pair. The 

frictional force parameter that related to the solid-solid interaction was replaced by the 

same parameter for a solid-granular interface, which assumed the granular particles 

were completely spherical. Paikowsky, et al [55] however, stated the importance of the 

grain shape and its contribution to the interfacial friction and therefore, the validity of 

Equations 28 in respect to the frictional interaction considered in this study would 

require further investigation.

Research carried out by Sarychev and Shchavelin [73] described a general rule relating 

the acoustic count rate parameter to the sliding velocity.

N = A + B vx (30)

Where A and B are constants and* > 1.
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Although a different acoustic parameter has been used compared to the work conducted 

by Diei, a power law is still suggested between the acoustic parameter and the sliding 

velocity. Sarychev and Shchavelin also proposed a similar rule for the relationship 

between the acoustic count rate and the applied force F:

N  = A + BFX (31)

However, in this case A and B are still constants, butx < 1.

The rules described by Equations 30 and 31 only provide a general description of the 

effect that sliding velocity and the applied load will have on the acoustic count rate and 

do not consider the parameters involved in producing the AE. However, Baranov et al 

[74] derived a theoretical model relating the parameters of the frictional contact for 

solid-solid interactions to the count rate parameter (Equation 21). The model is based on 

the assumption that the count rate is directly proportional to the number of contacts 

formed per unit time. The basis for this assumption relates to the behaviour of asperity 

interactions during sliding friction. Asperity interactions yield a stick slip mechanism 

whereby the stick phase is a result of asperity bonding while the slip phase corresponds 

to the release of strain energy. The sudden change in stain energy produces a pressure 

pulse at the point of contact resulting in elastic wave propagation through the friction 

pair materials. Therefore, the number acoustic pulses generated can be considered to be 

related to the number of asperity contact spots formed and destroyed. The assumption 

used by Baranov considers the number of contact spots formed during sliding and every 

contact spot formed must be broken for sliding to continue. Akay [68] noticed that 

corrugated (rough) surfaces produced impulsive contact forces at the corrugation
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frequency, which related the number of asperity interactions to the number of pressure 

pulses generated by the friction pair. Whereas Briscoe et al [70] mentioned that the stick 

slip frequency increased with increasing sliding velocity and that a change sliding 

velocity would proportionally affect the number of asperity interactions per unit time.

In this study a similar assumption will be made (the count rate is proportional to the 

number of contact points formed per unit time) although a mathematical approach to 

determining the number of contacts for a granular-solid interaction will not be derived. 

The number of contacts formed within the apparent area between the friction pair will 

simply be represented as a single parameter Nc and an equation for the count rate NAE 

is given by:

NAE=kNcv (32)

Where k is constant of proportionality and v is the sliding velocity.

Due to the small diameter of the granular particles it is assumed that the granular 

particles in contact with the probe will only form a W gle contact spot. Therefore, the 

number of contacts between the probe and the granular material will represent the 

number of granular grains in contact with the probe. Therefore using the acoustics count 

rate parameter could provide a direct method of determining the number of grains in 

contact with the probe tip.

Baranov et al [74] also derived an equation for the acoustic energy (Equation 20) based 

on the assumption that the amount of acoustic energy developed is proportional to the 

total potential energy generated by asperity deformation. In this study the asperity
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interaction is the contact between the granular particle and the probe tip. Therefore the 

contact between the probe tip and the particle is represented as a sphere in contact with 

a flat surface. The relationship between the contact of two spherical elastic bodies and 

the elastic potential energy is given in Equation 6. In Equation 33, a sphere in contact 

with a flat surface is considered and the elastic energy ee is given by:

f  I \  
2 h2
5 D

■4r + c (33)

Where R represents the granular particle radius.

The contact involves a spherical body in contact with a flat surface, pressed together by 

an applied force. Deformation will occur symmetrically around the original point of 

contact and produce a small contact area over a proportion of their surfaces. Producing 

this contact area has also produced a linear displacement, h, which is the distance 

between the undeformed outer surfaces of the solid bodies, assuming no deformation 

has occurred and both bodies move into each other. The displacement, h , of a sphere in 

contact with a flat surface, is given by:

D
V W J

(34)

Substituting (34) into (33) gives:

+ C (35)
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The relationship between the amplitude of the acoustic signal, A, to the elastic potential 

energy generated as a result of asperity interaction was stated by Baranov et al [74]:

i
(36)

Where, s is the acoustic emission pulse-energy and, x is the radiation time of the AE 

pulse. Assuming the acoustic emission pulse-energy is proportional to the potential 

energy generated by the elastic deformation of the contacting asperities, (35) is 

substituted into (36) to provide the following relationship describing the amplitudes of 

the acoustic signal A for a single particle contact:

A oc - 1  .5 t ) R
(37)

The radiation time, t of the AE pulse and is given by [74]:

r  = (38)

Where v is the sliding velocity, a is the radius of the contact spot formed by the asperity 

tip. The radius, a of the contact spot is given by Hertzian contact laws and considering 

a sphere in contact with a flat surface the following relationship results:

a =  Fj(DR)i  

Substituting equations (38) and (39) into (37) gives:

(39)

A oc
125 Rj

(40)

Therefore, using the assumption stated by Baranov et al and Hertzian contact laws, an 

expression is derived involving a sphere in contact with a flat surface. However the
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relationship only considers the acoustic emission generated by the elastic deformation 

and does not account for the acoustic emission generated by wear. It also assumes the 

granular grains are spherical, which in practice is not generally true. The relationship 

derived in Equation 40 highlights that the acoustic amplitude is directly affected by 

changes in the applied load and sliding velocity as well as being dependent on the 

material properties i.e. particle radius and elastic properties of contacting asperities.

The theory considered in this section seeks to relate the physical contact between the 

granular grains and the probe tip with an acoustic parameter. The count rate relationship 

is based on the assumption that the count rate is directly proportional to the number of 

contacts formed per unit time. An assumption is made that each grain in contact with the 

probe only produces a single contact and therefore, it may be possible to determine the 

number of grains in contact with the probe due to geometrical constraints. The acoustic 

energy relationship is based on the assumption that the acoustic energy is proportional 

to the potential energy generated during elastic deformation. Although the acoustic 

energy relationship only considers elastic asperity deformation it still provides a good 

insight to the typical parameters that may affect the generated acoustic emission.

The relationships considered in this chapter have highlighted three possible parameters 

that could be used to investigate the material properties of the friction pair. The number 

of asperity interactions is an important contact parameter as it determines the number of 

acoustic sources occurring between the friction pair. The count rate parameter is 

assumed to be directly proportional to the number of contact points formed per unit time 

and therefore provides a direct method of determining the number of asperity contacts.
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However, the assumption that led to the relationship between the count rate and the 

number of asperity contacts will need to be validated.

Both the A E r m s  and the acoustic energy can be related to the physical contact between 

the probe tip and the granular medium. However, this project requires an acoustic 

parameter that can be processed continuously and quickly in order to provide a system 

capable of real-time soil characterisation. The A E r m s  signals are to be determined using 

the Viewdac software, which requires a true sample of the acoustic waveform. Sampling 

the acoustic waveform is expected to be data intensive and will involve large processing 

times. The acoustic energy parameter however, is a standard parameter on the signal 

processing unit. The count rate and acoustic energy are parameters that have been used 

in condition monitoring by other researchers [66, 67, 72].

4.3 Summary Comments

Investigating the count rate and the acoustic energy may provide a method of 

determining the number of particle-probe contacts and the total energy associated with 

those contacts. Therefore the average energy for a single contact can be investigated 

leading to a further analysis involving mechanical contact between the probe and a 

singular granular particle. However, the acoustic parameters must be investigated to 

validate their relationships with the physical contact between the probe and the granular 

material before an investigation of the actual contact can be made.
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5.0 Presentation of Results

The theoretical consideration in the previous chapter developed three equations that 

related the frictional contact to an acoustic parameter. The three parameters being 

considered are: the AErms (Equation 29), the count rate (Equation 32) and the acoustic 

energy (Equation 40). The two general equations for the count rate (Equations 30 & 31) 

involving the applied load and the sliding velocity were also considered. This chapter 

details a series of investigations, which have been carried out to develop an 

understanding of what parameters affect the acoustic emission generated from solid- 

granular friction pairs as well as providing data, which could be used to validate the 

equations developed in the theoretical consideration.

The aim of this project is to develop a novel method of characterising ground structures 

using the AE generated from a typical drilling process. Therefore, the focus of this 

investigation is to develop a method for determining the properties of the granular 

material using the acoustic signal generated by the frictional contact between the probe 

tip and the granular material. The A E r m s  will not be considered in the investigations as 

a real time characterisation process is preferred and the large amount of data required to 

analyse the A E r m s  does not permit rapid data acquisition.

The theoretical relationships developed between the frictional contact and the acoustic 

parameters are dependent on the applied load and the sliding velocity, the effects of 

these two parameters on the acoustic parameters need to be established. This will allow 

a further investigation involving different granular materials and their characterisation. 

Results obtained from this investigation will be compared to the relationships presented
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in the previous chapter (Equations: 29, 31, 32 and 40) in order to validate their 

relevance to the friction pair considered in this project.

Initial tests suggested that abrasive paper could be used as a suitable method of 

changing the number of surface asperities in contact with the probe tip during sliding 

friction and it was used to investigate the relationship between the number of asperity 

contacts and the count rate (Equation 32). The use of abrasive paper with different 

grades allowed the count rate parameter to be investigated over a larger range of applied 

loads and provided a detailed study of the effects of different loading conditions on the 

count rate.

A novel method of processing the acoustic signal was developed to focus on a particular 

characteristic of the count rate parameter, which was identified during the experimental 

investigation. Focusing on this particular characteristic of the count rate allowed the 

particle size to be identified. The ability of characterising the particle size using 

different soil densities and water content was also addressed.

The count rate and the acoustic energy parameters were used to investigate the average 

contact force at a single particle contact. Therefore, information relating to the material 

properties of the friction pair as described by Equation 40 could be investigated.

Standard soil testing techniques were carried out to investigate the shear properties of 

the soil and its effect on the acoustic parameters. Both the peak shear and the residual 

shear parameters were considered as well as the AE generated during these tests in order 

to provide acoustic data directly related to the shear box test results.
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5.1 Investigation of the Count Rate and the Acoustic Energy

The count rate and the acoustic energy parameters were determined by applying a 

threshold to the raw amplified acoustic signal supplied by the transducer. The threshold 

was adjusted to eliminate any acoustic counts generated by the mechanical operation of 

the probing system. The effects of the applied load and sliding velocity on the acoustic 

parameters were investigated.

The probe was set to rotate at a constant velocity and moved vertically until it was just 

above the upper surface of the granular sample. The threshold was adjusted so that no 

counts were registered while the probe was not in contact with the granular sample 

(Threshold set at 0.015 V). The vertical feed rate of the probe was set at a constant speed 

while the data acquisition sequence was started simultaneously with the probe 

penetration. The probe’s angular velocity was controlled using the speed setting dial on 

the drilling system, which was adjusted throughout the test and maintained to within 

limits of +/- 0.1 Hz. The applied load depends on the resistance force provided by the 

granular material and during constant penetration the load increased with penetration 

depth. Tests were repeated using different probe rotational speeds in order to identify 

the effects of sliding velocity on the acoustic signals.

The results in Figure 26 highlight the typical effects of the applied load on the acoustic 

parameters. To help describe the results the data has been divided into three sections: 1, 

2 and 3. Section 1 corresponds to the initial penetration of the probe. The probe initially 

started its penetration just above the top surface of the granular material and for the first 

30mm of penetration the probe tip is not in complete contact with the granular sample. 

The change in the acoustic signal generated is very small and the amplitude is too low to
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be detected by the threshold that was applied to the acoustic signal. In Section 2 there is 

full contact between the probe and the granular material, which is shown by a rapid 

increase in the count rate and acoustic energy. The results in section 2 suggest that a 

power law relationship exists between the applied load and the acoustic parameters. 

Within section 3 there is an appreciable reduction in the rate of increase of the count 

rate and acoustic energy due to the applied load. The change in the curve suggests that 

two expressions are needed to describe the relationship between the applied load and the 

acoustic parameters. The general shape characteristic of the complete data set resembles 

an S-shaped curve. It is interesting to note that the variations of the count rate parameter 

and the acoustic energy parameter have very similar shape characteristics and it could 

be argued that only one of the these parameters would need to be recorded. However 

further investigations are required to validate this argument.
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Fig 26. The change in the acoustic signals due to an increase in the applied vertical 

load using Leighton Buzzard sand (655jam average particle diameter) and a rotational 

sliding velocity o f 7Hz, a) the count rate, b) the acoustic energy.

The results indicate the main change in the acoustic parameters occurred when the 

probe tip was in full contact with the granular material (sections 2-3). Investigating the 

acoustic signals for complete probe-tip-granular contact required optimising the testing
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procedure so that the data acquisition sequence began when the probe was at an initial 

depth of 30mm into the granular sample. Once the probe reached the required depth of 

30mm the data acquisition sequence started and data was recorded for a further probe 

penetration depth of 50mm. Saturation of the acoustic signal was avoided by increasing 

the applied threshold from 0.015V to 0.02V. The results in Figure 27 display the change 

in the count rate due to an increase in load caused by probe penetration for four different 

rotational velocities. Unlike the previous results (Figure 26) where an S-Shape curve 

was obtained, increasing the threshold and commencing the monitoring process at an 

initial probe depth of 30mm has reduced the amount of data available in sections 1 and 

3. Therefore, the results shown in Figure 27 mainly consist of data within section 2. The 

results suggest a power law relationship between the applied load and the count rate, of 

the form y = kxn. A power law curve has been fitted to each set of the data to provide an 

estimation of the index value. The results indicate that the index value of all four curves 

is approximately 2. As a first estimate the count rate increases approximately to the 

square of the applied load. The data in Figure 26a displayed an S-shape curve and the 

line separating section 2 and 3 indicated a change in the relationship between the count 

rate and the applied load. In Figure 27 the change in the power law is also evident and is 

shown by the data not fitting the power law curve at larger applied loads. The power 

law equations also highlight the significant effect that the sliding velocity has on the 

count rate, which is shown by the variation in the multiplying constant. An increase in 

the sliding velocity produces a significant increase in the multiplying constant. A faster 

sliding velocity will therefore produce a larger count rate at a given applied load.
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Fig 27. The count rate against the vertically applied load for four different rotational 

velocities. Data considers full probe particle contact from an initial depth o f 30mm.

The change in the acoustic energy due to increasing applied load is shown in Figure 28 

using four different rotational velocities. Power law curves have been fitted to the data 

and an estimation of the index value of the power law relationship is provided. The data 

obtained for the acoustic energy is also very similar to the data shown in Figure 27, 

which considered the count rate. The results show that the acoustic energy also 

increases approximately to the square of the applied load. The similarities between the 

count rate and acoustic energy indicate that a relationship may exist between them
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Fig 28. Acoustic energy against vertically applied load for four rotational velocities 

using Leighton Buzzard sand (655pin average particle diameter).

The relationship between the count rate and the acoustic energy has been investigated 

by correlating the count rate data (Figure 27) with the acoustic energy data (Figure 28) 

for four rotational velocities. Figure 29 shows that a linear relationship exists between 

the acoustic energy and the count rate. It can be seen that all the data collapses on to a 

straight line, which may be represented by the equation y = 0.0648x - 53.595. This 

suggests that the relationship between the count rate and the acoustic energy is 

independent of the applied load and the sliding velocity. Consequently it can be 

concluded that changes in the applied load and sliding velocity produced proportional 

effects on both the acoustic energy and the count rate. Therefore at any instant the 

acoustic energy can be calculated from count rate or vice versa using a predetermined 

empirical function
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Fig 29. Acoustic energy against count rate for four different rotational velocities using 

Leighton Buzzard sand (655join average particle diameter).

In the theoretical consideration (Chapter 4), two assumptions were stated by Baranov et 

al [74], which related the count rate and the acoustic energy to the physical contact 

between the friction pair. One assumption stated that the count rate is directly 

proportional to the number of contact spots formed per unit time. The other assumption 

stated that the acoustic energy was proportional to the potential elastic energy generated 

as a result of the elastic deformation of contacting asperities. The results displayed in 

Figure 29 may be considered as the variation of the total elastic energy against the total 

number of contact spots formed during sliding friction and the gradient of the line may 

be taken as a measure of the average elastic energy for a single contact spot. A linear 

gradient indicates that the energy at a single contact spot remains constant Therefore, to 

maintain a constant energy at a single contact, the increase in the applied force or 

sliding velocity must be counterbalanced by an increase in the number of contact spots
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formed. The actual number of contacts between the probe tip and the granular medium 

is unknown, although using granular samples of different particle sizes should provide a 

method of changing the number of contact spots formed as a result of geometrical 

constraints. It would be expected that larger particle sizes will produce fewer contacts 

on the probe’s surface and smaller particles will produce more contacts.

The next step is to investigate the acoustic energy against the count rate with respect to 

a change in the particle size. Figure 30 shows the acoustic energy plotted against the 

count rate for different particle sizes. The results highlight that changing the particle 

size does affect the gradient, which indicates that the average elastic energy at a single 

contact spot is affected. Therefore, it can be concluded that the relationship between the 

count rate and the acoustic energy also depends on the grain size of the granular 

medium. However, the change in the gradient as a result of increasing particle size does 

not show a clear pattern. Average particles sizes between 655-925pm average particle 

diameter, showed an increase in the gradient with increasing with particle size, but the 

1090pm average particle diameter showed a reduction in the gradient. Larger particle 

sizes, especially those that are not spherical, which may have flatter surfaces, could 

produce more than one contact spot during a particle-probe interaction. Therefore, 

granular particles producing more that one contact spot could be represented as a 

granular material having smaller spherical particles, which would also produce more 

particle-probe contacts. Furthermore the 1090pm granular sample did not produce a 

strong acoustic signal, which may account for the change in the gradient.
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Fig 30. Acoustic energy against count rate, for four different grain sizes. Leighton 

Buzzard satid samples, rotational velocity set at 6.5Hz
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5.2 Abrasive Paper: The Controlled Granular Medium

In the previous section a relationship between the acoustic energy and the count rate 

was highlighted, which was both independent of the applied load and sliding velocity 

but was dependent on the grain size of the granular material. It was postulated that an 

increase in the applied load and sliding velocity was directly counterbalanced by an 

increase in the number of probe granular contacts based on the assumption that the 

count rate was related to the number of contact sports formed per unit time. An 

investigation was carried out to determine whether an increase in the number of asperity 

contacts produced an increase in the count rate. Graded abrasive paper was used to 

represent a controlled medium, where different grades of abrasive roughness created a 

controlled change in the number of probe-asperity contacts. The experimental 

arrangement has been described in Section 3.3.3. Three grades of abrasive paper have 

been used, PI200, P800 and P400, where a smaller P number represents a coarser 

surface roughness with P400 representing a smaller density of particle-probe contacts. 

The rubber base in the experimental arrangement allows the applied load to be 

controlled by adjusting the vertical displacement of the probe. The investigation focused 

on the effect of an increase in the applied load and sliding velocity on the acoustic 

parameters. Another advantage of this experimental setup was that a larger range of 

applied loads could also be explored.

5.2.1 Abrasive Paper: Effects of the Applied Load

The effects of the applied load were investigated using four different rotational 

velocities and three grades of sand paper. The feed rate was adjusted to O.lmm/min and 

the reaction force of the rubber base provided the applied load, which changed
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proportionally with the vertical displacement of the probe. The abrasive paper was cut 

to size and fixed to the rubber base using a double-sided tape.

Figure 31 shows the effects of the applied vertical force on the count rate using four 

different angular sliding velocities and the PI200 abrasive paper (smoothest surface 

roughness). The data for 10Hz may be divided in to the three different sections for ease 

of analysis. The first section considers the data, where the amplitude of the signal is 

smaller than the applied threshold, which results in a negligible change in the count rate 

due to an increase in the applied load. Within this section the acoustic signal is smaller 

than the system noise and no counts are registered. The data in section 2 shows a rapid 

increase in the count rate and suggests a power law relationship between the count rate 

and the applied load. The data in the third section shows that the rate of increase of the 

count rate reduces. The overall shape of the data resembles an S-curve, which is similar 

to the results shown in Figure 26a. A similar behaviour can be seen for 9Hz. At lower 

angular velocities of 7Hz and 8 Hz, the results can only be divided into two parts as the 

third section is not apparent. However, if larger loads were explored it is postulated that 

a third section will occur around 300000 counts similar to the results obtained for the 

9Hz and the 10 Hz experiments. The results also show that an increase in the sliding 

velocity produces a change in the threshold, which is indicated by the line separating 

sections 1 and 2. The threshold for the 7Hz data occurs at 55N (approximately), while 

the threshold for the fastest sliding velocity occurs at 21N (approximately). The largest 

change in the count rate occurs within part 2. Therefore, a faster sliding velocity means 

that a smaller range of applied loads can be used, which is a very important feature for 

the development of an in-situ testing machine for industrial applications.
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Fig 31. Count rate against applied vertical load using PI200 abrasive paper for four 

angular velocities.

Sarychev et al [73] suggested a general rule involving a power law relationship between 

the count rate and the applied load with the index value less than one (Equation 30). 

The 10 Hz count rate data from Figure 31 has been re-referenced from a count rate 

value of 25000 and the change in the count rate due to increasing load is presented in 

Figure 32. Two power law curves have been fitted to the data, which highlights the 

change in the relationship between the count rate and the applied load. The applied 

power law curves highlight the change in the data, which divided sections 2 and 3. The 

index of the power law is greater than 1 for section 2 but is less than 1 for the section 3. 

It appears that the, the general rule suggested by Sarychev (Equation 31) only applies to 

the data indicated by section 3 in Figure 31.
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Fig 32. Count rate against applied vertical load using PI200 abrasive paper for an 

angular velocity o f 10Hz.

The investigation is repeated for the P800 abrasive paper for 4 angular velocities 

(Figure 33) and the results show that the data can be divided into three parts. However, 

unlike the results for PI200 the data produced for the different sliding velocities are 

close to each other in section 2 and a single relationship between the count rate and the 

applied load can be determined in section 3. The order of separation between the 

different sliding velocities within section 2 is different to those presented in Figure 31. 

For the smoothest surface roughness (PI200, Figure 31) the rapid change in the count 

rate occurred at a lower applied load for the faster sliding speed, but in Figure 33 (a 

rougher surface, P800) the results show that a slower sliding velocity produced the 

larger increase in the count rate at lower applied loads. Also for the P800 abrasive paper 

the range of threshold values, which separates part 1 and part 2 is between 5-7N for the
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four angular velocities investigated. In section 3 all the data collapses on to a common 

line, which indicates that the count rate within this section is independent of the sliding 

velocity.
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Fig 33. Count rate against applied vertical load using P800 abrasive paper for four 

different angular velocities.

Figure 34 shows the results for the P400 abrasive paper (roughest) Only two sliding 

velocities have been presented due to the fact that the frictional force between the probe 

and the abrasive paper caused the drill to stall at faster sliding velocities. The data 

clearly shows the S-shape curve that has been seen in the previous results. The threshold 

line has shifted to 18-20N approximately depending on the angular velocity. The results 

also suggest two general power law relationships for each set of data. As in the case for 

PI200 (Figure 32), the first power law relationship relates to the data in section 2 and 

has an index value greater than 1. The power law relationship in section 3 has an index
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value less than 1. Also the data in section 3 for the two sliding velocities collapsed on to 

a single curve as in P800.
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Fig 34. Count rate against applied vertical load using P400 abrasive paper for two 

different angular velocities

Previous experiments (Figure 29) highlighted a strong correlation between the acoustic 

energy and the count rate, where the effect of the angular velocity was considered for a 

given granular size. Further investigations were carried out to determine if a linear 

relationship also exists between the acoustic energy and the count rate using different 

grades of abrasive paper. In Figure 35 the acoustic energy has been plotted against the 

count rate using 3 grades of abrasive paper and 4 sliding velocities. Although the plot is 

very congested it does provide an excellent example showing that linear relationship 

only exists between the count rate and the acoustic energy within a certain range. To 

help explain the results the data has been separated into 2 sections for convenience. The
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transition from section 1 from section 2 is shown by the large change in the gradient. 

The results in section 1 show a linear relationship between the acoustic energy and the 

count rate, similar to those presented in Figures 29 and 30. The change in the 

relationship between the acoustic energy and the count rate occurs at a count rate value 

of approximately 260000. However, in section 2 the relationship resembles an 

exponential rise. The change in the relationship between the acoustic energy and the 

count rate occurs when the count rate approaches a steady state but the acoustic energy 

continues to increase. Therefore, the increase in the acoustic energy does not increase in 

proportion to the count rate resulting in the change from a linear relationship to a non

linear relationship.
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Fig 35. Acoustic energy against count rate using three grades o f abrasive paper and 4

sliding velocities.

The count rate represents the number of oscillations that exceeds a set threshold per unit 

time and the gradient of the linear relationship between the acoustic energy and the 

count rate relates to the average energy per oscillation. The linear relationship has been
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shown to be independent of both the applied load and sliding velocity. This observation 

is only applicable to the linear section of the data presented in Figure 35. The count rate 

appears to approach a steady state, which means that the frequency of oscillations 

produced by the friction pair as a result of increasing load approaches a constant value. 

Therefore the increase in the count rate is no longer proportional to the increase in the 

acoustic energy. When the count rate reaches a steady state the increase in the acoustic 

energy is predominantly affected by an increase in the oscillation amplitude and not by 

an increase in the number of oscillations detected.

5.2.2 Abrasive Paper: Effects of the Sliding Velocity

The investigation in this section is focused on the effect of the sliding velocity on the 

acoustic signal. The results obtained are used to identify any functional relationships 

between the sliding velocity and the acoustic signals as well as validating the theoretical 

relationships discussed in the previous chapter.

The experimental arrangement allowed the vertical displacement of the probe to be 

adjusted to produce a constant vertically applied load while the angular velocity of the 

probe was steadily increased to 15Hz.

Figure 36 shows the count rate plotted against the sliding velocity at 3 levels of applied 

load 15N, 20N and 30N. To aid the analysis the 20N data has been divided into three 

sections to indicate three significant changes in the curve. The results show that the 

threshold indicated by the line separating sections 1 and 2 increases as the applied load 

decreases. The threshold for the 3ON data could not be obtained due to fact that the 

probing system stalled at lower sliding velocities however, the results do suggest that
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the threshold is a function of both the angular velocity and the applied load. There is 

also a clear indication that the count rate approaches a steady state at higher sliding 

velocities. However, in this case the count rate at steady state does not tend towards the 

same value. A larger applied load produces a higher count rate at steady state. 

Therefore, the value that the count rate approaches may not be a point of signal 

saturation and may have some relevance to the properties of the friction pair. The results 

also indicate that larger applied loads produce a higher count rate at a given angular 

velocity. The general effect of the sliding velocity on the count rate produced similar 

characteristics to the effect of the applied load. However, in this case considering data 

within section 2 the index value of the power law was approximately 10 ± 1.

Fig 36. Count rate against angular sliding velocity using P400 abrasive paper for three
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constant vertically applied loads.

In the theoretical consideration (Chapter 4) the count rate was assumed to be 

proportional to the number of asperity contacts formed per unit time It is also true for
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two elastic bodies in contact that the number of asperity interactions increases with 

increasing applied load. Therefore the increase in the count rate due to the increase in 

the applied load may also be related to an increase in the number of contact spots 

formed per unit time.

A plot of the acoustic energy against the count rate is shown in Figure 37 for increasing 

angular velocity at three constant applied loads. Up to a count rate value of 

approximately 270000 the results show a linear correlation between the acoustic energy 

and the count rate. After a count rate value of 270000 the count rate approaches a steady 

state, but acoustic energy continues to increase.
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Fig 37. Acoustic energy' against count rate using P400 abrasive paper for three 

constant vertically applied loads.

The results have shown that the changes in the sliding velocity also produce an S-shape 

curve similar to the investigations involving the effects of the applied load on the count 

rate. The data within sections 1 and 2 produce a linear relationship between the acoustic
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energy and the count rate that is independent of the applied load, sliding velocity and in 

this investigation the abrasive roughness. Therefore within this linear range both 

parameters are affected by the frictional interaction in the same way. It is only when the 

count rate approaches a steady state in Figure 37 that the two acoustic parameters 

behave independently.

After each experiment it was observed that the abrasive paper had become worn very 

quickly producing a much smoother surface roughness. Even after a single test it was 

difficult to distinguish between the different abrasive grades. It was therefore concluded 

that comparing different grades of abrasive paper to represent a controlled change in the 

number of contacting asperities was not appropriate. The large amount of wear may 

have affected the repeatability of the results, especially within region 2 where it was 

very difficult to obtain consistency between results generated from similar experiments. 

However, the experiments did allow a large range of applied loads and sliding velocities 

to be investigated, which highlighted that the count rate approached a steady state.
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5.3 The Steady State Count Rate and the Acoustic Energy

Previous results have shown that the count rate within section 2 produced a power law 

relationship and the count rate assumes a steady state value within section 3. In this 

section the steady state value of the count rate is investigated. In order to obtain more 

acoustic data within this region the raw acoustic signal was amplified by a further 20dB. 

The applied threshold to the acoustic signal was increased to a new level just above the 

amplified mechanical noise. The threshold was adjusted to eliminate any counts being 

registered while the probe was not in contact with the granular sample (In this instance 

the threshold was set at 0.025v). The probe was maintained at a set rotational velocity 

and was moved vertically until it is just above the upper surface of the granular sample. 

The vertical feed rate of the probe was set to a constant speed and maintained 

throughout the test. Due to the fact that the abrasive paper became worn very quickly it 

was no longer used in this study and was replaced with graded samples of Leighton 

Buzzard sand.

The results in Figure 38 show the effects of the applied load on both the count rate and 

the acoustic energy. The energy signal has been scaled by 50:1 to fit on the same graph 

as the count rate. The data has been divided into two regions a vertical line at 1.3N. In 

region 1 there is a threshold at 0.4N where there are only a few counts generated above 

the system noise. At loads above 0.4N there is a steady increase in the count rate and the 

acoustic energy up to 1.3N. In region 2 the count rate approaches a steady state value of 

approximately 280,000, but the acoustic energy continues to increase almost linearly 

with the applied load up to the maximum measured load of 5N.
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A visual inspection of the granular particles during the compression process suggested 

that densification occurred initially at the point of contact and then within the lower sub

layers of the material. No further densification of the particles occurred at the point of 

the applied force, due to the fact that such densification would have required actual 

grain deformation. Consequently, the count rate would stabilise for any further increase 

in the applied load, as no further particle-probe contacts could be formed. This suggests 

that there is very little change in the number of particle-probe contacts during loading. 

For that reason, the number of particles in contact with the probe may be related to a 

function of the average particle size. It is postulated that the increase in the count rate 

within region 1 is not due to an increase in the number particle-probe contacts, but is 

due to an increase in the amplitude of the characteristic signal generated by the friction 

pair.
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Fig 38. Acoustic energy and count rate against vertically applied load for a single 

penetration into the test sample o f 50mm at 5mm/min feed rate. Leighton Buzzard sand 

particle size 850-1000pm.
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Figure 39 displays the count rate and the acoustic energy against the angular velocity. 

The results have been divided into two regions by a line at an angular velocity of 6Hz, 

which identifies where the count rate starts to approach a steady state value. It can be 

seen that there is still a small increase in the count rate due to an increase in the sliding 

velocity in region 2, but the acoustic energy continues to increase rapidly with 

increasing sliding velocity. For sliding velocities greater than 8Hz the acoustic energy 

appears to saturate resulting in no further data. Comparing the results presented in 

Figures 38 and 39 there is little or no change in the characteristic count rate resulting 

from an increase in the applied load, although there is a small dependence on the sliding 

velocity. The increase in the count rate due to the sliding velocity is probably 

attributable to more particle-probe contacts occurring per unit time as the velocity 

increases.
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Fig 39. Acoustic energy and count rate against vertically applied load for a single 

penetration into the test sample o f 50mm at 5mm/min feed rate. Leighton Buzzard sand 

particle size 850-1000/Mn.
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Results have shown that in region 2, the characteristic count rate does not change due to 

an increase in the applied load but a small increase in the count rate occurs due to 

sliding velocity. This observation may be explained as follows. If the number of 

particle-probe contacts does not change significantly with increasing load (as particle 

deformation would be required for further deformation to occur) the count rate is not 

expected to increase. Earlier it was stated in the theoretical consideration that the count 

rate is proportional to the number of contacts formed per unit time. Consequently any 

increase in the count rate due to an increase in the sliding velocity would imply that 

more particle-probe contacts are formed per unit time.

5.4 Development of a Novel Signal Processing Technique

The previous results have indicated that the count rate approached a steady state value 

and the acoustic energy increased almost linearly with the applied load. Obtaining a 

larger range of data where the count rate settles at a steady state is impractical due to the 

fact that large applied loads or sliding velocities would be required. This section 

describes a novel method of processing the acoustic data, which allows more data to be 

monitored within region 2 without the need for larger applied loads or sliding velocities. 

The “novel thresholding technique” was developed to improve the results produced by 

the sharp sand especially for samples with a small average particle diameter as they did 

not generate strong acoustic signals. For practical reasons, it is important to be able to 

undertake material characterisation at smaller applied loads as some soils can have a 

low bearing capacity as well as allowing the size of the equipment to be reduced.

A typical method of determining the count rate and acoustic energy using a narrow 

bandwidth system utilises a threshold that is adjusted to a level just above the signal
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noise, thus eliminating any noise components of the detected signal being above the 

threshold. Results in the previous sections have suggested that the friction pair will 

generate its own characteristic count rate, but in order for the signal to be investigated 

every oscillation will have to be large enough in amplitude to cross the applied 

threshold. In this investigation the raw acoustic signal is studied to determine its 

characteristics when the probe is pushed into the granular material.

A typical example of the acoustic signal produced by the probe-granular friction pair is 

shown in Figure 40. The signal oscillates about zero and a small amount of noise is 

superimposed on a lower frequency signal with larger amplitude. For demonstration 

purposes two thresholds are displayed, T1 (at 0.15) and T2 (at 0.01). It is obvious that 

more signal peaks are recorded using a threshold set at T2, but this allows the system 

noise to generate peaks above the threshold, which will directly influence the count rate 

and acoustic energy. Therefore, knowledge of the impact of the system noise on the 

acoustic signal generated by the friction pair is important.
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Fig 40: An example o f the signal generated by the probe-granular interaction for a time 

period o f 20jus sampling at 1.5GHz using a 250-500 kHz band pass fdter.
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Fig 41. An example o f an un-submerged probe's acoustic signal (noise) and a 

submerged probe’s acoustic signed (signal). Data shown for a time period o f 20ps 

sampling atl.5GHz using a 250-500 kHz band pass fdter.
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The results in Figure 41 show a comparison between the system noise and the acoustic 

signal generated by the friction pair. The system noise signal comprises of low 

amplitude high frequency electronic noise, while the signal generated by the drilling 

system has a lower frequency with larger amplitude. The signal generated by the friction 

pair is a combination of these two signals, which has a lower frequency, larger 

amplitude and appears to have the high frequency electronic noise superimposed on it. 

The high frequency system noise only has a small effect on the count rate at the point 

where the friction generated signal exceeds the threshold as the system noise displaced 

by the signal generated by the drilling system. These results clarify that the threshold 

can be set to its lowest level due to the fact that the system noise is superimposed on the 

drilling system signal, which prevents the system noise from registering a significant 

amount of counts. However, the system noise has an effect on the acoustic energy, 

although this is usually small owing to the small amplitude of the system noise 

compared to the amplitude of the friction generated signal.

The system noise generated by the drilling machine could be increased by changing the 

probe’s angular velocity. The effect of the system noise on the acoustic signal generated 

by the friction pair has been investigated. Figure 42 provides a comparison between of 

the count rate for a submerged probe with that of an un-submerged probe with 

increasing sliding velocity. The data for the un-submerged probe represents the system 

noise, which decreases with increasing angular velocity. The reduction in the count rate 

suggests that the amplitude of the mechanical system noise is becoming larger and 

therefore the number of counts generated by high frequency electrical noise reduces. 

The count rate produced by the submerged probe is dominated by high frequency 

electrical noise at lower sliding velocities, due to the smaller amplitude of the friction
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generated signal. Increasing the sliding velocity causes an increase in the amplitude of 

the friction generated signal, resulting in a reduction of the count rate (as the effects of 

system noise are greatly reduced by superposition). It can be concluded that, once the 

characteristic signal generated by the friction pair is established, the changes in the 

system noise resulting from an increase in the sliding velocity have a negligible effect 

on the count rate.
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Fig 42. The effects o f varying angular velocity on the count rate for a submerged probe 

(friction generated signal) and an un-submerged probe (system noise).

Results have shown it is acceptable to reduce the applied threshold to a minimum value 

of lOmV, which allows more data to be obtained in the region where the count rate 

approaches a steady state value. The steady state count rate is termed the characteristic 

count rate representing the characteristic frequency generated by a particular granular- 

solid friction pair.
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5.5 Characteristic Count Rate Investigation

A novel processing technique has been developed to produce more data in the region 

where the count rate approaches a steady state value, which is termed the characteristic 

count rate. In this section the effects of the particulate material parameters on the 

characteristic count rate is investigated. The particulate parameters under investigation 

were the particle size, particle type and the level of saturation.

5.5.1 Effects of Particle Size and Type

Two types of granular material have been investigated, Leighton Buzzard sand and 

Shape sand. The threshold was set at its lowest setting of 0.0lv and the count rates were 

recorded for each type of granular material over a range of particle sizes. Figure 43 

shows the change in the count rate due to an increase in the applied load for five 

Leighton Buzzard sand samples. In all cases the count rate initially starts at a high value 

as it is affected by system noise. As the load increases the count rate reduces rapidly 

until it approaches a steady state value at a relatively smaller applied load using the 

lower threshold voltage. An important feature of these results is that the characteristic 

count rate is a function of the particle size. Smaller particulates produce a larger 

characteristic count rate and vice versa. This observation may be explained by the fact 

that increasing the particle size reduces the number of probe-particle contacts generated 

between the granular material and the probe tip, thus reducing the characteristic count 

rate.
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Fig 43. Count rate against applied load for the Leighton Buzzard sand samples at an 

angular sliding velocity o f 8Hz.
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Fig 44 Count Rate against applied load for the Sharp sand samples at an angular 

sliding velocity o f 8Hz.
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The experiments were repeated for eight sharp sand samples and the results are shown 

in Figure 44. Compared to the Leighton Buzzard sand the acoustic signal generated by 

the sharp sand was generally lower in amplitude (which is discussed in section 5.6) and 

resulted in the characteristic count rate developing at larger applied loads. A similar 

behaviour of data distribution to Figure 43 is observed showing that the characteristic 

count rate reduces as the average particle diameter increases. Having confirmed the 

assumption that the count rate is proportional to the number of contacts formed per unit 

time, it can be postulated that the count rate will only be affected by the particulate size, 

shape and packing density. Other parameters such as the material type are unlikely to 

have an appreciable effect on the packing density and hence the effect on number of 

particle-probe contacts is relatively small. Nevertheless, the material type does have an 

effect on the particle-probe contact area because of different elastic properties.

Figure 45 shows the variation of the average characteristic count rate against the 

average particle diameter for both the Leighton Buzzard and Sharp sand samples. 

Results highlight the reduction in characteristic count rate due to an increase in particle 

size. The trend is approximately linear, although some deviation would be attributable 

to the natural variability in the grain shape. The experiment was repeated for other 

Leighton Buzzard sand samples and Sharp sand samples with the same average grain 

size and it can be concluded that the characteristic count rate is a function of the particle 

size, which can influence the number of particle-probe contacts. The results lend 

support to the assumption that the count rate is proportional to the number of contacts 

formed per unit time.
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Fig 45. Average characteristic count rate against average particle size for the sharp 

sand and Leighton Buzzard sand samples.

In addition to the particle size it is predicted that changes in the particulate density will 

also have an effect on the characteristic count rate due to the fact the density will 

influence the number of contacts formed between the probe tip and the granular 

material. A series of experiments have been carried out to investigate the effect of bulk 

density on the characteristic count rate by comparing loose and compacted sand 

samples. The compacted samples were prepared using a 1kg mass and built up in layers 

of similar granular mass to create a uniform density throughout the granular material. 

The loose samples were prepared by carefully pouring the sand into a container. Figure 

46 shows a comparison between the dense and loose granular samples and their effects 

on the characteristic count rate. The graph shows a reduction in the count rate, as in the 

previous case the load increases until the characteristic count rate for a particular sample 

has been reached. The results confirm earlier observations that smaller particle sizes 

produce a higher characteristic count rate. The compacted sand samples (dense granular

♦  ♦
♦  Sharp sand 
© Leighton Buzzard

O
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samples) show a slightly higher characteristic count rate level than the loose sand 

samples, but the difference is too small to have any influence on the characterisation of 

the particle size.
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Fig 46. Count rate against vertically applied load using compacted and loose granular 

samples at an angular sliding velocity o f SHz.

5.5.2 Effects of Particulate Water Content

In practice soils are not completely dry and the water content within the granular 

material may affect the material properties. In this section the effects of different water 

contents of the granular material have been investigated. A series of tests were 

undertaken and the water content was varied between 0-20%. The water content is 

defined as the ratio between the mass of the water and the mass of the dry granular 

sample. Each test used a fresh sample of sand and water to reduce the effects of water 

evaporation that would occur over a period of time. The granular samples were 

compacted in controlled layers to form a uniform density throughout the granular
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medium. The container holding the granular sample was solid and did not allow 

drainage during testing. Similar testing conditions were provided for all experiments. 

Figure 47 shows the characteristic count rates against the water content for four 

different particle sizes. The data appears to show that the water content has a minor 

effect on the characteristic count rate but the results are inconclusive. While every effort 

has been made to reduce the variability in the density of each granular sample during 

preparation the dependency of the characteristic count rate on the particle size is still 

evident. The cohesive behaviour of the wet granular material made it difficult to achieve 

a high degree of consistency in the densities when preparing each granular sample and 

the deviation in the characteristic count rate may be attributable to this variability in the 

density for a given water content.
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Fig 47. Count rate against water content for different particle sizes o f sharp sand.
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5.5.3 Using Different AE Systems

The previous results have shown that the characteristic count rate increases as the 

average particle size reduces, regardless of the material type and the ratio of water 

content. However, different acoustic arrangements may respond differently to changes 

in the monitored friction pair and therefore different acoustic settings need to be 

considered. In this section different acoustic emission (AE) band pass configurations 

have been investigated to determine whether it is possible to characterise the particle 

size using the acoustic signal. Due to the limitation imposed by the maximum sampling 

frequency of 1MHz, lower frequency bandwidths have been considered as well using a 

different sensor types with different resonant frequency ranges.

A narrow bandwidth system with a lower frequency range was used to investigate the 

effects of the particle size on the characteristic count rate. A low frequency piezoelectric 

resonant sensor (frequency range 125-250 kHz) was used with a suitable band pass 

filter. The threshold was set to its lowest setting possible (0.01 v). Figure 48 shows the 

count rate against the applied load using the low frequency band pass arrangement. The 

results agree with earlier investigations (Figure 43) in that an increase in the particle 

size reduces the characteristic count rate, but the characteristic count rate is a lot lower. 

The reduction in the characteristic count rate is due to the lower frequency components 

of the AE signal, which are more dominant owing to their larger amplitude, thus 

displacing the higher frequency components, which are superimposed on it. The 

frequency components above 250 kHz have been filtered out, which account for the 

reduction in the count rate at the initial stages where there is no contact between the 

probe and the granular material. The increase in the amplitude of the AE signal allowed
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the characterisation of larger particulates at smaller applied loads, which had been using 

a higher band-pass system (250-500 kHz).
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Fig 48. Count Rate against vertically applied load using a lower frequency narrow 

band-pass system (125-250 kHz) for sharp sand granular samples.

Figure 49 shows a comparison of the average characteristic count rate against the 

particle size for two band-pass systems. The higher band-pass filter (250-500 kHz) 

provides a larger separation between finer particulate materials, but the low band-pass 

system (125-250 kHz) provides a more gradual change in the characteristic count rate. 

The low band-pass system is also better suited to granular materials, which do not 

produce a strong acoustic signal, as lower frequencies were generally associated with 

larger amplitude The main drawback is that the lower frequency band-pass filter 

reduces the resolution between the characteristic count rates generated by different 

particle sizes.
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Fig 49. Average characteristic count rate against average particle diameter using sharp 

sand o f graded particle size for two band-pass frequency ranges.

Further investigations were focused on optimising the acoustic system by adjusting the 

band pass filter. Optimising the AE system should improve the quality of the results by 

increasing the resolution between the signals generated by different particle sizes as 

well as producing larger signal amplitude. The results in Figure 50 show the effects of 

decreasing the lower band-pass frequency for the AC375L transducer (rated frequency 

range 250-500 kHz). A lower band pass frequency reduces the characteristic count rate 

as a result of the lower frequencies with larger amplitude. The high frequency 

components of smaller amplitude are superimposed on the lower frequency signals and 

as a result the high frequency pulses are not detected by the thresholding system. 

Reducing the lower band-pass frequency improves the resolution and the signal 

amplitude, as indicated by the 117-500 kHz-frequency range. Lowering the lower band

pass frequency too much in the case of the 50-500 kHz frequency range will cause a

250-500 kHz
125-250 kHz
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reduction in the resolution, but there will be a further increase in the signal amplitude It 

can be concluded that changing the band-pass filter does not affect the system’s ability 

to characterise the particle size.

400000
250-500kHz 
117-500kHz 

A 50-500kHz
350000 -
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100000 -

50000
0.00E+00 2.00E-04 4.00E-04 6.00E-04 1.00E-03 1.20E-038.00E-04

Particle size (m)

Fig 50. Characteristic count rate against particle size for three hand-pass fdter settings, 

using sharp sand samples.

Figure 51 provides evidence of the higher frequency signals being superimposed on the 

lower frequency signals. Samples of the monitored waveform were taken using the 

Lecroy oscilloscope sampling at 1 5 GHz for two band-pass filter settings. The results 

show an increase in the signal amplitude when the lower frequency band-pass filter is 

used The lower frequency band-pass signal appears to have the higher frequency 

components, which are monitored using the higher band pass filter super imposed on it. 

Consequently the number of high frequency components detected by the threshold
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(threshold indicated by the black line) is reduced. The higher frequency oscillations 

occur above the threshold and are not detected.

  ]
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Fig 57. The variation o f signal amplitude for two hand-pass filter settings.

A Digital Wave B225 broadband transducer (frequency range 50-500 kHz) was used to 

determine if the broadband sensor with a wide range band-pass filter improved the 

acoustic signal generated by the friction pair. Figure 52 shows the count rate against the 

vertically applied load using the broadband transducer. It can be seen that an increase in 

the particle size produces a reduction in the characteristic count rate, this confirming the 

earlier observation. However, using a broader bandwidth acoustic system means that the 

signal is dominated by lower frequency components, leading to a smaller separation 

between the characteristic count rates generated by different particle sizes. The 

broadband transducer was found to be less sensitive to the friction generated acoustic

250-500kHz 
117-500kHz
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signal and larger applied load was needed before the characteristic count rate was 

reached.

350000 
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230000 
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170000 

150000
0.25 0.75 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75

Load (N)

Fig 52. Count rate against vertically applied load using the broadband BN225 

transducer and sharp sand granular samples.

Figure 53 shows the variation of the characteristic count rate plotted for different 

particle sizes using the broadband BN225 transducer It can be seen that the 

characteristic count rate decreases almost linearly with increasing particle size and the 

separation between the characteristic count rates produced by different particle sizes is 

sufficiently distinctive to allow a reliable method for classifying the particle size based 

on knowledge of the characteristic count rate,

—♦—1090pm 
925pm 

- A -  780pm 
&  655pm 

—0—512pm 
—b— 390pm 
-  a — 256pm 

187 pm
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Fig 53. Average characteristic count rate against average particle size, using the 

broadband BN225 transducer. and sharp sand granular samples.

It is important to note that a change in the acoustic arrangement can affect the values of 

the characteristic count rate as well as the gradient of the linear relationship between the 

characteristic count rate and the particle size. However, all acoustic arrangements 

considered have shown the ability to characterise the particle size. The amplitude of the 

different characteristic count rates can be improved by reducing the low frequency 

threshold of the band-pass filter. However, lowering the low pass threshold to much can 

reduce the separation between the characteristic signals generated by each particle size
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5.6 Investigation of the Acoustic Energy

It has been shown that the characteristic count rate is related to the number of contacts 

formed between the probe tip and particulate material. The change in the acoustic 

energy while the count rate has a steady state value is mainly due to an increase in the 

amplitude of the characteristic signal and it may provide further information relating to 

the material properties of the friction pair. This section investigates the effects of the 

particle size, water content and granular density on the acoustic energy within the same 

data range as the characteristic count rate.

5.6.1 The Effect of the Particle Size

The change in the acoustic energy due to an increase in the applied load for different 

size particulate materials has been investigated. Figure 54 shows the change in the 

acoustic energy due to an increase in the applied load using Leighton Buzzard sand 

samples. Equation 40 suggests that a power law relationship exists between the acoustic 

amplitude and the applied load and power law curves have been fitted to the data. The 

applied power law curves do fit fairly closely to the data and the results show that the 

exponents vary between 1.1 and 1.47. Also the constant of proportionality generally 

decreases as the particle size increases, although this was not the case for the smallest 

grain size. The presented results show that the variation of acoustic energy for a given 

particle size could also be represented by a linear relationship and this will be discussed 

at a later stage in this thesis.
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The experiment was repeated for Sharp sand samples and the results are shown in 

Figure 55. Power law curves were also fitted to the data, although the equations have 

not been shown to avoid the congestion on the figure but are shown later in Table 2. The 

equations relating to the applied power law curves for the sharp sand sample samples 

had exponent values between 1.13 and 1.61, which is slightly larger than the results 

obtained using the Leighton Buzzard sand. Also there did not appear to be an obvious 

relationship between the constant of proportionality of the power law and the particle 

size. The results show that a high level of acoustic energy is produced by the granular 

material with an average particle diameter of 390jam and a further increase in the 

particle size reduces the acoustic energy.

Ground Condition Monitoring Using Friction Generated Acoustics 13
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Fig 54.Acoustic energy against applied vertical load using Leighton buzzard sand 

samples a 3 75 transducer and a 250-500kHz band pass fdter.
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Fig 55. Acoustic energy against applied vertical load for sharp sand granular samples 

a 375 transducer and a 250-500 kHz band pass fdter.

It was observed that the relationship between the acoustic energy and the applied load 

could easily be considered linear for the range of applied loads used in this 

investigation. Both linear lines and power law curves were fitted to the data and the 

equations for each fitted line or curve are displayed in Table 2. For each trend line fitted 

the average deviation of the actual data from the trend line was calculated and rounded 

up to the nearest acoustic energy increment (The smallest increment of the acoustic 

energy was 10 AU). The R2 value (Correlation coefficient) is also shown and provides a 

measure of the reliability of the applied trend line, whereby a value closer to 1 indicates 

better reliability.
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Leighton Power Law Linear Power Law Linear

Buzzard +/- (AU) R2 +/- (AU) R2
655pm y = 3222.2x1'1123 y = 3702.2x-462.99 140 0.9895 130 0.9899
780pm y = 3739.4x1’1267 y = 4317.5x- 509.79 220 0.9848 190 0.9849
925pm y = 3853.7x1 2869 y = 4163.6x-1346.7 220 0.987 180 0.9887
1090pm y = 1793.7x12717 y = 2626.8x- 888.43 110 0.9918 80 0.9951
1590pm y = 391.62x1'4618 y = 755.62x-406.56 70 0.9758 70 0.9601

Sharp Sand Power Law Linear Power Law Linear
+/- (AU) R2 +/- (AU) R2

180pm y = 420x14163 y = 677.04x-262.48 30 0.9647 40 0.9412
256pm y = 820.54x16074 y=1417.3x-586.18 20 0.9906 30 0.9908
390pm y = 1433.7X1 5897 y = 2549.8x-1096.1 50 0.9929 70 0.989
512pm y = 1231X11325 y = 1869.4X- 638.7 30 0.9977 50 0.995
655pm y = 1087x1'1325 y=1261.1x-158.49 70 0.9866 60 0.9867
780pm y = 597.76x1 2972 y = 862.66x- 261 40 0.9926 30 0.9946
925pm y = 417.04x1'4153 y = 731.88x-355.61 30 0.9919 40 0.99
1090pm y = 287.23x1 3345 y = 428.31 x- 123.55 50 0.9747 40 0.983

Table 2. A comparison o f the power law and linear relationships, showing the mean 

average error and the R values for each trend line.

The data in Table 2 shows that there is very little difference between applying a power 

law relationship or a linear relationship. The average +/- deviation for both the power 

law and the linear relationships are very similar, which is also the case for the 

correlation coefficients. It can be seen that it is acceptable to use a linear relationship 

between the acoustic energy, but if a larger range applied loads are used this may not be 

the case. However, considering range of applied loads used in this investigation a linear 

relationship describes the data just as effectively as the power law relationship.
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For a single asperity contact Equation 40 (Chapter 4) suggests that the acoustic 

amplitude is a function of the contact force, the sliding velocity, the elastic properties of 

the material and the particle radius. In the present investigation the sliding velocity and 

the material properties are fixed and the two parameters that are allowed to vary are the 

contact force and the particle radius. An increase in the particle size would reduce the 

acoustic amplitude, but would also increase the contact force at a given total applied 

load due to fewer particle-probe contacts. The gradients of the linear relationships 

between the acoustic energy and the applied load for different particle sizes, (listed in 

Table 2) are shown in Figure 56. The results highlight the non-linear change in the 

gradient due to an increase in the particle size. Both samples of granular material exhibit 

a peak gradient at a certain grain size, although they do not occur at the same point. The 

results also highlight the large energy difference between the types of granular material 

and it can be seen that the Leighton buzzard sand generated a signal of larger amplitude.

5000 n
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-®— Leighton Buzzard
4500 -
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Fig 56. The change o f acoustic energy' due the applied load against average particle 

diameter for two types o f granular material.
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It should be noted that the recorded acoustic energy relates to the total acoustic energy 

produced by the frictional contact, which is a function of all the individual energies 

generated at each asperity interaction. Equation 40 only considers a single asperity 

interaction and the force at a single asperity contact needs to be determined. Therefore, 

knowledge of the number of particle-probe contacts is required to provide an estimate of 

the average contact force.

5.6.2 The Average Energy Per Oscillation

In this section the interaction at a single particle-probe contact is considered in order to 

investigate the validity of Equation 40 for the frictional interaction used in this study. 

The acoustic energy is a function of the number of oscillations as well as their 

amplitude and previous investigations have shown that different particle sizes produce a 

different frequency of oscillations. The total acoustic energy is affected by the number 

oscillations above the threshold and is consequently influenced by the count rate. 

Therefore the average energy for a single oscillation is considered, which focuses on the 

change in the acoustic energy due to an increase in amplitude and reduces the change in 

the acoustic energy caused by a change in the count rate. The average acoustic energy 

for a single oscillation is determined by dividing the total acoustic energy by the count 

rate and will be referred to as the oscillation energy. The average number of contacts is 

determined using the assumption of a cubic packing arrangement described in Equation 

11 the cubic packing arrangement assumes that all neighbouring particles are in contact 

and the spacing parameter is equal to 1. Therefore, the number of contacts generated 

between the probe and the particulate medium is a function of the nominal probe tip 

surface area divided by the average grain diameter squared. Figure 57 shows the 

average energy per oscillation against the average contact force using sharp sand
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granular samples Linear trend lines have been fitted to the data to and it was noticed 

that the smallest particle size produces the steepest gradient, which decreases with 

increasing particle size. Therefore, at a given contact force the average energy per 

oscillation increases as the particle size decreases. The results show there is an uneven 

change in the gradient and the largest change occurs between particle sizes 655pm and 

780pm

0.012 

0.01 

0 .0 0 8  

0 .0 0 6  

0 .0 0 4  

0.002 

0
0 0.0005 0.001 0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003 0.0035

Average contact force (N)

Fig 57. Average oscillation energy' against average particle contact force for sharp 

sand granular samples (375 transducer, frequency range 250-500kHz).

The experiments have been repeated using Leighton Buzzard sand samples and the 

results are shown in Figure 58. The results exhibit a similar behaviour to that of the 

sharp sand samples, where an increase in the particle size reduces the gradient.

♦ 187pm y = 80.47x - 0.0009

■ 256pm y= 78.28x-0.0017

a 390pm y = 60.277x - 0.003

□ 512pm y=26.394x-0.0018

o  655pm y= 11.678x-0.0006

o 780pm y = 5.8054X - 0.0008

+ 925pm y = 3.592x-0.0011

□ 1090pm y = 1.5506X-0.0004
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Fig 58. Average oscillation energy> against the average particle contact force, using 

Leighton Buzzard granular samples (375 transducer, frequency range 250-500kHz).

The gradients produced for both sharp sand samples and Leighton buzzard sand samples 

are plotted against the particle size in Figure 59. The gradient is termed the contact 

energy function as it represents the change in the oscillation energy due to a change in 

the contact force. The results show a reduction in the contact energy function due to an 

increase in the particle size and there is an offset between the contact energy functions 

for the two granular materials. The trends are not linear and there is no agreement with 

the power law suggested in Equation 40.
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Fig 59. The contact energy functions against the average particle diameter, for both 

sharp sand samples and Leighton Buzzard sand samples.

5.6.3 The Effects of Density on the Acoustic Energy

In practical soil structures there is a lot of variability in the soil density, which may 

affect the level of acoustic energy that can be generated. Figure 60 shows the variation 

of the acoustic energy against the applied load for both compacted and loose sharp sand 

samples. It can be seen that loose sands with a lower packing density produce a larger 

acoustic energy signal at a given load. This is because the reduction in the number of 

contacts formed between the probe tip and the particulate material has led to an increase 

in the total acoustic energy.
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Fig 60. Acoustic energy? against applied load, for sharp sand with an average particle 

size of256pm.

With a known average particle size and assuming a cubic packing relationship, the 

average contact force can be determined from Equation 11. However, using the known 

average grain size diameter of the sample does not take into account the change in the 

packing density, which can affect the number of particle-probe contacts and hence the 

value of the count rate

An empirical function relating the characteristic count rate to the average particle size 

has been determined using the data from compacted and loose particulate samples 

(Figure 61). The empirical function allows a change in density to be represented by an 

equivalent change in particle size, which is calculated from the change in the count rate.
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Fig 61. Average particle size against the characteristic count rate for compacted and 

loose granular samples o f sharp sand.

The results in Figure 62 show the variation of the average oscillation energy against the 

average particle contact force for both compacted and loose sharp sand samples. The 

average oscillation energy is consistently higher for compacted samples as there are 

more particle-probe contacts under the same average contact force. A higher oscillation 

energy implies that a larger total elastic potential energy is released from asperity 

deformation. Therefore, the results suggest that fewer particle-probe contacts produce a 

reduction in the contact energy function (gradient of the average acoustic energy per 

oscillation against the average particle contact force)
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Fig 62. Average oscillation energy against estimated average contact force, for sharp 

sand samples with an average particle size of256um.

5.6.4 The Effects of Water Content on the Acoustic Energy

A previous investigation (Section 5.5.2) has shown that the water content of a granular 

sample had a negligible effect on the characteristic count rate. It was observed during 

the experiment that there was a significant drop in the signal amplitude, which would 

have an effect on the acoustic energy. An empirical relationship is determined between 

the characteristic count rate and the particle size using granular samples with different 

levels of water content (Figure 63). The spread within the characteristic count rate does 

become slightly larger and it is postulated that this may be due to a larger variance of 

the granular density caused by the addition of water, but the results are inconclusive 

However, the separation in characteristic count rate due to different particle sizes is still 

evident. A linear relationship between the count rate and the average particle diameter 

was assumed to determine an estimate of the average contact force.
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Fig 63. Average particle diameter against the average characteristic count rate using 

samples o f sharp sand with different levels of water content.

Figure 64 shows the variation of the average oscillation energy against the average 

contact force for different levels of water content. The addition of water to the sample 

has caused a reduction in the average oscillation energy for a given contact as well as a 

reduction in the gradient of the data. This may be explained by the fact that increasing 

the water content reduces the frictional forces between the particle-probe contacts, 

which has a direct influence on the amplitude of the friction-generated signal.
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Fig 64. Average acoustic energy per oscillation against average estimated contact 

force, for sharp sand samples having different levels o f water content with an average 

particle diameter of655pm.
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Fig 65. The contact energy' function against the water content using a range o f different 

sized granular samples.
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The results in Figure 65 show the contact energy function against the water content for a 

range of particle sizes. A large difference can be seen in the contact energy function for 

the dry granular samples. However, the addition of water to the samples severely affects 

the contact energy function, to the extent that differentiating between grain sizes is no 

longer possible. The addition of water would act as a lubricant between the particle- 

probe contacts, accounting for the reduction in the acoustic amplitude. It is also difficult 

to determine whether there is a functional relationship between the contact energy 

function and the water content. It should be noted that, when monitoring actual soil 

structures, the presence of water in the soil may not affect the count rate but it can have 

a significant effect on the acoustic energy parameter.

The results have shown that the acoustic energy is sensitive to the applied load, the 

sliding velocity, the particle size, the density and the water content. However, a wet 

granular sample severely affects the acoustic energy and distinguishing the difference 

between the acoustic signals generated by each granular sample becomes difficult. It is 

considered that the fluid in the granular sample may act as a lubricant. Therefore, it is 

important to determine whether the shear force between the probe and the granular 

material can be affected by the water content.
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5.7 Standard Shear Box Investigation

A fundamental property of granular materials is the shear strength the presence of water 

in the granular sample often acts as an unintended lubricant. The results produced from 

this investigation will compared with the oscillation energy function provided by the 

probing system for similar levels of water content. Two samples of sharp sand with 

average particle diameters of 256pm and 512pm were used in a standard shear box test.

The basic principals of the shear box have been explained in Section 3.3.4. Figure 66 

shows an example of the shear-stress displacement curves and the inset chart shows the 

variation of the peak shear stress against the normal stress, from which the friction angle 

can be determined.
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Fig 66. Shear stress against the linear displacement using a standard shear box, for a 

256(tm particulate sample having 12% water content.
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The friction angles were determined for different levels of water content using two sizes 

of particulate material. A sample of sand with the same average particle diameter was 

measured out and a controlled amount of water was added to the sample. The particulate 

sample was mixed thoroughly to provide an even consistency of wetness and the 

material was placed into the shear box in layers to maintain a uniform density 

throughout. The applied load was increased to provide four peak stresses for 

determining the friction angle. The water content was increased until the granular 

material was fully saturated. The same sand samples were also tested with the probing 

system and the contact acoustic energy functions were monitored for a range of water 

contents. Figure 67 shows the variation of the friction angle and of the contact energy 

function against the water content. The results do not suggest any functional 

relationship between the two parameters (the water content and the friction angle). 

Furthermore there does not appear to be any similarities between the contact energy 

function and the friction angle. Dry sand produces a large contact energy function, 

which is reduced considerably with the addition of water. However, there is not a 

significant change in the friction angle between the dry and wet samples.

The standard shear box test measures the internal friction angle of the granular material 

to be determined based on the knowledge of the peak shear strength, which is larger 

than the residual shear strength, a parameter usually associated with the study of 

continuous sliding interfaces. Therefore, an investigation using a ring shear apparatus is 

considered appropriate as it involves both a continuous sliding interaction and a solid- 

granular interface.
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Fig 67. Friction angle and contact energy function against the water content for two 

samples o f sharp sand with different particle diameter.

5.8 Ring shear investigation

A ring shear apparatus measures the residual shear, which is the shear force generated 

during continuous sliding and should not be confused with the peak shear force 

measured by a standard shear box experiment. The basic principles of the ring shear 

have already been explained in Chapter 3. In this section the effect of water content and 

particle size on the frictional force is investigated for a solid-granular interaction.

The changes in the frictional force between solid-granular interfaces for wet and dry 

granular samples have been investigated. Granular materials were prepared with 20% 

water content over a range of grain sizes to provide the wet samples. Dry samples of the 

same grain size were also tested The bottom section containing the granular material
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was set to rotate at a constant speed and the residual shear strength was measured, while 

the applied load was increased at three-minute intervals. Figure 68 shows the friction 

angle against the particle size for wet and dry samples of both sharp sand and Leighton 

Buzzard sand. The results confirm that wet sample produces a reduction in the friction 

force, which may account for the reduction in the acoustic energy shown in Figure 65 

using the probing system. There does not appear to be any functional relationship 

between the particle size and the friction angle. The sharp sand samples show a peak in 

the friction angle, but there is only a small change in the friction angle associated with 

the Leighton Buzzard sand samples.
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Fig 68. Residual shear friction angles against the average particle diameter data shown 

for wet and dry> samples o f sharp sand and Leighton Buzzard sand
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The acoustic emission generated by the solid-granular interaction associated with the 

ring shear machine was investigated to determine the effect of the shear force on the 

acoustic parameters. The same AE measuring equipment was used on the ring shear 

machine and the AE sensor was attached to the top of the solid surface, which forms 

one . half of the friction pair. The acoustic signal generated by the ring shear machine 

produced a number of large acoustic pulses, which did not occur using the probing 

system. The ring shear machine constrains the granular material within tight boundary 

conditions, limiting the bulk deformation of the granular material caused by loading and 

consequently results in larger particle stresses. Therefore, it is postulated that the large 

AE pulses are likely to be caused by particle crushing as a consequence of larger 

particle stresses that occur during sliding.

Wet granular samples did not generate a strong acoustic signal using the ring shear 

machine and the results obtained were severely affected by electrical noise. Therefore, 

monitoring the acoustic emission generated by wet granular samples could not be 

investigated.

The results in Figure 69 show the count rate against the applied vertical force. Under no 

loading conditions the count rate is large due to the high frequency noise. Increasing the 

load causes a reduction in the count rate, which is similar to previous experiments using 

the probing system. However, unlike the results obtained from the probing system the 

count rate does not reach a stable steady state. Therefore, the characteristic count rate 

could not be determined and a relationship between the characteristic count rate and the 

particle size could not be established. It can be seen that there is no direct relationship 

between the applied load and the count rate. Considering that the shear force is directly
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proportional to applied load it can also be concluded that there is no relationship 

between the shear force and the count rate.

It was visually observed when separating the steel disk from the granular sample that 

some of the granular material was stuck to the steel disk, which indicates part of the 

shear plane was not at the sand-steel interface. The adhesion to the disk was more 

prominent using the smallest grain size and the amount of adhesion reduced 

considerably as the grain size increased. Investigations using the probing system have 

shown that the count rate is dependent on the number of contacts formed between the 

probe tip and the granular material. Therefore, a shear plane within the sub layers of the 

granular material would affect the number of asperity interactions on the surface of the 

top plate, which in turn affects the characteristic count rate. It was also observed that 

some fine powder was mixed with the granular samples after a period of shearing 

providing evidence of particle crushing.
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Fig 69. The average count rate against the applied vertical load using a ring shear 

experimental apparatus, for Leighton buzzard sand samples.
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The experiments were repeated using Leighton Buzzard sand samples and the results are 

shown in Figure 70. In this case the results show a small reduction in the count rate due 

to increasing particle size. There was also evidence of grain crushing highlighted by the 

presence of finer particles following a period of shearing. Furthermore, there did not 

appear to be any signs of particle adhesion to the top plate, which occurred using the 

sharp sand samples.
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Fig 70. The average count rates against applied vertical load using a ring shear 

experimental apparatus, for Leighton buzzard sand samples.

Results obtained from the probing system (Figure 65) highlighted that the acoustic 

energy was severely affected by the water content. It was suggested that the change in 

acoustic amplitude due to the addition of water resulted from a reduction in the friction 

force. Figure 68 confirmed that the addition of water reduced the friction force and 

therefore the effect of the shear force on the acoustic energy has been considered 

Figure 71 shows the average acoustic oscillation energy against the shear force using
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sharp sand samples. The oscillation energy appears to increase almost linearly with the 

shear force, although there is no clear pattern between the gradient and the particle size.
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Fig 71. Average oscillation energy against the shear force using sharp sand samples in

a ring shear machine.

Figure 72 shows the acoustic oscillation energy against the shear force using Leighton 

Buzzard sand samples. The results show that an increase in the particle size for this type 

of sand produced an increase in the oscillation energy. It can be seen that the changes in 

the oscillation energy due to an increase in the shear force is not linear and that a power 

law relationship may exist. Larger particle sizes produced an increase in the acoustic 

energy, although this change was not demonstrated by their corresponding friction 

angle. The results generally suggest that the particle size does have an effect on the 

acoustic energy but the effect of the particle size on the friction angle is negligible.
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Fig 72. Average oscillation energy> against shear force using Leighton Buzzard sand 

samples in a ring shear machine.

The results have shown that the acoustic oscillation energy is affected by an increase in 

the shear force as a result of increasing applied load. However, the change in the shear 

force due to particle size does not produce a similar change in the oscillation energy.

The results have also shown that the addition of water causes a reduction in the shear 

force, which consequently reduced the amplitude of the acoustic signal.
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6.0 Discussion

In this chapter the results obtained will be discussed considering the information 

gathered from the literature review as well as the equations derived in the theoretical 

consideration.

6.1 The Count Rate

The results associated with the count rate parameter are discussed in this section. The 

interaction of the friction pair materials is considered to determine what actually affects 

the count rate.

The results in Figures 26a, 31, 33, 34 and 37 all show that the count rate produces an S- 

shape curve due to an increase in the applied load. The data was divided into three 

sections, which highlighted two significant changes in the data. In section 1 there was 

only a small change in the count rate due to increasing load. The change in the count 

rate was small due to the fact a threshold was applied to the acoustic signal and the 

strength of the signal generated by the friction pair needed to be large enough in 

amplitude for any counts to be detected. In section 1 the amplitude of the friction

generated signal was smaller than the amplitude of the system noise, which was 

purposely below the applied threshold and therefore no counts were detected. The line 

separating sections 1 and 2 was termed the threshold line as it represented the point 

where the friction generated signal was large enough in amplitude for acoustic counts to 

be detected. Results did show that the position of the threshold line was dependent on 

both the sliding velocity and the applied load.
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Data within section 2 suggested a power law relationship existed between the applied 

load and count rate. For granular materials the index value of the power law was 

determined to be approximately 2 using four different sliding velocities (Figure 27). 

Sarychev and Shchavelin [73] proposed a power law relationship between the count- 

rate and the applied force (Equation 31), and the index value was stated to be less than 

1. The power law relationship proposed by Sarychev et al is associated with the 

frictional interaction of solid bodies and does not consider the solid-granular interface 

involved in this project. However, the results obtained from the abrasive paper 

experiments does consider the interaction of two solid bodies and produced an index 

value of approximately 1.4 for the data within section 2. It can be concluded that the 

results obtained within section 2 does not obey the power law relationship suggested by 

Sarychev and Shchavelin.

The line separating sections 2' and 3 highlighted a change in the power law relationship 

between the applied load and the sliding velocity. Considering the abrasive paper 

experiments shown in Figure 32, the index of the power law relationship for data within 

section 3 had a value of approximately 0.3, and agrees with the general rule suggested 

by Sarychev and Shchavelin.

Obtaining data within section 3 using a solid-granular friction pair was restricted due to 

difficulties involved with investigating a large range of applied loads. An unusual 

method of processing the count rate data was developed, which allowed the data 

highlighted by section 3 to be interrogated at lower loading conditions. However, 

changing the threshold also changed the shape of the curve produced from plotting the 

count rate against the applied load. An increase in the applied load caused the count rate
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to approach a steady state, and the value the count rate approached is termed the 

characteristic count rate. It is the characteristic count rate that is related to the data 

within section three obtained using a standard thresholding method.

The count rate is a measure of the number of oscillations above a predefined threshold 

and the characteristic count rate can be simply considered a steady state frequency. 

Therefore the characteristic count rate does not provide any information that is directly 

related to the amplitude. The interaction of the friction pair generates an acoustic signal, 

which to simplify, produces a continuous frequency of oscillations with variable 

amplitude. Therefore the signals generated by granular materials of different particle 

size produced a unique steady state count rate or frequency of counts.

It is postulated that the characteristic count rate is always developed by a solid-granular 

friction pair, even at very small loads and that an increase in the applied load only 

affects the amplitude of the signal. Therefore, the increase in count rate within section 2 

of the S-shape curve results from an increase in the amplitude of the characteristic 

signal and the change in the count rate would provide information relating to the 

distribution of the oscillation amplitudes associated with the generated characteristic 

signal.

Baranov et al [74] used an assumption that stated the count rate parameter was directly 

proportional to the number of asperity contact spots formed per unit time. In the case of 

solid bodies Tabor [48] stated that the real area of contact is proportional to the applied 

load, which is dependent on an increase in the areas of contacting asperities as well as 

the formation of new asperity contacts during loading. Considering the abrasive paper
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experiments, two solid elastic bodies were in contact and therefore the number of 

contact spots formed would be influenced by the applied load. However, granular 

materials do not behave like an elastic solid. Any object applying a force on a granular 

material will cause the particles to form a closer packing arrangement at the point of the 

applied force. Any further increase of the force applied by this object will not directly 

increase the number particles that are in contact with the object. The applied force will 

be transmitted through the particles in actual contact with the object to the next plane of 

particles, which will also rearrange to form a closer packing arrangement [45]. 

Furthermore the movement of the particles will not always be in the direction of the 

applied force as the particles that fill smaller voids in a mono-layer will push their 

neighbouring grains aside. Therefore the forces acting on the particles due to an 

externally applied force are also dependent on the geometrical constraints, which were 

considered by Jewell [27, 28] for shear box investigations. Geometrical constraints 

include boundary walls as well as surrounding particles, which also restrict the 

movement of the particles during the deformation of a granular material. It can be 

considered that the number of particles in contact with the probe does not directly 

increase with increasing load, but instead produces a similar amount of particle-probe 

contacts during probe penetration. Therefore, the displacement of the probe causes a 

volume change (dilation) of the granular structure surrounding the probe rather than 

deform the grains in contact with the probe tip. Consequently, using granular materials 

of controlled grain size contained within large boundary conditions compared to the 

object applying the force provided a method for investigating the number of contacts 

generated between the probe tip and the granular material.
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Results shown in Figures 44 -55 all show that the characteristic count rate reduces as 

the particle diameter increases. As larger particles produce fewer particle-probe contacts 

a reduction in the characteristic count rate would be expected. It was shown in Figure 

47 that an increase in the density caused an increase in the characteristic count rate. An 

increase in the density would also increase the number of contacts, although pushing the 

probe into a loose granular material would also compact the particles to form a dense 

packing arrangement at the probe tip. Consequently it may be argued that the density 

may not have an effect on the characteristic count rate as the density will change due to 

probe penetration forming a similar number of contacts. However, the result in Figure 

47 agrees with Josserand et al [44] who stated that the rate of compaction is a function 

of the initial density. Therefore a denser material will compress to a denser state 

compared to a loose granular material under a given load and hence the difference in the 

characteristic count rates.

The effect of water content on the characteristic count rate is small only producing a 

slightly larger variation of the characteristic count rate. The larger variation in the 

characteristic count rate may have been due to the effect of the water content on the 

density, but the results are inconclusive. The addition of water to the granular sample 

caused the particles to become more cohesive and the voids between particles will 

contain an amount of fluid, which may affect the density of the granular sample. Any 

density variations will affect the accuracy of characterising the particle size, which was 

highlighted in Figure 65.

The results associated with the characteristic count rate have provided convincing 

evidence that suggests the count rate is directly affected by the number of particle
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contacts formed between the probe tip and the granular material. Therefore, the results 

obtained agree with Baranov et al [74] who stated that count rate is proportional to the 

number of contact spots formed per unit time as well as Akay [68] who stated that 

corrugated surfaces produce impulsive contact forces at the corrugation frequency. 

Furthermore Brinscoe et al [70] presented results where the spectral content of a friction 

generated signal appeared to be unaffected by the contact pressure except for an 

increase in the overall acoustic energy.

The general power law relationship suggested by Sarychev and Shchavelin [73] 

(Equation 30) does not apply to the characteristic count rate produced by the solid- 

granular friction pair considered in this project. However, the abrasive paper 

investigations did show an increase in the count rate with increasing applied force, and 

suggests that a power law may exist between them, although any further investigations 

of this relationship was beyond the scope of this project.

It can be concluded that the characteristic count rate is only affected by the number of 

contacts formed between the probe tip and the granular material. Therefore, it was 

possible to characterise granular materials of controlled grain size using an empirical 

function that related the characteristic count rate parameter to the average particle 

diameter.

The aim of this project was to develop a method of characterising soil structures using 

the acoustic emission generated by a drilling process. Research carried out in this 

project has shown that the count rate is related to the number of contacts formed 

between the probe tip and the granular material, which suggests that there is potential
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for using the count rate parameter to identify any changes in the soil layers. However, 

there would be many practical implications due to the fact that actual soil structures are 

not carefully graded into different particle sizes. Therefore further work would be 

required to focus on the particle distributions, which are associated with typical soil 

structures. The results have also highlighted methods of characterising particle size at 

small applied loads, which in practical terms means that the size of drilling equipment 

can be reduced.

The change in the acoustic energy due to increasing load shown Figure 26b produced a 

similar S-shape curve to that of the count rate. The similarities between the count rate 

and the acoustic energy parameters were highlighted in Figure 29, where it was seen 

that a linear relationship existed between them. The linear relationship between the 

count rate and the acoustic energy was independent of both the applied load and the 

sliding velocity, which indicates that the count rate and the acoustic energy are 

proportionally affected by the loading conditions and sliding velocity in the same way. 

Consequently, for a given solid-granular friction pair within a certain range a universal 

relationship exists between the count rate and the acoustic energy.

The particle size had an effect on the universal linear relationship between the count 

rate and the acoustic energy. It was seen in Figure 30 that the gradient of the universal 

linear relationship changed due to an increase in the particle size, although there was no 

functional relationship between the gradient and the particle size. It can be argued that, 

for friction pairs with similar material properties, there is no need to monitor both the 

acoustic energy and the count rate for acoustic data within the region where the 

universal relationship applies.
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A similar linear relationship between the count rate and the acoustic energy was found 

using the frictional interaction between the probe tip and the abrasive paper, shown in 

Figures 36 and 38. In this case the different grades of abrasive paper did not affect the 

gradient of the linear relationship, which may due to the amount of wear the abrasive 

paper suffered during each test. Each grade of abrasive paper became worn very quickly 

so that after testing, identifying the difference in the surface roughness for each abrasive 

grade was difficult. Furthermore, the different grades of abrasive paper produced very 

similar characteristic count rate values, indicating that the effect of wear produced a 

similar number of contacts for each abrasive grade, based on the assumption that the 

count rate is proportional to the number of contacts formed per unit time.

The abrasive paper investigations highlighted that the linear relationship between the 

count rate and the acoustic energy was finite and it did not apply for large applied loads 

or sliding velocities. The universal linear relationship does not hold when the count rate 

approaches steady state as the count rate does not increase in the same proportion to the 

acoustic energy, shown in Figures 35 and 36 by a change in the gradient.

6.2 The Acoustic Energy

It can be considered that the change in the acoustic energy while the universal 

relationship holds is due to a function of both the number of oscillations above the 

applied threshold and their individual amplitude. The fact there is linear relationship 

between the count rate and the acoustic energy means that the average energy per 

oscillation is constant, which can be determined from the gradient of the linear 

relationship. Therefore, an increase in the amplitude of each oscillation is balanced by
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new oscillations with smaller amplitude crossing the applied threshold. When the count 

rate reaches a steady state the acoustic energy is not affected by a change in the number 

of oscillations, which was shown by an increase in the average energy per oscillation. 

Therefore, change in the acoustic energy was mainly due to an increase in the amplitude 

of the characteristic signal and it was within this region that the acoustic energy was 

investigated.

It was seen in The Leighton Buzzard sand and the sharp sand samples produced power 

law exponent values between 1.1 and 1.6 (Figures 54 and 55), although there did not 

appear to be any functional relationship between the index value and the particle size. 

Equation 40 was based on the assumption that the acoustic energy is proportional to the 

potential energy generated due to the elastic deformation of contacting asperities. The 

equation states that the power law relationship between the contact force and the 

acoustic amplitude has an index value of2/3. Therefore, the power law relationship 

between the contact force and the acoustic energy would have an index value of 4/3, as 

the acoustic energy is proportional to the signal voltage squared. The power law curves 

fitted to data produced exponent values in the region of 4/3, although there was some 

variation.

It was observed that the relationship between the acoustic energy and the applied load 

could be adequately described by a linear relationship. Table 2 highlighted that there 

was very little difference between applying a power law relationship or a linear 

relationship. Therefore, it was concluded that applying a linear relationship between the 

acoustic energy and the applied load was sufficient for the range of data considered in 

the investigation.
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Equation 40 involves the force at a single asperity contact and the estimated average 

contact force was considered in Figures 57 and 58. The average oscillation energy was 

used as the acoustic parameters as it focuses more closely on the acoustic energy 

produced by a change in the signal amplitude rather that the increase in energy due to 

the effect of more counts being registered. The linear trend lines fitted to the data 

showed that an increase in the particle size caused a reduction in the gradient. Therefore 

at a given contact force the energy decreases as the particle size increases. The change 

in the gradient due to particle size was not linear at it did not agree with the power law 

stated in Equation 40, although in general terms the equation does state that the acoustic 

amplitude does decrease with increasing particle size.

At a given average contact force the total potential elastic energy generated depends on 

the sum of all the particle-probe contacts. To simplify it is assumed that all asperity 

contacts are deformed by the same average contact force. Granular materials with a 

smaller average particle size will produce more particle-probe contacts and will 

consequently increase the total acoustic energy for a given contact force as there are 

more asperity contacts at the same elastic potential. Changes in the bulk density will 

also affect the acoustic energy due to the change in the number of particle-probe 

contacts formed.

Granular materials with the same average particle diameter but of different type 

produced a different acoustic oscillation energy at a given average contact force (Figure 

59). It can be concluded that the acoustic energy is affected by the material properties of 

the particles. The elastic properties of two asperities in contact will influence the 

magnitude of their deformation. Therefore, the magnitude of the potential energy
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created from the elastic deformation of the probe’s surface asperities will affect the 

amplitude of pressure pulse caused by the release of this potential energy, which is 

considered the source of the strain wave propagating through the probe shaft. Harder 

particles increase the elastic deformation of the probe’s surface asperities and will 

therefore increase the amplitude of the propagating strain wave. For that reason the 

results in Figure 59 suggests that the Leighton Buzzard sand particles are harder than 

the sharp sand particles. The hardness of the two types of particles could not be 

measured directly, but it was observed that the sharp sand particles crumbled easier than 

the Leighton Buzzard sand particles.

Adding water to the granular material reduced the acoustic energy generated by the 

friction pair, shown in Figures 64 and 65. Using a wet granular sample made it very 

difficult to identify any changes in the acoustic energy due to particle size, which were 

apparent using dry granular samples. In most cases frictional processes produce a stick- 

slip phenomenon [48] and the addition of water may provide some lubrication between 

contacting asperities. Lubrication would reduce the force needed to break the adhesive 

bond (the stick phase), which in turn reduces in the elastic deformation of the contacting 

asperities. The reduction in the amplitude of the pressure pulse reduces the amplitude of 

the strain wave propagating through the probe shaft. Therefore, it is postulated that any 

lubrication effects caused by the addition of water may account for a reduction in the 

acoustic energy that occurred.
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6.3 The Frictional Properties of the Granular Material

In this section the results obtained from the standard shear box and the ring shear 

machines are considered. The discussion will primarily focus on the shear properties of 

the soil as well as the relationships between the shear force and the acoustic parameters.

A number of standard shear box experiments were carried out to determine the shear 

properties of the granular material. Two granular samples of different size were tested 

and the effect of water content on the friction angle was investigated. The results 

obtained agreed with the research carried out Kumar and Prakash [34], who stated there 

was no definite relationship between the friction angle and the water content. The 

friction angles obtained from the shear box tests were also compared to the gradients 

produced from plotting the average oscillation energy against the average contact force 

(oscillation energy function) using the probing system. The purpose of this investigation 

was to identify the effect of the water content on the friction angle as well as identifying 

whether any change in the friction angle for a certain level of water content 

corresponded to a similar change in the acoustic energy. The results showed there was 

no correlation between the friction angle and the oscillation energy function for similar 

levels of water content. However, it must be noted that these results were generated 

from two different testing procedures, which involved different friction pairs, sliding 

velocities and boundary conditions. The standard shear box considered a granular- 

granular friction pair and therefore cannot be accurately compared to the solid-granular 

friction pair associated with the probing system. Uesugi [56] compared rough and 

smooth solid surfaces interacting with a granular material, the rough surfaces caused the 

shear plane to occur within the granular material while the smooth surface caused a 

shear plane at the solid-granular boundary. A Shear planes within the granular material
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causes the material to dilate but for a smooth-solid interacting with a granular material 

no dilatation occurs. Therefore the properties shear plane generated by the shear box 

and the probing system are very different and for that reason they are unlikely to 

produce similar results.

A ring shear machine considers a continuous steel-granular frictional pair, which 

provided a frictional interaction that was more appropriate to the probing system 

considered in this project. Dry sand samples produced a larger friction angle than the 

wet samples (Figure 68) and it was also possible to record the AE generated from the 

dry friction pair. However, wet samples showed a reduction in the friction angle, which 

was also accompanied by a significant loss in the AE generated by the frictional 

interaction. Wet granular materials are generally more cohesive than dry samples, 

although improving the cohesiveness of a granular material does not necessarily 

improve its shear strength, which was highlighted by Kumar and Prakash [34]. In fact 

Yoshida et al [33] stated that the internal coefficient of friction for a granular material 

reduces with increasing saturation and at very large saturation levels the cohesiveness 

will also decrease. The pore water pressure produced by the interstitial fluid reduces the 

interaction between surface asperities of connecting particles. Smaller frictional forces 

between connecting particles results in a reduction of the granular material shear 

strength. For a granular-granular shear plane the shear force will also be affected by 

particle interlocking, which causes dilatation of the granular sample during shearing, 

but this is not the case for the solid-granular shear plane considered in this study. No 

granular interlocking occurs between a granular material and a smooth solid surface and 

as a consequence the pore water may have a greater influence on the interacting surface 

asperities thus affecting on the shear force.
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The residual shear force characteristics for a range of particle sizes were investigated 

and the results showed that there was only a small difference between the friction angles 

generated by each particle size. The results obtained agree with Paikowsky [55] who 

stated that the grain size had little or no effect on the friction coefficient for a smooth 

solid interacting with a granular material. Subba Rao [58] also stated that similar 

friction angles were produced for a smooth solid on top of a granular material regardless 

of the roughness characteristics of the solid interface. Therefore, it is postulated that the 

change in the shear force generated between the probe-tip and the granular material for 

different particle sizes would also be small.

The acoustic emission generated by the ring shear experiments was investigated. Due to 

the slower sliding velocity of ring shear machine, the acoustic signal was not 

continuous. Therefore it was unlikely to reach the characteristic count rate that was 

produced by the probing system. The count rate data obtained by the ring shear machine 

produced a similar shape to the results obtained by the probing system, but identifying a 

change in the count rate due to particle size was not clear. One issue with the ring shear 

apparatus is that there was some evidence of grain crushing and this was due to the 

large applied forces and the small boundary conditions. Unlike the probing system the 

granular grains in the ring shear machine were tightly constrained within a guide ring 

for the sliding top plate to rest on. The guide ring applied tighter boundary conditions, 

which meant the granular grains were not allowed to move as freely as those in the 

probing system. Consequently the forces applied to individual grain were larger and 

resulted in some particles becoming crushed. Physical evidence of particle crushing was 

provided when emptying granular samples from the ring shear machine at the end of
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each experiment. Therefore, it is likely that particle Ifacture would have an effect of the 

acoustic emission and may account for the larger acoustic bursts that were observed 

during experimentation. Crushing of the larger particles would produce more asperity 

contacts, which would also have an effect on the count rate.

The acoustic energy recorded from the ring shear experiments was not analysed in the 

same way as the probing system due to the fact the count rate did not correlate to the 

particle size. Evidence of granular crushing meant that the number of contacts formed 

between the granular material and the top plate of the ring shear machine could not be 

estimated. Therefore the average estimated contact force could not be determined. 

However, the effect of the shear force on the acoustic energy was investigated. Diei [72] 

proposed an equation (Equation 28) that suggested a power law relationship existed 

between the frictional force and the A E r m s - Considering that both the acoustic energy 

and the A E r m s  are functions of the signal amplitude a similar relationship would also 

exist for the acoustic energy. The results showed that the acoustic energy increased with 

increasing shear force and the results obtained from the Leighton Buzzard sand samples 

also suggests a power law relationship between the shear force and the acoustic energy.

It is suggested that the main difference between the probing system and the ring shear 

apparatus results from the large difference in the sliding velocity. The acoustic signal 

generated by the probing system produced a continuous acoustic signature whereas the 

ring shear produced discontinuous pulses of high amplitude sometimes large enough to 

reach saturation levels, as well as pulses of small amplitude. Large time separations 

between the acoustic pulses allow the transients to have a significant effect on the 

propagating stress waves and may cause further complexities, which may attribute to
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the instability of the characteristic count rate. Whereas a faster sliding velocity (in the 

case of the probing system) produced a continuous acoustic signature, which is 

generally dominated by the corrugation frequency determined by the contact geometry 

of the two sliding surfaces.

6.4 Summary

The aim of this project was to develop a novel method for characterising ground 

structures using the acoustic emission generated during drilling interactions. In a 

practical soil there are many parameters that can be used to characterise the soil. A 

typical engineering approach for characterisation soils include the shear strength, 

bearing capacity, particle size distribution and saturation levels. In this study the effect 

of the particle size, water content and the shear force were investigated.

The results have shown that the characteristic count rate is directly related to the 

number of contacts formed per unit time and for graded granular materials it was 

possible to determine the average particle diameter. The characteristic count rate was 

independent of the material type, shear force and water content, which meant it was 

possible to identify the particle size under many conditions. However, parameters that 

affect the number of contacts between the probe tip and the granular material will have 

a small influence on the characteristic count rate. Further work would be also required 

to investigate particle size distributions of more practical soils.

The acoustic energy is sensitive to many parameters associated with the granular 

material including the density, particle size, particle type and the water content. Due to 

the many parameters that affect the acoustic energy it is very difficult to isolate an
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individual parameter for investigation. For example, a granular material consisting of a 

single particle size can form an infinite amount of structural assemblies and reproducing 

the exact same structure for a repeated experiment is extremely difficult. Furthermore, 

natural soil particles are rarely the same size and have irregular shape characteristics. 

Consequently, it is difficult to identify any empirical relationships between the acoustic 

energy and the parameters of the granular material.

The results in this thesis have shown that using the count rate to determine an estimate 

of the number of contacts between the probe-tip and the granular material, the average 

oscillation energy for a single particle interaction could be investigated. The results 

highlighted that the average oscillation energy decreased due to increasing particle size, 

which was also affected by the material type. However, adding water to the granular 

sample severely affected the acoustic energy and it was no longer possible to identify 

any changes due to particle size and material type. Therefore there are some concerns 

associated with using the acoustic energy to investigate the parameters of real soils, 

which in many cases are not completely dry.
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7.0 Conclusions

The development towards a novel technique for characterising ground structures using 

the acoustic emission generated during drilling interactions has been presented. A 

review of existing ground evaluation techniques has been done highlighting some of the 

important parameters that are obtained from site investigations. Granular materials were 

graded into different particle size ranges and used to provide a controlled geotechnical 

medium. The physical behaviour of granular systems was investigated to provide a 

description of their deformation and strength properties. The frictional mechanisms of 

solid-solid, solid-granular and granular-granular friction pairs were also discussed. 

Theoretical relationships associated with the generation of acoustic emission for solid 

friction pairs have been adapted to consider solid-granular friction pairs considered in 

this project. Experimental results have provided evidence that the particle size of graded 

granular samples can be identified regardless of the material type and the level of water 

content using the characteristic count rate. Further information may be obtained using 

the acoustic energy parameter, although this parameter is very sensitive to many 

variables associated with the properties of the friction pair. Therefore, using the acoustic 

energy to characterise actual parameters of the friction pair still provides a very 

complex and technical challenge.

7.1 Experimental Conclusions

A simplified drilling arrangement was constructed where a rotating probe was used to 

eliminate the frictional noise due to material removal and maximise the frictional 

interactions at the probe-tip-granular interface. A smooth probe tip surface compared to 

the grain size was used to promote a correct sliding interface between the granular 

material and the probe tip. The probe shaft was insulated to prevent shaft friction from
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affecting the generated ultrasonic signal. All shaft couplings below the transfer box 

were removed, as the coupling interfaces caused a significant reduction in the signal 

amplitude, which was attributed to transmission losses. A narrow bandwidth acoustic 

system was used with the count rate and the acoustic energy being the monitored 

parameters.

Initial results monitored the count rate and acoustic energy using a standard 

thresholding technique, adjusted to eliminate the counts generated by the probing 

system’s mechanical noise. Results indicated that both the count rate and the acoustic 

signal increased with increasing load and sliding velocity. Both the count rate and the 

acoustic energy produced similar curves. A correlation between the count rate and the 

acoustic energy highlighted a universal linear relationship, which appeared independent 

of loading conditions and sliding speeds. The universal relationship was affected by the 

particle size, although a functional relationship between the gradient of the linear 

relationship and particle size could not be determined.

Abrasive paper was used in an attempt to provide a controlled friction pair material. The 

purpose of this investigation was to determine the affects of the surface roughness on 

the acoustic signals, more specifically the effect of changing the number of asperity 

contacts. The wear incurred by the abrasive paper resulted in all grades having similar 

roughness characteristics and the difference in abrasiveness could not be identified. 

However, the results did identify that the count rate reached a steady state, which is 

termed the characteristic count rate.
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Using a standard thresholding technique the data highlighted that the data consisted of 

three regions. Region 3 is considered the most important part of the data and the results 

showed that large applied loads or sliding velocities are required to generate data within 

this region. In practice large machinery would be required to produce large applied 

loads or sliding velocity and in many cases may not be suitable for soils with a low 

bearing capacity. Therefore an unusual thresholding technique was developed to attain 

the data within region 3 (the characteristic signal) using smaller applied loads. 

Adjusting the threshold at its minimum level allowed most of the characteristic signal 

peaks to be detected using smaller dynamical forces. The raw acoustic signal was 

sampled and the results provided evidence showing that the high frequency noise 

became superimposed on the friction generated signal with a lower frequency and larger 

amplitude. The superimposition of the high frequency noise resulted in the high 

frequency oscillations being undetected by the threshold, indicating that a lower 

thresholding level could be used.

Reducing the amount of force that is needed to generate the correct set of data means 

that in a practical situation a smaller probing machine could be developed, which would 

have huge cost saving benefits.

The characteristic count rate increased with decreasing particle size. A Comparison of 

two grain types highlighted that the characteristic count rate was insensitive to grain 

composition. Furthermore, the characteristic count rate was not generally affected by 

the water content apart from a small variation. Changes in the density did appear to 

cause a slight change in the characteristic count rate where denser particulates produced 

a higher count rate.
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Monitoring the characteristic count rate using different band pass configurations showed 

that, lower frequency bandwidths the separation in the count rates that corresponded to 

different particle sizes. However, lower frequency bandwidths improved signal 

amplification, which is beneficial for quieter particulates. Characterisation of the 

particle size was still possible using a variety of band pass configurations as well as 

different resonant transducers. Monitoring the characteristic count rate to determine the 

particle size proved to be effective regardless of the acoustic arrangement, although an 

element of calibration would be required. Using the characteristic count rate has shown 

the ability to characterise particle size and highlights the potential of monitoring the 

acoustic emission generated during drilling as a potential profiling tool for ground 

condition monitoring.

Monitoring the acoustic energy within the region where the count rate reaches a steady 

state has shown that a linear relationship exists between the applied load and the total 

acoustic energy. However, there was no clear relationship between the particle size and 

the acoustic energy for an increase in the total applied force. Investigations focused on 

the average oscillation energy and the estimated average contact force. Results showed 

that an increase in the particle size caused a reduction in the average oscillation energy. 

The oscillation energy was also affected by the particle type, which was indicated by an 

offset in the acoustic signals generated by each particle type. However, the addition of 

water caused a significant drop in the signal amplitude and therefore identifying a 

change in the average oscillation energy due to particle size was no longer possible.
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The granular friction angles were investigated using a standard shear box for two 

different particle types and varying water contents. The oscillation energy functions 

generated by the probing system for different water contents did not correlate with the 

friction angles associated with similar saturation conditions. However, comparing the 

shear box results to the probing system does not provide an accurate comparison for 

friction pairs considered as the shear box involved an inter-granular shear plane, 

whereas the probing system involved a solid-granular shear plane.

A ring shear apparatus was used to investigate the shear force characteristics for a 

granular-solid sliding interface. Wet sand samples produced a smaller friction angle 

compared to the dry samples of similar particle size, providing evidence that the 

addition of water reduces the frictional force. Furthermore the wet samples did not 

produce a strong acoustic signal, which consequently resulted in the AE being 

influenced by electrical noise.' The count rate recorded from the dry sand samples did 

not correspond to the particle size as it had done with the probing experiments. This was 

attributed to the slow sliding velocity, granular crushing and adhesion to the rotating 

steel plate.

7.2 Theoretical Conclusions

The source of the acoustic emission results from the excitation of the surface asperities 

due to the stick-slip behaviour of associated with sliding friction pairs. Deformation of 

the surface asperities during an adhesive bond generates a potential energy, which is 

converted into kinetic energy after the destruction of the adhesive bond. The release of 

potential energy generates a pressure pulse at the surface of the probe tip resulting in the 

strain wave that propagates though the probe shaft. Each asperity contact destroyed will
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produce an unsteady transient response within the probe shaft, which will also interact 

with transients produced from other asperity interactions. The sliding friction pair is 

continuous and therefore produces a continuous source strain waves within the probe 

shaft. The recorded AE signal results from the interaction of all these responses 

generated from multiple asperity interactions and consequently produces a continuous 

acoustic signature.

The results obtained using the characteristic count rate provided evidence that supports 

the assumption the count rate is proportional to the number of contacts formed per unit 

time as proposed by Baranov et al [74]. The general power law relationships suggested 

by Sarychev et al [73], do not apply to the granular-solid interaction considered in this 

study. Solid-granular friction pairs generated a steady state count rate, which depended 

on the particle size due to the influence of the particle size on the number of contacts 

formed between the probe tip- and the granular material. The number of particle-probe 

contacts was estimated using a function of the probe tip nominal area and the average 

particle size. Results highlighted that the characteristic count rate decreased almost 

linearly with increasing particle size and provided evidence that the characteristic count 

rate is proportional to the number of contacts formed per unit time.

The acoustic energy is a function of the amplitude of the acoustic signal generated by 

the friction pair. The relationship between the acoustic energy and the physical 

interaction of the friction pair was based on the assumption that the amplitude of the 

acoustic signal is proportional to the potential energy generated due to the elastic 

deformation of a contacting asperity. The relationship states that a power law exists 

between the acoustic energy and the applied load, although this relationship only
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considered a single asperity contact. Diei [72] also stated that a power law existed 

between the A E r m s  and the parameters of the friction pair, although in this case the 

index value was also a function of the material properties of the friction pair. However, 

the results obtained showed that a linear relationship is sufficient to describe the 

relationship between the acoustic energy and the applied load for a steady state count 

rate.

The acoustic energy is very sensitive to a number of parameters such as, the number of 

asperity contacts, the contact force, the particle type, the radius of curvature and the 

level of water content. However, changing a single parameter such as the particle size 

would also affect the number of contacts, the average asperity contact force for a given 

applied load, the shear force and the radius of curvature. Due to the many variables that 

affected the total acoustic energy it was very difficult to identify accurate empirical 

relationships between the parameters of the friction pair and the acoustic energy. 

Therefore a single grain contact was considered to reduce the amount variables 

involved. An increase in the particle size caused a decrease in the average oscillation 

energy at a given contact force. However, a functional relationship between the average 

oscillation energy and the particle size could not be determined. Furthermore, the 

addition of water severely affected the acoustic energy as it reduced the frictional force 

between the granular material and the probe tip. For that reason, it is postulated that the 

shear force between the individual grains and the probe tip will have an effect on the 

acoustic energy.

Work relating to this thesis has been published in the NDT 2001 conference 

proceedings [98] as well as Ultrasonics [99] (appendix 2).
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8.0 Further Work

The work in thesis shows that acoustic monitoring of a drilling process has potential to 

be an alternative method for ground condition monitoring. However, further research 

will be required to fully establish the parameters associated with real soils and their 

effect on the generated acoustic emission.

Further work associated with wet particulates involving the effects of pore water 

pressure on the asperity interactions would be required to investigate why there is a 

large reduction in the amplitude of the signal generated by the friction pair.

The shear stress of soils is an important parameter for Civil engineers and a method of 

determining the actual shear force properties of the soil would be very useful. A full 

investigation of the shear properties of a soil involving a range of confining pressures, 

saturation levels and their effect on the AE signal needs to be determined.

The affects of the granular elastic properties on the generated AE should be 

investigated. Using spherical grains of known elastic properties, may allow an 

empirically based model to be developed that could describe the frictional interaction in 

more detail.

In practical environments real soils are not in layers of similar grain size and will 

generally have a distribution of particle sizes. Therefore an investigation of the effects 

of different distribution of grain sizes on the AE signal could be considered.
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In practice a drilling system would be more appropriate than a probing system as real 

soils may involve large forces to push the probe to the required depth of soil under 

investigation. The development of a drilling arrangement will reduce the forces need to 

reach certain depths making the machinery smaller. Therefore, an investigation using a 

drilling process would identify any implications this may have on the recorded acoustic 

signal.

Following a complete and thorough parameter investigation, a prototype drilling system 

could be designed and used in conjunction with data from a real site investigation. This 

would provide genuine results associated with actual soil structures that can be 

compared to the information provided by the acoustic signal generated by the drilling 

system and therefore determine if acoustic monitoring of drilling can be used as a tool 

for ground condition monitoring.
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APPENDIX 1

Classification of soils bv particle size (based on BS1377:1995)

Particle Size Designation T est Procedure

>200mm BOULDERS MEASUREMENT OF 

SEPARATE PIECES60mm - 200mm COBBLES

20mm - 60mm COARSE

GRAVEL
SIEVE ANALYSIS

6mm - 20mm MEDIUM
2mm - 6mm FINE

0.6mm > 2mm COARSE

SAND0.2mm * 0.6mm MEDIUM

SEDIMENTATION ANALYSIS
0.06mm - 0.2mm FINE
0.02mm - 0.06mm COARSE

SILT0.006 * 0.002mm MEDIUM
<0.002mm FINE
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Friction generated ultrasound from geotechnical materials

T.J. Tyler, R. Hill *, E. Lai
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Abstract

Drilling is a process involved with product manufacturing and for civil engineers, site preparation. The usual requirement is for 
efficient material removal. In this study, the friction pair interaction generated by a drilling process provides ultrasound information 
related to parameters for the geotechnical material being drilled, where the drill bit has non-degrading ultrasonic characteristics and 
no essential requirement for material removal. This study has considered monitoring the ultrasonic signal generated by a drilling 
process, with a view to characterising the parameters of the geotechnical material being drilled and provides a novel method to 
identify or characterise ground structures.

Drilling o f geotechnical material systems, typically involve the interaction of a rotating probe and a granular composite medium. 
The applied load and angular velocity are measured to determine their relevance to the ultrasonic signal. Samples of granular 
materials have been graded into controlled grain size ranges. Attention has been focused on determining the effects on the ultra
sound signal of grain size, bulk density and the water content of the granular material. A comparison between the various granular 
samples of the different grain sizes, density, water content and the associated ultrasonic signal has been done. The effect of each 
variable, and existing theory for these effects is commented upon.

The broad aim of this research is to evaluate ultrasonic monitoring of drilling and assess its potential for real-time geotechnical 
ground condition monitoring applications and offer it as an alternative to existing methods.
© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.

Keywords: Ultrasound; Friction; Granular materials; Condition monitoring

1. Introduction

The ultrasound generated from a solid-solid friction 
pair has been the main focus of research concerning 
friction-generated ultrasound, mainly associated with 
rotating and reciprocating machines. A frictional pro
cess developed during relative movement between con
tacting materials has an inherent level of wear that 
eventually would result in failure. Monitoring the 
ultrasonic signal generated from machinery has become 
an alternative condition-monitoring tool, as the gener
ated signal contains information related to the micro
condition o f the friction pair. It is possible to detect 
when components of a machine are becoming worn and 
a thus reduce the risk of catastrophic failure leading ta 
production down time. Holroyd and Randall [I] dis
cussed the sensitivity of using acoustic emission (AE) for 
detecting changes in lubrication, overloading, wear and 
review a number of different techniques used to analyse

‘ Corresponding author. Fax: +44-115-948-6636.
E-mail address: roger.hill&ntu.ac.uk (R. Hill).

0041-624X/S - see front matter © 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
doi: 10.1016/j .ultras.2004.0t .094

the acoustic signature. Further methodologies for anal
ysing the friction generated acoustic signatures were 
discussed by Bukkapatnam et al. [2] and provide a novel 
analysis technique based on chaos theory, wavelets and 
neural networks. Much of the research concerning 
condition monitoring focuses on the changes in the 
signal due to wear, but some research have also focused 
on the parameters associated with the generated acoustic 
signal. Work by Diei [3] monitored the acoustic emission 
generated by tool wear during face milling and proposed 
a power function relationship between the A E r m s  
voltage and the: rate of frictional energy dissipation 
given by

A E » MS =  ( t i j v I . f T 72 (1 )

where k  and m  are constants that depend on the AE 
measuring system and the material properties of the 
friction pair, r\ is a function of surface roughness and 
elastic properties of the friction pair, t, is the shear 
strength o f the interfacial material, A3 is the visible area 
of contact and V is the sliding velocity. The parameters rj 
and A 3 essentially define the real area of contact and

http://www.clscvier.com/kicatc/ullras
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therefore, the A E rms is a function of the real area of 
contact, the shear strength and the sliding velocity. 
Results obtained by Diei’s work also indicated a linear 
relationship between the AERMs and the sliding velocity. 
Jiaa and Domfield [4] monitored the AE generated by a 
pin on disk experiment, highlighting that the AE is 
caused by impulsive shock due to asperity collisions and 
micro-vibrations excited by stick-slip phenomena. The 
research shows that the AERMs increases with load while 
a linear relationship exists between the relative surface 
velocity and the A E rm s- Sarychev and Shchavelin [5] 
describe the frictional process and the generated 
acoustic emission associated with it. Two general rules 
were established relating the rate of counting the 
acoustic pulses (count rate) to the sliding speed of the 
friction pair and the applied load.

The general rule for the dependence of the count rate 
N  on the sliding velocity is in the form:

N  =  A + Bv* (2)

where A and B are constants and X  >  1.
A similar relationship also applies for the dependence 

of the load on the count rate, but the exponent X  ̂  1. A 
further relationship was expressed relating the AE 
activity to the regime of friction in elastic contact:

^ .7 » 0 O -7^ O .7 1

y l M g l M (3)

where N  is the normal load, 9 the generalised elastic 
modulus, dc the counter area of contact, r the surface 
asperity tip radius, Ra is the surface roughness and * is a 
coefficient of proportionality. Further work by Baranov 
[6] produced two models relating the frictional param
eters of the friction pair to the acoustic parameters; 
count rate and acoustic energy. The model for the count 
rate is based on the assumption that the rate of counting 
acoustic pulses is directly proportional to the number of 
contact points formed per unit time. Work by Henrique 
et al. [7] studied particle collisions down an inclined 
slope and the number of acoustic events were used to 
monitor the number of collisions (contacts) generated 
when a ball was rolled down the slope. The model for 
the acoustic energy relates the mechanical potential en
ergy generated during the elastic deformation of a con
tacting asperity to the amplitude distribution of the 
acoustic signal. The energy model does not take into 
consideration the effects of wear and is based on the AE 
generated due to elastic contact.

Current studies in friction-generated acoustics have 
shown that the acoustic signals contain information 
relating to the material parameters of the friction pair. 
The work in this study uses the acoustic signal as a tool 
to characterise the material properties o f the friction 
pair. The idea for this study originates from a study by 
Hill [8] for Scientifics, when it became apparent that 
monitoring the ultrasound generated by a drilling pro

cess had potential for ground condition monitoring. The 
overall aim of this work is to develop a method of 
characterising geotechnical materials using a typical 
drilling process and monitoring the ultrasound gener
ated due to the interaction between the drill tip and the 
geotechnical material.

2. Experimental design

A simplified drilling arrangement has been con
structed where a rotating probe is used to maximise the 
friction at the probe-tip-granular contact. The probe 
string is designed, using a suitable coupling device, so 
that the ultrasonic signal is transmitted from the probe 
tip to a stationary piezoelectric sensor. The signal is 
amplified by 60 dB and filtered between 250 and 500 
kHz. The captured signal is therefore in the mid-ultra
sonic range and relates to the transducer monitoring 
frequency used. A schematic diagram of the experi
mental arrangement can be seen in Fig. 1.

The probe rotates, while being submerged in a gran
ular medium of controlled particle size, initial density 
and water content. The feed rate and angular velocity 
were set to a constant value and the applied load, count 
rate and ultrasonic energy were simultaneously m oni
tored. The effects o f the particle size, density and water 
content on two ultrasonic parameters (count rate and 
energy) have been investigated and the system aims to be 
a future option for ground condition monitoring.

3. Results

The effect o f load on the count rate can be seen in Fig. 
2a. The signal values on the left o f the figure correspond 
to the probe tip not being in contact with the granular 
medium. When the probe is pushed into the granular

Load Cell

Encoder 
Velocity setting

Drin—►b—=

Sensor 

Transmission Box

Probe

Vertical
Displacement

Granular Material

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the probing apparatus.
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Fig. 1  (a) Count rate against the vertical applied force using three different particle sizes. Data is shown for a complete penetration to a depth o f 50 
mm. (b) The average characteristic count rate against the average particle diameter, (c) The average characteristic count rate against the water 
content o f the granular sample.

material the load increases. The data highlights a sta
bilisation (reduction) in the count rate and is referred to 
as the “characteristic count rate” for a particular fric
tion pair. The stabilisation of the count rate means that 
no more oscillations are being produced due to an in
crease in the load and therefore the signal amplitude is 
only subject to amplitude increase. Different grades o f  
particulate material have been used and the character
istic count rate monitored. The results indicate that a 
lower characteristic count rate occurs as the average 
particle size is increased. Eight samples of sand were 
used and the characteristic count rate is compared with 
the particle size in Fig. 2b. Larger particle sizes produce 
fewer contacts and therefore the results agree with the 
assumption stated by Baranov et al. [6] that, the rate o f  
counting is proportional to the number of contacts 
formed per unit time. The results in Fig. 2c reveal that 
the water content has little effect on the characteristic 
count rate. Four ranges of grain size have been used and 
the count rate is plotted against the mass percentage 
water content. There is a small variation in the count 
rate but the separation in the signals generated by the 
different particle sizes still exist. Results have revealed 
that the count rate value does not significantly change 
due to the addition of water and that the count rate

signal is mainly dependent on the number of contacts 
formed. Therefore, regardless of the water content o f the 
sand it is possible to obtain an approximate evaluation 
of the average particle size.

The ultrasonic signal energy appears to be sensitive to 
a number of parameters including the particle size, water 
content, density and mineralogy. Fig. 3a shows the 
ultrasonic energy signal plotted against the applied force 
for two different initial dry densities (compacted and 
loose). Results indicate that the energy varies linearly 
with the applied load and the gradient increases with a 
reduction in the initial density. The effect of varying the 
density is more apparent when using smaller grain sizes. 
A change in the density using smaller particulate mate
rial will produce a larger affect on the number of probe- 
granular contacts generated within the apparent contact 
area. Lower particulate densities produce fewer contacts 
and therefore the pressure due to the applied force is 
increased and may account for an increase in the aver
age energy per oscillation as a function of the applied 
force. It is expected that an increase in the particulate 
size would also produce an increase in the acoustic en
ergy as a result of higher contact pressures. Fig. 3b 
shows the change in the average energy per oscillation 
due to the applied force against the average particle
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Fig. 3. (a) The energy against the applied vertical force using two initial 
densities (loose and compacted). A dry sand sample with an average 
particle diameter o f 187 pm has been used, (b) The rate of change in 
energy due to the applied force against the average particle diameter. 
Using dry samples o f sand with controlled grain size.

diameter. Results indicate that there is no unique rela
tionship between this ultrasonic energy parameter and 
the particle size, with a peak occurring at 512 pm.

The effect o f increasing the water content of the 
granular sample causes the sand to become acoustically 
quieter (a significant drop in signal amplitude). A l
though the sand becomes quieter, the rate o f change o f  
the ultrasonic energy due to the applied force is not 
affected by varying the level of water content in a wet 
sample but there is a noticeable difference in the gradient 
when comparing a dry sample with a wet sample.

4. Conclusions

Results have shown that when probmg into granular 
materials, using a constant sliding velocity the count 
rate becomes stable (characteristic count rate). The 
characteristic count rate is affected by a change in the

number probe-granular contacts and therefore provides 
a method for characterising the particle size. The water 
content of a granular sample has little effect on the 
characteristic count rate and data agrees with the 
assumption stated by Baranov et al. [6] that the count 
rate is proportional to the number of contacts formed 
per unit time. However, the data does not agree with the 
general rule suggested by Sarychev and Shchavelin [5], 
as the characteristic count rate does not depend on the 
applied force. Results provide positive evidence that 
monitoring the characteristic count rate has potential as 
a tool for identifying the layers of different particle size 
in ground structures regardless of the moisture content.

The ultrasonic energy signal is sensitive to a variety o f  
parameters including the load, sliding velocity, particle 
size, density, water content and mineralogy. Results 
have indicated that the contact pressure, which is af
fected by altering the density and particle size, affects the 
acoustic energy signal. However, a continuous increase 
in the ultrasonic energy due to larger particle sizes, 
which was expected, did not occur. It is possible that 
larger particles produce larger particle-probe contact 
areas thus reducing the contact pressure at a single 
contact spot but further work is needed for this to be 
established. It is clear that the ultrasonic energy contains 
information relating to the parameters of the friction 
pair but further investigation is required to fully 
understand the contribution o f each parameter associ
ated with the generated acoustic signal.
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Characterisation Of Geotechnical Materials Using Friction Generated 
Ultrasound

R. Hill, E. Lai, T. Tyler 
Faculties of Science / Engineering, Nottingham Trent University 

Nottingham NG 11 8NS

ABSTRACT

Frictional Processes involve the interaction of two solid surfaces (the “friction pair”) 
and this interaction is usually considered undesirable. Due to this, much research has 
been dedicated to the reduction of friction, rather that using it as a tool to provide 
information about the processes involved within the friction contact zone. However, in 
the case of drilling, the friction pair interaction may provide information to determine 
the material being drilled where the drill bit has non-degrading acoustic characteristics. 
Here monitoring of the acoustic/ultrasonic signal is considered, with a view to 
characterising the “drillee”. This paper will consider some of the factors important in 
this two-system interaction.

Drilling of geo-technical systems, typically, involves the interaction of a rotating probe 
and a granular composite medium. Various parameters, such as load and angular 
velocity are measured to provide information concerning their relevance to the acoustic 
signal. The granular material has been graded into different ranges of grain size and 
attention is currently focused on using the ultrasonic signal to help determine grain size 
information. A comparison between various granular samples and the corresponding 
acoustic signal has been done.

The broader aim of this research is to evaluate acoustic/ultrasonic monitoring of drilling 
and assess its potential for geo-technical ground condition monitoring applications and 
offer it as a fixture alternative to existing methods.

INTRODUCTION

In Civil Engineering, knowledge of the ground structure and condition is essential for 
many engineering applications. It is common for ground or embankment structures to 
suffer from long-term relaxation, but in the case of a rail track bed, the structures are 
subjected to periodic dynamical loading that can result in an increase in degradation. 
The generation of degradation highlights the need for ground condition assessment. 
Present techniques to characterise the ground structures use invasive or non-invasive 
methods [1] Invasive methods involve taking a test core and examining the physical 
structure. Non-invasive methods include seismic simulation or the use of ground 
penetrating radar. Although ground-penetrating radar is relatively well developed it can 
still produce images, which may be difficult to interpret.
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Previous work by one of the authors [2] suggested that ultrasonic monitoring of drilling 
had potential for ground condition monitoring. This paper discusses some important 
factors needed to develop this method as a viable engineering technique for the future. 
The early stages of this research have been focussed on the ability to characterise the 
grain size of a granular geo-technical composite material (sand). The drilling operation 
has been simplified and is provided by a designed probe, which allows optimisation of 
surface interactions to increase the acoustic output required for data acquisition. The 
frictional process which generates the ultrasound, involves the interaction of the probe 
and the sand. It is known that, material properties, contact loading and sliding velocity 
affect frictional interactions. By using the known material properties of the probe, 
recording the load and sliding velocity and utilising acoustic signal parameters it is 
hoped that a unique relationships can be determined to characterise the material 
properties of the granular composite. The following sections will discuss a further 
development in the technique of using acoustic emission to monitor changes in the 
“zone of frictional contact” without having to stop the friction pair [4]. Research in this 
field has mainly been directed at determining failure of solids subjected to frictional 
forces (associated with tool life, bearing failure etc)[5]. This work uses similar 
principles, but monitors unorthodox friction pairs with a view to detecting physical 
changes of material type and not the mechanical deformation of a specific material.

THE PROBING SYSTEM
The probing system consists of a probe of fixed geometrical dimensions. The system 
provides a constant probe-particle contact area. The probe is set to rotate, while being 
progressively submersed into the granular medium at a constant feed-rale until reaching 
a specific depth (simulating a typical drilling process). Angular velocity is recorded 
simultaneously with load and acoustic emission type “count rate”. The samples of 
granular material were initially, graded in different particle size ranges and were all 
contained within the same container, providing similar test conditions. The interaction 
between the probe and the granular material develops a frictional force. As a result 
stress waves are created within the probe shaft and the ultrasonic signal is recorded via a 
transducer mounted on the shaft, using suitable coupling devices. A change in the 
granular material will provide a different “friction pair” producing a change in the 
ultrasonic signal. By recording the changes in the ultrasonic signal it is hoped to provide 
information characterising the probed “drillee”.

For all experimentation, sand with controlled grain sizes has been used. In this case the 
sand is dry and can be considered non-cohesive (where the shape of the bulk material is 
determined by the surrounding boundaries i.e. container walls etc). AJthough a granular 
material can exhibit both fluid and solid characteristics, these materials behave very 
differently and can be considered a form of composite material [3].

Studies of granular materials have mainly been focused on the general physical 
properties of the materials and their behaviour under typical dynamic conditions such as 
internal interactions between neighbouring particles and flow along solid surfaces [3,6- 
9]. This research, currently involves granular dynamics because the experimental 
system uses a dynamic solid interaction with an initially static granular medium Shear 
deformations are a result of external loads, produced by the vertical displacement of the
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probe. There will also be induced flow between the rotating probe and the static sub
surface layers of the granular medium due to the inertia forces generated by the probe- 
granular interaction. Therefore, it is not clear how, or if, the study by Sarychev and 
Shchavelin is directly relevant to the more complex engineering system considered in 
this work. Due to this, any relationships are being investigated empirically since the 
problem is currently too complex for direct mathematical analysis.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Within the probing system there are a number of parameters that have to be considered. 
Changes in load and angular velocity, yield large changes in the frictional forces 
between the granular material and the probe thus affecting the acoustic output. Previous 
research in granular physics describes how an ensemble of granules in a container 
produces a random network of forces due to granule geometry and contact forces 
between granule-granule contacts and granule-boundary contacts [3,6,8]. The random 
nature of the granule ensemble produces a complimentary random pressure distribution. 
Therefore it is difficult to duplicate tests with the same loading conditions. When 
probing, the granular medium will deform, thus changing the structure of the granule 
ensemble producing a change in the pressure distribution. This provides fluctuations in 
the load signals, along with an inherent change in the angular sliding velocity, whereby 
increased loads reduce probe speed. Further clarification is needed to identify the effects 
of load and angular sliding velocity before it is possible to determine grain size.

Probing depth may also be an important parameter. However, as the shaft is acoustically 
insulated, the contact area between the granules and the probe will remain constant so 
that the only possible change would be due to changes in probe force as the depth 
increases. Although a granular system may display similar characteristics to a fluid, it 
does not inherit similar qualities associated with a pressure-head. The static pressure is 
not proportional to depth because point contacts between grains and the container walls 
aid in supporting the weight of the granules, which is analogous to the mechanics of an 
arched bridge. However, when the probe is penetrating the granular medium the load 
increases with depth (because material displacement must occur for the probe to 
penetrate). In order for this to happen the volume of the granular material must increase, 
and because of geometric constraints the only dimension that can change is the height. 
Therefore at larger depths there is more granular matter to displace thus yielding larger 
forces. If penetration stops, the deformation and volume change will stop, thus relieving 
the forces applied to the probe tip. However, due to the random nature of the pressure 
distribution within a granular medium it is difficult to determine a direct linear 
relationship with repeated tests.

Research utilising ultrasonics [4] to monitor friction contact zones between solids, 
provides theory relating acoustic powder or “count rate” to a set of parameters involving 
the physical interactions within the contact zone. These parameters are; normal load, 
angular velocity, generalised elastic modulus, area of contact, surface asperity tip radius 
and surface profile. The load and the angular velocity are the only two parameters that 
are not a material property of the friction pair. Therefore, by determining the effects of 
the load and angular velocity with respect to the ultrasonic signal, a relationship can be 
obtained relating the ultrasonic signal to the bulk material parameters within the friction
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contact zone. Initial tests assume the wear of the probe is small, due to the small loads 
used and therefore the material properties of the probe remain constant and any change 
in the output signal will be attributable to changes in the granular material being probed.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The paper by G.A.Sarychev, V.M. Shchavelin [4] focuses on the ultrasound generated 
due to friction between solids as a result of elastic deformation where the “count rate” is 
used as the acoustic parameter. The presented experimental work also uses the “count 
rate” as a suitable acoustic parameter. By doing this it will be possible to compare 
experimental results to the work by Sarychev and Shchavelin to determine if there are 
any associated similarities with their theory.

The first set of experiments used a constant grain size and the same probe for each test 
to minimise changes in the material properties during their interaction. Therefore, it is 
assumed that the change in the acoustic signal will result from changes in the load and 
the angular velocity.

Tests using a rotating probe penetrating at 50nun/minute showed that the load range 
was between 0-8N. It was also noticed that increased loads reduced shaft speeds. 
However, by reducing the feed rate the change in the angular velocity was also reduced. 
Therefore, by using a feed rate of lOmm/min it was possible to obtain results up to a 
range of 6N with only a small deviation in the angular velocity.

Figure 1 is a typical plot of the count rate against the load using a constant angular 
velocity and the electronic threshold set at 0.15v. From repeated tests a linear 
relationship was obtained whereby different velocities yielded different gradients and 
the y-axis intercept was dependent on the threshold setting. Although a direct 
relationship could not be established, the results indicated that the “count rate” is 
proportional to a function of the angular velocity multiplied by the load.

Court rate against Load
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Fig 1. Typical plot 
o f  Count Rate 
against Load using a 
constant angular 
velocity and 
threshold setting

The second set of tests examined the variation of count rate against load multiplied by 
the angular velocity (fig 2). The results show the relationship resembles a power law 
function and is similar for repeated tests. The theory from reference [4] states that in 
most cases for different materials in contact, the dependence of the count rate *N’ on
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sliding velocity generally follows the form, N=A+BVX, where A and B are constants 
and the index X>1. Repeated experiments gave similar results. However, the scatter of 
the count rate about the function line can at times be quite large and may present 
difficulties when trying to develop a real time system for characterising the granular 
material.
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(Fig 31 Count rate against Load*Velocity using different grain sizes and the functions generated from 
their actual d3ta plots.

Data was analysed to investigate the variation of count rate against the quantity ‘load 
multiplied by angular velocity” for different grain sizes. Each curve obeys a power law, 
related uniquely to grain size (fig 3).



CONCLUSION

The results provide evidence that ultrasonic monitoring of drilling has potential for use 
as a tool for ground condition monitoring. Ultrasound provides a sensitive method for 
detecting changes in the “drillee”. By examining the whole probing cycle it is clear that 
die changes in the material characteristics within the frictional contact zone can be 
detected. It has been noted that each granular material at a given load and angular 
velocity combination will yield a unique output However, developing this into a 
practical real time system will require a means of reducing the spread of the count rate 
around the function line as large outliers can produce erroneous results. Further 
investigation into the effects of loading and rotational speed is being undertaken. The 
ultrasonic signal at a certain load and angular velocity appears characteristic of a 
particular material being drilled, which, for this study, can be related to the grain size of 
the material.
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